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Rates of Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily lirst week; 75 cents per week
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Halt square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00: 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third addi ional.
Uuder head of “Amusements,” and “Auction
Sales.” $2.00 per square per week; three inseitions
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Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion,
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PORTLAND PUBLISHING Co.
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Real Estate unincumbered.••••••••.$
Cash on hand, in Bank, and in Agent’s hands..... 1,176,493 05
United States Securities-•"*•••••••.
409,130.00
State, City and Town Stocks and Bonds. 1,196.170 69
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Loans on Collaterals.
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Agency Commission...
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PIPING.
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BURNING
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the public that I have taken
nusiuess ot Chas. J. Sehumacher and will attend
I shall ento me.
entrusted
to
all
jobs
promptly
deavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
for
so
lias held
many years._
Wll. SCHUMACHER.

respectfully inform

CARD,
J\.
I take great pleasure in recommending Mr. Wm.
best house decorators ever
of
the
one
as
Schumacher
in Poitland, anti have no doubt that Mr. Wm. Schuwork
entrusted to him duraall
will
execute
macher
biy, tastily and
SCHUMACHER,
Ecclesiastical Decorator.
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LARD,

se-

VERY BEST COALS
that

are

mined for Winter

THE ADYANCE ON

SATE

Harleigh Lehigh Coal
FAILS TO SUIT.

Wo give special attention to the preparation of our
Coals, and will seil at tho lowest cash prices.

New Custom House

decll_

SAMUEL II. BARROWS,
Exchange Place, Boston,

7

(Room 6, 1«» Floor,)
FIRST CLASS NEW

ENGLAND

MUNICIPAL BONDS.

commission.
Ex-Gov. Wsi. Ci.am.in-,
by permission to
President National Hale and Leather Bank, Boston.
Messrs.
of
Hollingsworth &
firm
L. Whitney Esq.,
do23eo i!3w
Whitney. Boston.
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For Sale.
Portable Steam Engine, built by
rated 14
Hoadlv * Co., Lawrence, Mass.,
All ready to
Horse Power, been used but little.
startup. Address. Ttg4PRnRN & TEBBETS.
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20,
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Ladies.
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Unequaled Concert Organization
—
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only

to be

seen

to be

ST.,

Clapp’s Block.

from 6

dtf

Distinguished Per-

Only Grand Concert!
of the young American Prima

First appearance

Donna

and

Fee

the

Unrivalled Orchestra and oilier Eminent
(Soloists.

PRICE OF ADMISSION ONE DJLLAK, including Reserved seat.
The sale of reserved seats will commence on Thursday, Jan. 14th, at Stockbridge’s Mush-Store, where
the Programme ot' the Concert can he obtained.
Doors open at 7J, to
Steinway & Sons’

celebrated

used.

Wedding

Lecturing

evening, except Tuesdays, at

each

Presents T
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EINE,
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Prices.

Silver Plater,
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decll
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Meiirhs at Prices
I.ower Ilian the Lowest. Call and

Jk,

2

examine.

Vermont

Butter.

RUSSELL,

—

I).

511 1-2 Congress Street,
(CP STAIRS.)

dtf

dcc8

FOE

Boston.

“Dr. Hebbard is a Boston Physician of high repute.”—Burlington, (Ft.) Erce Press, Jan., 1872.
“A Physician of thorough science, of extended
knowledge, and large practical ex]»erienco.”—Hon.
JFm. Edsall, President of Young Men's Christian
Association, Brookhjn, N. F.
jal3tf
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THIS DAY
large lot

of

all to be sold at the very

LOWESTPRICES.
a

large amount of

REM NANTS
we

offer at great bargains.

SWEETSIIl~& MERRILL,
169

Middle
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PICTOTJ
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Steam

COAL.
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FOli

COIL

—

calm, dispassionate

and

characteristically

sen-

sible message of the President will go far to
allay the feeling which has been so industri-

ously worked up and will recall the attention
of the people to the general situation of this
distracted state. Opinions on the main question should not be made dependent upon the
right or wrong of an isolated incident, which
has not been sanctioned by the national adAny

or

after its occurrence.

interference with the exercise of legis-

subject of
apprehension. The American
jealously watchful of any inter-

lative functions in any state is just
alarm

and

people
ruption

are

of the unrestricted movement of our
system of civil government. It must be re-

membered, however,

that

the condition of

Louisiana has long been anarchic, that the
presence of United States troops has been
the sole preventive of armed revolution, that
the population of the state is more utterly
lawless than any other on earth, that, left to
themselves, the White League desperadoes
would make a a general massacre of the negroes, that the constitutional amendments
owes

utterly

nullified and that the nation

to itself the maintenance of constitu-

tional rights to all citizens.

It is unhappily

in the persons of
who have used a

carpet-baggers and natives
pretended Iriendship for the
negroes as a meaus of obtaining opportunities for plunder. All parties in Louisiana politics seem to have had one common object—
the robbery of the wretched state. The best
that could be done by the general government was to recognize that state government
which had most pretence to regularity and to
see that it was not overthrown by violence.
This the President has done as carefully and
judiciously as possible, at the same time constantly urging upon Congress some action
which should restore order. The responsibility lor neglect and delay is not upon the
President but upon Congress. Under pressure of the existing emergency that body will
probably act, and it is good to see indications
that the Republican majority will now agree
upon a policy in the matter and sustain it
with practical unanimity.
It is somewhat ludicrous, as well as painful, to see the number of eminently respectable old gentlemen who have fallen into the
trap set by the Democrats and have lent
themselves to the sensational performance
of men who hope to make something out of
the imbroglio. In fact one of the chief uses

eminently respectable gentlemen seems to
to serve as veneering to all
sorts of questionable enterprises which need
them. The slavery party for many years
had the support of about all the eminently
respectable gentlemen, the Philadelphia armin-arm convention presented Us quota, and
even Andrew Johnson succeeded in getting
a “wagon load of rich men” to adorn his
triumphal procession. Several eminently respectable journals, also, have been overhauling their Magna Charta, Patrick Henry
and things and have thrown themselves with
great fire into the struggle, obscuring the
great national queston of the maintenance of
the constitutional amendments by a cloud of
ponderous heroics about a mistake which
of

be their power

Gen. Sheridan may have made in his method
of dealing with Louisiana revolutionists and
fire eaters. Even the conservative and eminently respectable Boston Advertiser ruffles
up its venerable plumage and crows with as
much fervor as if another Boston tea party
That these people will
were on the tapis.
find that they have been making themselves
ridiculous is certain. Already many of them
are returning to their senses and the clamor
is more and more becoming confined to op-

position men and journals who rail at everything on principle. The President’s message
will satisfy all who arc willing to think hon'
estly in the matter, aud people in general will
occupy themselves with the real questions
which press for settlement and require the
best thought of the nation undisturbed by
passion, prejudice aud empty declamations
about fanciful perils.

or

N. S.

A
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For sale

by
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No. 1« Union

The Mississippi Pilot suggests that “the
oi au tue boutuern Legislatures
now in session should unite in a solemn protest, directed to the people of the United
States, against crediting the Associated
members

dispatches in which news capable of
being given a political bias is forwarded to the
Northern, Western and Eastern newspapers.”
Think how “Speaker” Wiltz of Louisiana
Press

must teel as he reads the

tremendous protests of the Northern Democracy agaiust his
course in calling in “military interference!”
The

subject is

of the gravest character.
It is a life-and-death matter with the loyal

Wharf.

,

islm

one

It involves the stake of
men of the south.
national safety tsclf.
The White League
Democracy have* set out to capture every
southern state, peaceably if they can, forcibly
if they must. It is the first, and the vital
step in their struggle for the control of the
General Government. Succeeding in that,the
last state ot the loyal white and blacks of the
south will be worse than the first, and
every
southern demand upon the nation will be renewed. Are the people ready to support this
White League campaign ?—Albany Journal.
Thk

state of New

Jersey has a custom
which is worthy of observance by other states.
The out-going Governor, who
naturally
knows more about the condition of the state
and its finances than does the Governor elect
sends in a final message to the new Legislature.

Household Purposes*
from the Acadia Seam Drummond Colliery, Pictou,

B. HiCiiCK & ro.,
ISiS FOBS STREET.
dtt

Street.

ja9

—

10 Si'ls, New Orleans Molasses,

JOHN

The Doctor is one ot the most skillful Surgeons and
competent Medical Advisers iu this country.”—New
Haven, (Conn.) Palladium, Jan. 31, 1868.
•“So many of our 3ex can be so highly benefited by
your advice ”—Mrs E. H. Cobb, President Ladies'

which

_2w

Choice

Only,

DR. HEBBARD is at the Falmoutii Hotel,
where he may be consulted professionally on all DisOtease- requiring Medical or Sutgical Treatment.
tico hours, 10 to 4 o’clock.

~s5~iijbs~

Untrinamed

Only,

to Gentlemen

Hamburg Edges,

111 Federal Street.
Ja8

Disease,

a

Private Lecture to Ladies

■A.T

SSO.

jas

US

deliver

Haturday Afternoon at 3 o’cI’U, Jim. ‘J3.
Tbe whole subject will be thoroughly and appropriately illustrated.
This lecture has been delivered to large and intelligent audiences of Ladies, with universal approbation
and commendation, in nearly all the principal cities
Admission 25 ceuts.
of this country.
(See small
bills.)

GREAT BARGAINS

A Plush Lilted Single Sleigh with
j ShiluiiK Trimmings, Silver Fluted
Handles, mid of our own Muuiilaeture for

j

a

_A\_I_ITvkD.

AND

T

—

Friday L'reniti^, ,lna
Admission 25 ceuts. (See small bills.)

Also

TJ

h.

Square,

FLOUR

including

ALBERT COLBY’S SOYS,

Private Lecture

Physiological Institute,

IIoumc Furniture for Hale.

CAN

will

delusion that the sudden and unpremedita'ed
action of a military officer to prevent bloodshed is a deliberate act on the part of the
government. The rage and denunciation of
these red-hot patriots are devoted so exclusvyely to Gen. Sheridan that no words of disapproval are found for the white leaguers
who invaded the same hall in advance, to assist by violence in throwing the control of the
House of Representatives into the hands of a
miuoritv. Granting that Sheridan’s interference was unjustifiable, how much more unjustifiable and revolutionary was the prearranged conduct of the armed band who deliberately undertook the enterprise of overawing the majority of the House. It was a
scene of anarchy and riot in which bloodshed
was imminent, and Gen. Sheridan at the request of the Governor of the state entered
and suppressed it. Surely nice legal distinctions could hardly be expected at such a moment and, in the chaos of things, Gen. Sheridan will not be called to monopolize the responsibility, while the roughs who first attacked the legislature avoid their share. The

NOTICE.

ATWOOD,

Gold and

ON

Health and

Physiology,

ALL THE NOVELTIES !
EVERYTHING

exclusively
jalldlOt

HERB ARB.

DR,

suitable for

and

at 8.
Pianos

commence

CONGRESS HALL

elegant

SILVER WARE
Holiday

CRANCH,

together with the

and will be Bold at

FREE STREET,

—

formers.

now

ATWOODS

appre-

Market,

OF

The only organization which, when traveling, gives
their Concerts with the same number of Artists, and
in the same stylo of perfection as in New York, Boston, Philadelphia etc.

and before you purchase your presents drop into

iurniture aud fixtures of the boarding house
JL recently kept by Ezekiel McKecn, JXo. 34 Center, near Congress Street, will bo sold very low if applied for at once. The house is completely fitted out
Sebawith all the necessary conveniences,
go, gas, <Jfcc., and being centrally located furnishes a
rare chance 'or any one desiring to keep a hoarding
Inuse. The death of Mr. Me Keen renders it necessary that this property be sold immediately. The
rent is very reasonable. Apply on the premises.
MARY F. McKEEN.
jal4dlw*

Warrant? J.

Notice.
requiring work done please apply to
“Home** oi W. 0. A., No. 1(> Spring St., plain
and family sewing, dress-making, copying, embroidoc29tf
ery and fancy-worL in wools, <&c.t &c.

Theodore Thomas'

Thursday Evening, Jan. 21st,
Til EO. THOMAS’

ja6

ffllHE

well done and

(Publisher* mid Ktooknellei

HALL.

CITY

incident

and to foster the

that Louisiana has been cursed by as
arrant a set of rascals as ever went unhung,

—

Montgomery

Portland

it upon one

true

RUCK,

MISS EMMA

Folding Slide,

ja5d2w

Hoarding

(13m

100,000 Boolcn without regard to cant.
Clock**, WatcliCM and Jewelry cheap.

PERSONS

a

NO. 137 OXFORD STREET.

Bonlon.

Cood

ag5tf

ha*

city.

of

Book Store in the World*

Cleaning

Portland.

Goods delivered free ot charge in any part of tho

I'AKEIL

119 EXCHANGE STREET.

Repairing

Adjusta-

Particular attention paid to Packing Family Pork nud l.ard.

GENTS’ NECK WEAR.
EMERSON, LELAND & CO,

and

in

Opposite head of Cotton street.

Headquarters for all the above goods.

Cheapest

It needs

NO. 27

Gray’s Norwich Moulded Collars,
Elmwood and Warwick Collars,

I? Bo Iston Street,

which

Central

Bent, Cheapen!, and the Bent Tilting
in the :?lai ket.

aolC

Tucker acd

Meats,Produce & Groceries,

Warehouse

iUanu facta rern

retail

at

Dealer in all kinds of

WHITE SHIRTS,
The

offered

ISAAC FARRINGTON,

a a an
xn ■ A WLM

MANS

The largest stock and
best assortment ever

Christmas is Coming !

Reduced 3?rioe $2.50,

jaltf

Paper

NEW!

Hole Agent for Portland,

for the arrest and conviction of the person or persons
who committed the robbery on the night of the 30ih
of December, 1874.
SMITH BARBER,
)
County
EDWIN C. TOWNSEND, S
WILLIAM SMALL,
) Commis-ioners.

Collar

EDGINGS !

St., 461 CONGRESS

MBS. STEPHEN B. SMITH,

DOLLARS

mA JU

one

fourth inches.

ciated.

Reward of

^W

12th,

o’clock,

music by Chandler’s Quadrille Band,

H. Talbot & Co.,

for

Doing away with creasing, measuring or tolding by
hand, thereby making a great saving of time and
It will took any thickness or goods, from
labor
Lace to Broadcloth. The Hemmer attacked will
hem any desired width from one fourth to two and a

ss.

WUa

-•

—

Rev. €. W.

—

Th.ionly

hereby offered for the recovery of the Money and
Bonds stolen from the Safe of the County Treasurer’s
Office, and

W

at 7 I

TickolsS! OO. admitting Gent and two
Single Lady Tickets to the floor 25 cents.

HAMBURG

rhe most useful attachment ever invented for Sewing Machines.

12

Lockes Mills, Maine,

3 Cents to 3 Dollars.

GIFTS.

ble Hcmmer.

is

gjfe ami desirable Western City. Town and County

§ and IO per cent Bonds
Reliable Indiana and Illinois
{land lOprr cent, iilortsattm.
Interest on ail securities sold by me, collected without charge.
,,
Stocks and bonds of all descriptions bought and

Commencing

eod2m

dtf

FIVE HUNDKED DOLLARS

^

Jan.

Tuesday Evening,

our

trating

would be

—

Tickets can be bad of Committee of Arrangements
and at»lie door.
flgg^Gruud March will move at 8} o’clock sharp,

FAR RAND’S IMPROVED

County Commissioners’ Office, )
Portland, Dec. 31st, 1874. )

IF IB/kl

ON

Wednesday Ezening.

STYLES

SOMETHING

$1000 Reward.

HUNDRED

be delivered

Library Room, eor. Congress & Casco sts*,

CIT.Y

<lec8

may26dtf___

FIVE

will

Third Annual Ball

244 Middle
]CE New No.
POKTLAND.

THE PEERLESS.

A

course

in the

SIJRJECT-God in the Constitution.
J:il»5t

President.

HOLIDAY

In all Styles, Grades and Sizes.
The Largest and Best Assortment in tl?e State,
combining all the latest Improvements, called

Randal! & McA 11ister
GO COMMERCIAL ST.,

Uangjfrom

50,013.20
1,211.60
11,117.94
7,119.73

Especially adapted

Dry Air Refrigerators

Cumberland,

Lecture.

The next lecture in this

BROS.

no28

83.000.00

oetlSdCm

our

We will warrant them to give satisfaction: they are
durable and tree from slates. For parlor Stoves and
Furnaces, the

Nearly Opp.

NEW

203 FORE STREET.

John’s and Hickory Coals!

J*EVER

AND WOOL

use.

For Cooking Steves and Ranges, try

3\ST o. 1S/L.

BY

Call and examine the

It is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Ease of Management. Durability, Dryiie«* and Purity
of liraud ECONOMY of ICE.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers* Prices.
Chea,»er than any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a betmanufacturer or agent.
ter article by buying of
Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact before buying.
Salesroom 253 Fore Mfe. J. F.mERRILL,
Manufactory, Rear of No. flO Crow St.
PORTLAND, MA!»E.
expense,
the

Banner

DEANE

2,400.00
55,100.00

..

see our

Building.

It is now universally acknow*
edged U*at there is nothing more
appropriate, in better taste, or
which gives more pleasure, than a
finely executed Photographic Portrait prcttiiiy trained, as a holiday
gift to a dear friend or relative.

OILS.

BLOCK.

ser-

dec2tf_

—

ST.

Christmas Gifts.

MACHINERY,

SPERM,

J.

Mali nee Saturday at 2 o’clock.

Association

The Louisiana Furore.
The great outcry which has been aroused
by the vigorous efforts of the Democracy for
partisan purposes, concerning affairs in Louisiana seems likely to prove an empty noise
audio have little lasting effect upon the
country. It is an attempt to divert the public mind from the whole situation by concen-

ministration before

1875,

IfIR. JTAS. A. ARNOLD and JAN.
IS ART LETT have kindly volunteered their
vices.

be

can

EXCHANGE

51

FOR

—

AND DEALER

Office at Schumacher Brothers,
I
the

an

REMEMBER THE NUMBER,

PHOTOGRAPHS

WILLIAM SCHUMACHER,

DEGRIIVG

EVENING, JAN. 15;

FRIDAY

jaildot

JAPANS,

pH___

PAINTER,

Fine Assortment
found in the State.

as

LAMSON’S

FULLER,

AND

power, built to order.

FRESCO

We have

ST., PORTE ANB.
eo.llw

VARNISHES

Patent Boiler.
INJECTOR
RUE’S
FOR

215 COMiUEBCIAE STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
FOK SALS—One New Portable Engine, 40 borte

PATENT FOLDING BED LOUNGES, &c.,

You will

...

MANUFACTURER OF

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.
Alcott’s Turbine Water Wheel,
Elevators. Derricks, Hoisting
engines, and Blanchard’s
AGENT*

Easy, Fancy

value)..$235,000 00
10,000.00

42 EXCHANGE

MACHINEWORKS
MANUFACTURERS

Reception Chairs;

and

and Painting
done to Order.

AU « u.

COCKS,
CORNELL, Secretary.

A. P.

Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

ALL NEW STARS.

T r*

/*u.,

jal3

tf

Engineers,

LAST WEEK OF THE SEASON J

J, D. WARD AN D U H. CUMMINGS.

full Line of

AGENTS,
NO.

»n21;_
PORTLAND

n

Upholstering, Repairing

DOW, C0FFDT& LIBBY,

WATER

AND

GAS

dtf

—

Temple St.,

5 Doon Earn «(

Also

COMPANY.

JOHN D.

WM. E>.

Evening,

positively suspended during this

Benefit of

$463,962.45

FEDERAL STREET,

103

Admission. Malluee 50, 25, and 15 cents.

75. 50 and 35 cents.
free list

PAINTED CHAMBER SETS.

____—

W. €. CLARK,

a

1

Inactive preparation Streets of New York
and After Dark.

EVERY KIND.

Brackets, Wall & Slipper Pockets,

Demand Loans.
Bonds and Mortgages.
Cash in hand and in Bank.
Interest accrued, January 2.18T5.
Premiums in course of collection.
Balance in bands of Agents,...%.

MIDDLE ST.

80
hi y v

OF

ASSETS*

EDGAR S. BROWN,
Counsellbt* at l<aw.
promptly attended

Center, Library and Taney Tables
Spring Beds, Mattrasses and Bedding

Capital.$200,000.00

building._dec28tf

collections

65,064 05

Assets, January 2d, 1875
463,062.45
Liabilities. 36,€61.97

Plans, Details, Superintendence, etc., for every description of

All

/-\

Containing Thrilling Incident, Exciting Tableaux and Wonderful effects.

Furniture,

and Kitchen

i 178 Broadway. New York,
j 166 Atlantic Street, Brooklyn.
A

HAWN!

engagement.

Parlor, Hall, Library, Chamber

$1,789,346.71

-WTTT

This Evening anil until further notice the
great Sensational Drama of

OF

$1,585,410.76

ATLANTIC INSURANCE

STREET,

HyDDLE

1-2

ISO

HAVE A FITLI. LINE OF

HALL.

First-Class Furniture Ward’s
Opera House.
CONSISTING

STATEMENT OF THEE

d&wly

CITY

THE

ilec21

BABCOCK.

myl9

COMPETITION.

DEFY

AGENTS,
NO. 42 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.

I>ORTL^3Srr>, ME.

ottered in Portland

ever

PORTLAND MUSEUM.

COLLEEN

Ten per Cent. Lower

DOW, COFFIN"& LIBBY,

Tools,

dtd

OPPOSITE

and will

$460,000,00.

Re-Insurance Reserve,

Mathematical, Optical and PhiloBophicn! Instrument*, School
Apparatus. Ac.,
50 Market Hired. Printer* Exchange,

m

THE

NEXT 60 DAYS

WE

HALL,

deel

FOR

WILL

than has been

unadjusted....

OF

Chronometer Maker*’

Watch and

Company,

YOKK,

LIABILITIES.

t*. BABCOCK.

MODEL MAKER &

NEW

ASSETS.
United StateB Registered Bonds, market value.$1,047,675.00
Loans on United States, State & Municipal Bonds.
517,300.00
Gold Bonds.
New York City 7 per cent
101,550.00
41,829.64
Cash in hands ot Agents in course of transmission.
17,562.55
Premiums due on Policies, New York Office.
Cash in Banks.
123,058,19
5,435.38
Cash iu Office.

(2nd door below Cana Bank,)

~C.

OF

CITY

CASH CAPITAL ONE MILLION DOLLARS.

O’Donnell & Sylvester,

PORTLAND,
oc2dtf

CITY

ADMISSION 25 CTS.

Now is the time to buy.

JANUARY 1st, 1875.

an?2__

SI MIDDLE

Now Open-

Brothers.

WE

German American Insurance

xecuted, and at the lewest prices

at

circular.

SELL ant STOCK

PRESS PRINTING ROUSE.)

Counsellors

EXHIBITION

Oscar L.
oclOtf

AT

Dean

OF THE

STATEMENT

EXCHANGE ST.,

work

Send for

•

EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.

42
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PRESS.
The following extract from a private letter
from Boston, written by a prominent merchant to a gentleman in this city, recalls the
ante-bellum time when considerations of
Southern trade controlled the leading men
and papers of the great commercial centres
and shows that the spirit ot “shop” is not
yet dead:
Yon will notice a call for a meeting in Fanenil Hall on the loth inst. to make a hig splurge
for the benefit of the Democratic party. This
all means shop, shop, and nothing hut shop.
The fact is that the Post and some other New
York papers, iu order to make capital for New
York business, came out against Sheridan, and
the Boston Advertiser, not to be outdone by
New York, rushed into the fight to save Massa
chusetts slieetiog and ticking and that is all
there is to it. What a sorr.v sight to see those
two good old men, William Cullen Bryant and
Peter Cooper, both heavily strickeu with years,
stauding up in a meeting of the rowdies of
New York, when the both should have been at
home wrapped up in warm blankets. If you
look over the list of signers for the meeting,
you will see that they are very respectable, too
much so to drop into the trap set by the Democrats.
A Characteristic instance ol the

effrontery

of Tweed is that

Let us see. R. C. Parsons, $1,500; H. G.
Faut, $11,000; A. W. Randall, $5,500; J.
M’Farland, $25,000; W. B. Shatv, $15,000;
A. B. Corwin, $3,100; J. G. Berritt and
Samuel Ward, $7,000; O. G .Averill, $9,000;
John n. Hersey, $11,000; J. M. Morris, $1,500; Donn Piatt, $5,000; Charles II, Sherill,
$500; William Morgan, $200; Charles Abert,
$7,000; Chittenden, $5,000; J. G. Berrett,
$2,500; M'Cormick,$500 ;Ingram,$5,000; John
Bond, $4,500. And James Parton tells us
that the Washington lobby is a myth. It appears to have cost the Pacific Mail $275,000
to keep up the illusion.

Magazines.
The North American Review is in certain respects the most valuable periodical published
in this country, and each issue is sure to contain some article worthy to go into permanent
literature. The January number, just issued,
is one of marked excellence. It opens with a
paper by Gen. W. It. Hazen on the great middle region of the United States, in which the
limited space of the arable land is made evident. His statements are based upon personal
observation and government reports, and he
comes to the conclusion that there is little cultivable land left, and that we must soon face a
condition of fac's utterly new in the economy
of the country, when not new, but old, states
must make room for the increase of population.
Mr.

Francis

Parkmau, the historian of
contributes a review of Mr. H. H.
Bancroft’s first volume on the native races of
the Pacific states. The work of Mr. Bancroft

Canada,

is warmly butdiscrimiuatingly|praised.
The most noticeable paper, perhaps, in the
whole number is the Kev. James Freeman
Clarke’s review of the Hon. Henry Wilson’s
Kise and Fall of the Slave Power in America.
Mr. Clarke’s paper is itself a vivid and succinct history of the struggle for freedom.
The Wage fund theory of Mills and Cairnes
is ably and exhaustively treated by the Hon.
Francis A. Walker, who combats it, and maintains that wages depend upon production, and
not capital.
The Episode of Municipal Government is
continued, and the history of the Tweed ring
brought down to the adoption of the new charter.

The book review department will be found
of the most entertaining of the number.

one

Mr. Howell’s Foregone Conclusion is warmly
and many other books arc treated of.

praised,

Washington News and Gossip,
HOW IT WAS RECEIVED.

The President’s message on Louisiana seems
to be generally satisfactory to the Republicans
at the capitol, for it was harnly expected that
it would throw any new light upon tbe events
of which it treats. Some there are, however,
oe both sides, who go so far as to pronounce ic
the ablest document which has issued from the
White House during tbe present administration. There is little if any reason to deubt,
however, that the message as read to tbe seuale
and given to the country is not the message
submitted to the Cabinet and special council of
It is asserted positively—tbongli
senators.
President
the
that
witbont
authority
the
alternative ot'
with
was
confronted
the
in
or
the
message
changes in
Cabinent; but it may he said on the
such
that
no
tbe authority of a Cabinet officer
state of affairs existed. President Graut exhibited perfect willingness from the first to
accept and act upon the advice of his counsellors, and that the message as it appears is tbe
result of careful-comparison and earnest but
amirable discussion of the different views
which would naturally arise on so important a
matter. Tbe Democrats do not conceal their
disappointment at the position assumed by the
administration, many having fully believed it
would take an aggressive attitude iu support of
Their comment is that
federal interference
the,message is a very shrewd political ma
rceuvre, and by it they acknowledge the administration has taken most of tbe wind out of
their sails.
—

California has everything on a large
scale, from gold mines to murders. Her
farms are not exceptions. One embracing
20,000 acres has just been let for five years at
an annual rental of $40,000.
It is stocked
with 1,900 head of cattle, 100 horses, 50
mules, and 1,500 hogs. This is considered
rather a small farm out there, for they have
sheep ranges of 100,000 acres with flocks
ranging from 60,000 to 110,000 head, and
wheat fields which yield 120,000 bushels. One
day recently the receipts of wheat at Stockton amounted to 1,495 tons.

The poem by “Atlanta” on our fourth
page will command attention by its beauty of
thought and diction. It is a fitting tiibute
to the first of American singers and would
have been an appropriate offering at the recent celebration of his birth-day.

-v-

The “Inefficient Mechanic’’ Speaks.
Kjttery Me., Jan. 11,1873.
To the Editor of the Press:
Dear Sir: I presume Dr. M, F. Wentworth
in bis letter published in the Union and Journa
of last week referring to tbe employment of
shoe makers or harness makers as joiners and
carpenters through Mr. Burleigh’s recommendation, refers to me as he on one occasion rendered himself very conspicuous in opposing my

*
Current Notes.
The Pittsburg Gazette publishes a list of
names nearly two columns long—men who
want Congress to make business lively and
times better. D—n Congress! If all the men
employment in the yard.

who signed that thing will grab a plow and
till the soil for a year or two, raise more
hogs and hominy, they wouldn’t have time
to think of Congress or dull times either.
Let ’em try it and see.—Louisville Courier-

Journal.

The country looks to Congress for some solution ot the Louisiana problem. We trust
it may not look in vain. Hitherto Congress

shamefully

has

avoided

its

responsibility.

Long ago the President asked Congress to
legislate in behalf of Louisiana, stating distinctly that he should have to follow the dictates ot his own judgment if it gave h'rn no
directions. It did nothing; and he did something—did, probably, the wisest thing he
could, under the circumstances. It must
meet its responsibilities now, or the blood of
many innocent men may be upon its garments.—Rochester Democrat.
Mr. Stephens, ex-vice president of the
Southern Confederacy, called on the President recently, and was honored by General
Grant’s coming down to the lower floor of
the presidential mansion.
The interview

cordial,

and the two distinguished genthe best of friends. Mr.
Stephens justifies the President in his course
in Louisiana, to the vexation of many of his
was

tlemen

separated

Democratic associates.—Springfield Republican.
The temper and the terms of the message
sent to the senate yesterday indicate, on the
part of the President, a respectful deference to
the public opinion, and a desire, which can
not be doubted, to conform to tbe laws and
the judgment of the country.—Boston Advertiser.

The Administration labors under the great
disadvantage, at tbe present time, of having
forfeited public confidence in respects other
than those for which it is now so severely
condemned.
It has heretofore alienated
troops of friends by apparently flying in the
face of the best Republican sentiment, and
thus creating the impression that it was
given over to the control of the baser elements of the party. But it is now before the
country on a matter far graver than any
questions of ordinary domestic policy. It is

endeavoring

to protect the rights of a class
in the Southern community who otherwise
are virtually helpless before organized bodies
of armed men. It sent General Sheridan to
Louisiana as an officer of observation, but he
found it necessary to take the command, and
immediately enunciated the proposition—
than which there is none truer in Euclid—
that secret armed societies are incompatible
with the public peace. He may have taken
unwise measures in interfering even with an
illegal legislative body, but it was done for a
meritorious purpose, to save bloodshed.
Few men will doubt that General Sheridan,
if sustained, would speedily crush out the
lawlessness of Hew Orleans.— Boston Tran-

script.
The President is right in demanding of
Congress that it make his duty plain, and
not leave him to be condemned for doing
what he is required by existing laws to do,because it does not satisfy the people of Louisiana.
While measures should be taken which
will ensure a (air expression of the will of the
people of that state, it must ha remembered
that a large portion of that people are secured
in an equal exercise of political rights by the
fifteenth amendment of the Constitution and
the enforcement act, and that they, as well as
the rest of the people, must be defended in a
free exercise ‘of their privilege,—Boston
Globe.

New York Press on the President’s
Message.—Tho Herald’s New Orleans despatch says that Kellogg considers the President’s message as leaving ont many strong
points, and McEuery says the President has
dodged all the issues.
The Tribune says the message is Dot without

merit, being adroitly drawn, but it couveys

nothing

not

of facts is

a

before

known,

and as a statement
It is tbrongbout partisan,
weak defence of an illegal ac-

failure.

one-sided and
tion.
The

It is true I am a harness maker by trade.
an
It is also true that I am considered
average second class joiner. 1 presume it cannot be considered a great crime for me to work
at either branch of business at my command
nn>

World

a

styles the message

plea,” aud condemns it for palliating
of denouncing the alleged offences in

“Grant’s
instead
Louisi-

ana.

The Sun S3ys the President tells many things
enquired about, and a very little to the
point, opening in a boisterous tone aud tapering off with a piteious whine.
The Herald calls the message a message of
apology, and says it is a different document
not

from what was expected.
The Times says the tnessago is a moderate,
strong and sensible document, and will make a
favorable impression on the country.

King Kalakaua subscribed for tbo Lowell
Times when he was in that city, and the Times
thinks it may have beeu done partly as a tribute of respect to the
of tho late B. H.

From Governer Parker’s message it
appears that the state shows a surplus over
disbursements of $272,800. The state prison,
which has G58 inmates, is made to pay a prfit

par ment connected with the Times
in 1813 established ilia lirst

of

the Hawaiian

$45,000.

cynic-

related by the
North American Review.
While Garvey
was ornamenting the place at Greenwich be
put a number of casts cf famous pieces of
Tweed instatuary about the grounds.
spected them. “Who the h—is that?” be
asked; and Garvey answered, “that is Mercury, the God of merchaots and thieves.”
“Good,” said Tweed, “that’s bully! Put
him over the front door.” Mr. Tweed’s admiration for Mercury does not, however,
lead him to the worship of other heathen
deities; for he exhibits a great dislike to
Mars, and is unsparing in his condemnation
of Sheridan’s course iu the Louisiaua affair.
al

ADVANCE.

memory
Penhollow, the founder of tho job printing d#_

office, wbb
priming office in

kingdom.

nil

nnnsnal

thinrr

fftP

mpf>h»nir4

work at more than one trade—any more than
for phvsiciaua to judge of joiners, car painters,
harness makers. Besides 1 bel'eve I
served more years than the gallant Col. did
months in the service. He draws a pension of
$43 per month. I believe—holds a sinecure
office at five dollars per day and then endeavors
to prevent a soldier to get simply a few days’
work at 82,75 per day.
Yours truly,
Frank Orsborn.
or even

Hews and Other Items.
The College Rowing Association has decided
to bold tbrir next regatta at Saratoga, July 17.
Benton G. Boone, the new Speaker of the
Missouri House of Representatives, is a grandof Daniel Boone.
All the weavers in the Cresent Mill at Fall
River, struck yesterday for an advance in their
son

wages.
A New Orleans

special says Gov. Kellogg
gave 1’inchback his credentials as
C. S. Senator, and he will leave for WashingWednesday

ton immediately.
It was a blunder of the Associated Press that
implicated H. J. Ramsdell, Washington’ correspondent of the Tribune, in the Pacific Mail
swindle. His name is}iot on Abert’s list.
Iu St John, N. B the snow drifts on the
Carleton side of the river were so large on Sunfuueral which was to have occurred
had to be postponed, it being impossible to get the hearse through the streets.
Moses A. Grinneii, sole survivor of the once
famous shipping house of Grinneii,Miotnrm;*
Co.. New York, aud formerly a member of

day

on

that

that

a

day

is still

Congress,

active in the New York

So“-

ciety.

Senator Jones of Nevada, was married recently in San Francisco, to Miss Georgian a F.
Sullivan. One present was an ivory statue of
“Ariadne” twelve inches in height,stauding on
a base of solid silver,with four silver bears.
Dawson, Judd & Co., dry goads merchants
of Philadelphia, have suspended; liabilities
8200,000; assets less than 850,000. The principal losers are the large houses iu New York

city.
Reports from the Hudson river say that the
ice m=u went to work at Stuyvesant yesterday
morning for $1 25 per day, and th > Ooxsackie
men talk of marching up there and driving
them off.
If you will take the popular popular pictures
of Longfellow’s Evangeline, the small-headed,
wistful girl looking out to sea, and whiten the
hair and increase the paiu in the face, you will
very nearly arrive at an idea of Mrs. Beecher.
—New York Letter.
The Wisconsin Legislature organized Wednesday. The senatorial contest is very active.
The supporters of Carpenier claim to be sure
of eight majority in joint caucus; the Washburne men, on the other hand, claim five ma-

jority.
Ex Governor Thoma9 E. Bramlitte died at
his residence iu Louisvilly. Iiy., Tuesday, after
He was Governor
an illness of several weeks.
of Kentucky during the closing years of the
sinco taken any active
war, but has not
part in politics. He was regarded as oue of
line*

auicot

Bar, and

uuu

iuvju

piuiuinv

uy

laujm

Ob

i.n

time since acted temporarily
as judge of iho Federal Coart during tbe
abHe died of rheumasence of Judge Ballard.
tism of the heart.
a

short

Upwards of sixty reporters, representing tbe
press not only of New York and Brooklyn, but
various parts of the country, are present at
every session of the Beecher trial, not includ
ing the official stenographic reporters engaged
upon the case. For some leading papers special representatives have beeu engaged, as fur
Alfred Townsend for the New
York Herald, aud Jno. Swinton from the Cincinnati Commercial. The New York Tribune
has done the best thing, however, in securing
the official report, on the express condition that

example, George

it prints every word, interesting
esting, relevant or irrelevant.

and

uninter-

Counsel for Beecher have determined to put
Mr. Moultou through the severest cross-examination which any witness has undergone for
years iu United States courts. An immense
number of questions to put to him have already been written out, some of them of such a

character

as are likely
to disturb the equanimof la much more self-possessed man than
Mr. Moulton has proved to be.
To those
queries will bo added many which John K.
Porter has been busy preparing for several
days past. There can be no doubt that this examination by the pro'ecutiou aud defence will
give rise to many sharp encounters between
counsel, such as agitated the court-room yes-

ity

terday. Mr. Beecher also is to he examined at
very great length, aud the questions to bo put
ta him are already written over a good sired
book of foolscap.

*

BY TELEGRAPH.
FROM AUGUSTA.
Matters.

Legislative

nomiWagner Keprieved-J. C. Talbot
nated for Senator by the Democrats—
A defeat for the t'oung Democracj

—

Committee
Bank Tax.

hearing*

—

Haring*

The

__

powers to towns.
The bill to repeal the act of 1874, abolishing
the office of Land Agent, was amended so as to
restore all acts in force at the passage of tlie act
of abolition, and as amended passed to be en-

grossed.

This concluded all the business that was in
the docket and the House adjourned at halt-

past ten.
(Special

to the

Press.)

Augusta, Jan, 14.
The Executive Council to-day unanimously
advised the Governor to postpone the execution
in
of Wagner till the last Friday in February,
in case the
of
Gordon,
the
execution
that
order

take
Council shall refuse to commute, may
thus two execuplace at the same time, and
tions at different times be rendered unnecessary
a reThe Governor bas accordingly grauted
prieve to Wagner for tii rty days.
in the
Tho action of the Executive Council
death sentence
Wagner case indicates that the
of Gordou will not be commuted to life impristhe Senate 18 to 9, to request
not conthe Governor to reprieve Wagner is
sidered a test vote in that branch on the capital
Commitpunishment question. The Judiciary
the 20th for hearing on the railtee

_

MATTERS IN MAINE.
Fire on Cnmpobcllo Island.
Eastport, Jan. 14.—A bright light was disOn inquiry
covered here early this morning.
found to ho the siw mill at Harbor de
The mill was completely
Lute, Campobello.
no
destroyed. Loss not ascertained; reported

it

was

insurance.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Works

Extensive Iron

onment.
The refusal of

assigned

road tax matter and 29th capital punishment.
The Democratic senatorial caucus took place
Senator
this evening in the ball of the House.
was
presided. When the organization
withdrew
completed, Mr. Leavitt of Eastport

Haskell

hand-writing,
was in Henry Ward Beecher’s
and which the ecu' sel offered in evidence, addressed to Mrs. Elizabeth Tilton, asking that
Witness was
she have the diviue protection.
handed another letter, which he identified as
having been written by lieecher to himself,
dated Nov. 5tb, 1872, telling him that he was
going to New Haven. He met Tilton in the
curs, who spoke to him cordially ami added
that the latter would have fallen long ago “had
you not supported and succored me. I am willlug to stop now if happiness is to be secured. I
look upon death as the happiest fate now. I
If you should cease
am well nigh discouraged.
to trust me I have uo other frieud in the world
This letter was sigued
to whom 1 can go.”
“H. W. B.”
The examination was continued. The letter
wife takes the boat for Hawas marked “my
Was not written With my
vana and Florida
approbation. Another, witness recognized as
of
in the hand writing
Henry Ward Beecher,
written to Mrs. Tilton, telling her if he did not
see her that night he would see her Friday
night. Another letter in the samo hand-writing, addressed to witness, confiding everything to his wisdom in the matter.
Witness continued: This letter was received
before May, 1873, when Bowen was stated to
have been reiterating stories against Beecher.
I rember the Woodhull publication. Witness
identified a copy of the publication, and it was
offered in evidence. Counsel read the publication, it being a card from Victoria Woodhull to
the editor of the World, being an explanation
of living with Col. Blood in the same house
with her former husband, Ur. Woodhull, stating that Dr. Woodhull was incapacitated by no
fault of hers, and that she fell called upon to
contribute in some measure to his support. She
advocated free love in its purest and noblest
forms. She knew of one public teacher of eminence who lived in coueubinage with the wife
of another teacher of almost as public emi-

completion of their work; an act to incorporate
the Watervilh) Slate Co.; of the inhabitants of
Hampden to lie set o(T to Bangor.
Mr. Hawes of Deering, presented au order
which was passed, directing the Committee on
Education to inquire into tlio expediency of
amending chap. 11, sec. 3, R. S., relating to the
abolition of school districts so as to give larger

Burned-Loss

9400,000.
Boston, Jan. 14.—This forcuoou the extensive works of the Kinsley Iron and Machine

Co., at Canton, Mass., took tire from a spark of
lmt'iron and all the shops on the east side of
the street were destroyed. The works employ
from 500 to GOO men. They cover several acres
of ground. The entire property is valued at
$250,000 and the loss is something under this
The total insurance on the entire
amount.
works i3 $210,000.

This was
the name of Hon. Biou Bradbury.
the
of course the acknowledgment of defeat by
that everybody has
young Democracy—a result
cauanticipated since the meeting of the state
and Rawson.
cus and the recent visit of Emery
43 for
A ballot was then taken resulting in
for
John C. Talbot, 5 for W. P. Haines, 3
1 for
Bion Bradbury, 2 for E. F. Pillsbury and

nence.

1 saw Mr. Beecher abeut this, and he said
that this woman ought to be counselled not to
publish the stories she threatened. I saw Mrs.
Woodhull, and afterwards saw Beecher and
told him that I had persuaded her not to meddle with them, and he expressed his gratification at the manner in which it ended.
In November, 1872, there was a publication
in Mrs. Woodhull’s paper affecting the parties.
1 saw Beecher, who saitWie came to see me
about what was to be done in the matter. 1
told him I thought silence would kill the story,
and if he pointed to his past as an answer it
would kill it. We consulted together! butcould
arrive at no other conclusion. I denied flatly
to two or three persons that Beecher was au
impure man, for which he thanked me. Tilton
On his return
was then in New Hampshire.
Tilton had an interview with Beecher ill my
presence, in which he denied giving publicity
to any of these stories, which Beecher said lie
It was proposed to publish a card
believed.
denying the story, but Tilton declined to publish the card cr to have anything to do with it,
saying Beecher should suffer for his crime. The
card as proposed by Beecher was to represent
Tilton as saying he would pay no regard to the
statementsjof one who was unprincipled. Witness continued: Tilton told him he made the
her
acquaiotance of Mrs. Woo ahull to prevent
publishing the story about his wife, and Beech-

NEW YORK.
THE SCANDAL.

Continuation of Hr. Moulton** Statement
New York, Jan. 14 —The Brooklyn City
Court room presented the same animated apon the
v/u
in aiuail Cleaves.
pearance this morning as it has done
-.-Ins
previous days of the trial. Mr. Beecher and
made unanimous Mr. Talbot thanked his felin
were
frinds
her
with
Tilton
Mrs.
and
friends
to
him
It
came
honor.
the
for
low Democrats
attendance.
not
but
unappreciMr. Moulton resumed his place on the witunsought and unsolicited,
ated. He might not be elected, but still he ness stand. The witness was shown the letter
Dec. 26th, 1870, which was sent by Tilton,
of
had always believed in the principles of the ;
calling on Beecher to resign the pastorship of
a majority
controlled
which
Democratic party
Plymouth church, and identified it as the one
to which lie referred yesterday; also the letter
of the states and was loved by a majority of
T\~s.

OAvl.

lUTA

w'rif-A*»n

hu

Mrs. TiltOll

t.O

the American people.
Mr. Tilton, revoking the statements made
The ‘•unsought” part is regarded by the
about Beecher in a previous letter. The counin view of I
rather
as
good
sel read another letter written by Mrs. Tilton,
young Democracy
te'ling him of having written tbe retraction of
the earnest canvassing which has been going
her statements against Mr. Beecher.
oo the past four days.
Tbe witness continued—Mr. Beecher was
Mr. Talbot’s speech over, there was an emsurprised when I told him about this last letter. There was a consultation between Beecher,
barrassing pause, which was relieved by Mr.
in my house in Jan. 1871,
Haskell's dismissing tho gentlemen in atten- Tilton and myself
about a letter of Mrs. Morse, with regard to a
dance.
statement iu the letter which Mr. Tilton indigA Democrat tells that Mr. Talbot's friends
nantly denied.
Mr Evarts insisted that the conversation as
have promised him 65 votes at the election on
it passed should be related by the witness, and
and that several Eepublicans will

•

Tuesday,

not

vote for him.
Two “Independents” were present and participated in the solemnites of the occasion
There has been a consultaKeegan and Kiff.
tion with the Independents and one of the parties say that Mr. Hall of Ellsworth will not
vote for Mr. Talbot and it is very doubtful if
Messrs. Hoyt of Fort Fairfield and Judd of
Isle will assist in filling the empty
seats in the Bourbon temple. It is said that
this is the first move on the part of Mr. Talbot’s friends to make him the Democratic can.
didate for Governor. At best it is a disheartening defeat for the young Democracy aud vicfor the old guard led by Marcelous Em-

Presque

tory

ery.
The Banking Committee voted this afternoon
to report a bill in accordance with the suggestion of State Treasurer Hatch that Savings
hanks be required to pay tax on the amount of
deposits at the time when they make their
semi-annual return rather than the average
for the six months previous; also to limit the
time in which the paymen t of the bank tax

—

to 45 days instead of 75

as now

shall be paid
allowed.
Bank Examiner Bolster has prepared a bill
which is calculated to be a new system for the
management of savings banks. The last section provides that the salary- of the office shall
bo $1600.
islature,

It may not be

presented

to the

Leg8.

_

FIFTY-FOURTH LEGISLATURE
[Special to the Press.]
SENATE.

Augusta, Jan. 14,
The morning session was opened with
prayer by the Btv. Mr. Upjohn of Augusta.
The House papers were disposed of in con.
currence, save the resolve to request the reof Wagner, which was laid upon the
table for discussion.
Senator Haskell presented an act ameudatory
to an act conferring certain powers upon the
city of Portland. It is amendatory of section
7 of the act, providing that no money shall he
paid out of the city treasury except on orders

prieve

drawn and signed by the Mayor, designating
the fund or appropriation from which such
money shall be paid—nor unless the same shall
be first appropriated by the City Council; and
the City Council shall secure a prompt and
just accountability by requiring bonds, with
sufficient penalty and surety from all persons
entrusted with the receipt, custody, and disbursements of this money.
They shall have
charge and superintendence of the city build-

ings and property, with power to let or sell
what may be legally let or sold,and to purchase
and take in the name of the city personal and

municipal purposes

amount
not exceeding four hundred thousand dollars
in addition to that already held by the city,and
shall, as often as once a year, cause to be pubreal estate for

to

an

lished for the benefit of the citizens, a particular account of receipts and expenditures, and a
schedule of city property.
The act was referred to the Committee on
_

Legal Aff airs.
Senator Emery moved that the order relating
to the reprieve of Wagner be taken from the
table.
Senator Haskell moved that when the vote
Carwas taken it be taken by yeas and nays.
ried.
Mr. Emery thought the Senate should act as
this matter. The
a check upon the House in
power of reprieve was, by fundamental law,
It would be
left alone with the Executive.
stepping out of the Senate’s place to take this
step. The Leg’slature is sent here to enact
laws, not to pardon or request the reprieve of
criminals. When Wagner came into this state
and killed the women on Smutty Nose Island,
the law was on the statute book that murder
The penalshould be punished by death.
He was
ty of the law should be sure.
opposed to capital punishment, and should
vote thereon when the theme came up.
the order and
thought no dangerous precedent could come
from it.
The vote was then taken and resulted as folMr. Cutler

was

in favor

of

lows:

Yeas—Campbell, Cutler, Foss, Haskell,
Kent, Morrison, Prescott. Bounds, Stevens—9.
Nays—Atwood, Cross, Cushing, Donworth,
Dyer, Emery, French, Goold. Hall, Hanson,
Hinckley, Huibrook, Hyde. Palmer, Ricliardbod, Russell, Thurlough, Webb—18.
Absent—Corthell, Foster, Lord, Swasey.
The order did not have a passage.
An act relating|to insurance and insurance
It provides
commissioners was presented.
that the office shall be abolished and the duties
be made incumbent upon the Secretary of
State.
Adjourned

at jo o ciock.

HOUSE.

The bill approved by the City Council of
Portland, providing for the selection of a school
committee, and a petition to grant dry docks,
etc., a lien on vessels repaired, were presented
and referred to the Judiciary Committee.
Senate papers disposed of in concurrence.
The reports of the officers of the State College
■were read and referred to the Agricultural

Committee.
The report of the commissioner of claims of
settlers on proprietors’ lauds was referred to
the stats Land Committee.
Petitions, orders bills, etc., presented and refen d:- Petition of the First North Yarmouth
Aqeduct Co. for change of name; of Eli (toss
of Portland, for increase of pension; of citizens
of Sullivan, for charter to build a wharf in said
town; of the selectmen of Cape Elizabeth, to
require the County Commissioners of Cumberland county to lay out a highway into the tide

waters of Portland for a ferry landing; of several settlers for conveyance of land; of Continental Mills of Lewiston, for reduction of
capital stock; memorial of ’‘Mel!” Weston, for
repeal of resolve of I860, relating to his claims
against the state; an act to incorporate St.
Omer Commandery of K. T. at West Waterville; petition of S. W. Tinkliam of Anson, for
bounty on bears; of John Allen of Maysville,
for payment of clnms agaiust the state; of C.
W. Tibbetts of Presque isle, for care of small
pox patients; of Aroostook county, to be reimbursed for money expended on road in townships No. 8, It. 5; of the E. and N. A. railway,
that the real estate of the company in Hampden may be set off to Bangor; of Oldtown Water Power Co., for extension of time for the
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as usual.
Ju December, 1872, there was an interview at
my bouse between Mrs. Tilton, Beecher and
myself. Tilton had communicated to me his
intention to publish the whole story in delicate
language, and Beecher came at my invitation
Tilton said to Beecher, “1 will
to hear it read.
read you oue passage, and if you can stand that
the
rest.”
can
stand
you
Evarts here interrupted, and said that oral
testimony about the paper could not be given
unless the paper itself was put in as evidence.
Court overruled the point and said witness
might state what Tilton said to defendant on
that occasion.
Evarts—He testifies that Tilton read from a
paper. Now he can’t testify to what was read
without producing the paper itself.
Judge Neilson—My ruling is that he may testify to what was said.
Witness—Tilton said to Beecher—
Mr. Evarts—Did he read from a paper?
Judge Fullerton—Now, now, ho is my wit
ness, and I don’t propose you shall interrogate
my witness.
Evarts—But I do propose to interrogate your
witness.
The Judge then ruled that Evarts had co
right to ask the question.
Witness, quoting Tilton—“Mrs. Tilton told
me that you solicited her to beeome a wife with
all that implied, and I will read that passage to
Beecher said to him, ‘‘You might as
you.”
well tell the whole story. 11 will kill me if you
Beecher said to me, “1 will not
it.”
publish
be put in the position of a man who has solicited a woman and been refused,” and l said to
him, "1 certainly sympathize with you in that
view of the case.
(Laughter.) Afterwards I
told Beecher I had prevailed on Tilton not to
the statement, as it would be cruel to
is family, and he thanked me for my interference in his behalf.
At a subsequent interview between Beecher,
Carpenter and myself, Carpenter suggested his
stepping from the pulpit to a journal, and thus
putting an end to the Woodhull story. I said
to Beecher afterwards that it would be a virtual confession, and he thought so, and told Car-

characterized.

no

Jnnnlir affopfoil

wept

Ex-Governor Fullerton denied that the conHe would put in
versation was characterized.
his evidence in the way it suited him,so long as
he complied with the rules of the law.
Mr. Evarts argued that this letter, passing
from Mis. Morse to Mr. Beecher could not be
evidence against Mr. Beecher, only iu so far as
it formed part of their conversation on that occasion. Mr. Evarts said he would reserve this
point uutil the examination closed.
The witness was asked to point out that portion of tbe letter which made it necessary to
Witness
send for Mr. Tilton, which he did.
continued—Mr. Beecher brought that letter to
me, and said, “I would like you to read it,”
and I said that there is a statement in the letter that is uutrue, and you can send for Theodore and you will see that it is all wroug. I
sent for Theodore and be said that he bad not
told twelve persons about the matter, aud be
told Mr. Beecher whom he did tell.
Counsel read the marked portion of the letter as follows:
“I know of twelve persons whom he has
told,” and counsel submitted that without
reading the other portions of tbe letter there
was

lima

meaning.

The witness was again handed the letter and
read the marked portion again, and said that
this was all Mr. Beecher read of the letter aud
Mr. Tilton on
this clause Mr. Tilton denied.
making bis denial said this portion of the letter was not true; he admitted telling Oliver
Johnson and Mrs. Bradshaw, however. Mr.
Tilton said to Mr.Beecher that Mrs. Morse was
and might be liable to go
a dangerous woman,
penter so.
dowu to the church and expose him, and sugMr. Moulton referred to Beecher’s intended
gested the propriety of sending back a concila- letter of resignation, and told him it would not
was no denial
tory letter to Mrs. Morse. There
do as it would be a virtual confession. Several
by Mr. Beecher of any of the statements in
documents were read by counsel, after which
that letter. Mr. Beecher replied that he knew
court adjourned.
Mrs. Morse was a dangerous woman.
Meymour Declines.
Counsel offered the letter of Mis. Morse in
Horatio Seymour has written a letter to the
evidence, which was objected to by Mr. Evarts,
tbe objection beiug sustained by the court.
state Senator Barmen ter, positively declining
Mr. Beach argued that the letter was a part
to be considered a candidate for the United
as
admitted
he
should
and
the
of
States Senate, and recommending the choice
interview,
evidence. He assumed that there was in that
of Mr. Kernan.
letter a clear imputation of guilt against Mr.
Beecher, and he thought it was a question to
WASHINGTON.
he submitted to the jury. Counsel read the letter iu Question, stating that when she knew of
.uhoii
tbe miseries that had been brought, uy
there was no God,
The Specie Payment Bill Signed.
on his family, she admitted
and that Bessie Turner had been sent away;
Jan. 11.—The President lias
Washington,
and that Mrs. Tilton had no one to assist her
approved the bill to provide for the resumption
in taking charge of the children; and that if
of
specie payment.
Theodore’s debts were paid he would not have
The Stowell Investigation.
enough to give a meal to his family.
The investigation before the Naval CommitWitness continued—This was the letter. Mr.
tee, to-day, was principally concerning the
Beecher said lie did not feel comfortable with
money transactions between Representative
this story travelling from person to person, and
Stowell and G. W. Froham in connection with
I assured him that that statement was not
the political campaign in Stowell’s congressionMr. Tilton said he had not mentioned
true.
al district. The account shows liberal expendithis to twelve persons,but mentioned the names
tures lor whiskey, cigars, fireworks, canvassers
I do not remember his
of these two parties.
Before the investigation
reply, but think it was an expression of regret and processions.
Mr. Stowell will testify in bis own becloses
that it had become public.
half.
Mr. Oliver Johnson is one of the editors of
Pacific Mail Investigation.
the Christian Union, and was formerly connected with the Independent. Mr. Tilton de- I
In the Pacific Mail investigation, to day, C.
want.
(Beechin
uit-d that his family were
C. Chaffee testified that lie had nothing to do
er’s reply to Mrs. judge Morse as drawn up at
with the subsidy, and kuewonly ex-Postmaster
Moulton
the above interview was here read.)
Randall as having received money, the latter
added that it would be necessary to word the
having mentioned it himself.
letter so that if it fell into the hands of other
G. G. Hubbard testified that he knew nothing
letter was a
The
dooe.
harm
be
no
parties
about the money disbursed for asubsidy in 1872,
general denial on the part of Mr. Beecher to not recognizing its necessity as he believed it a
the wants of Tilton’s family. At a subsequent
measure important for the welfare of the Painterview Mr. Beecbev said to witness that he
When he
cific coast and the whole country.
wished to have some assurance of Theodore’s
heard of the large sums paid he was surprised
state of feeling towards him, and witness
he did not get any.
spoke to Theodore, who consequently wrote a
Ex-Mayor Berritt testified that he was Irwin’s
It was
letter and it was shown to Beecher.
counsel and was ietained with a $1000 fee. He
(Letter carried a retainer of $500 to Sam Ward. After
written on the 7th of February, 1871.
was again read, promising to discountenance
the passage of the bill be received from Irwin
Duhlicity of the affair. It was addressed to $8500. Berritt said he was convinced the subMoulton.)
sidy would pass, as it ought to. He spoke to
Witness resumed: It was 3hown to Beecher
several members of Congress about it, includletthe
he
wrote
the same day aud on that day
ing Gov. Swain of Maryland.
ter lo me uow produced. (Letter read thankQ—Did you conviuce him?
Tilton
his
for
Moulton
praising
friendship,
iug
A—Oh, be was already convinced.
Ou
who would have the hardest task of all.)
Witness said his relations with tho affair
the
letter
wrote
Mr.
Beecher
the same day
were purely professional,
Mr. Tilton remarked that as
now handed me.
Samuel Ward testified that he kept $4000 he
Elizabeth was not taken into these consultareceived, but had no knowledge of any one else
tions, she ought to be assured of the state of except Berritt receiving the money, and knew
Jt speaks
Theodore’s feelings. (Tetter read.)
of no corrupt means used to secure a subsidy.
of Moulton as the frieud sent by God and
Adjourned.
This letter
whose hand tied up the storm.)
Treasury Balances.
was
signed “Your unhappy friend, H. W.
The following are the Treasury balances for
Beecher.”
to-day:—Currency, $10,907,103; special deposit
Witness resumed: He asked me to get Theoof legal tenders for redemptiou of certificates of
dor’s consent to a letter, when writteu, handed
deposit, $43,505,000;coin, $71,998,065, including
Prior to the writing of that letter it
to me.
coin certificates, $28,683,800; outstanding legal
Beecher and me
was arranged between Mr.
tenders, $382,000,000.
that he was to hold no correspondence with her
Want Work.
without Theodore’s consent, aud he said he
A delegation of five, representing some 500
thought that it might be right. I gave the letdischarged from the Washington uavy yard
ter to Theodore Tilton for delivery aud he
After my
afterwards handed it back to me.
during the past year,appeared before the House
handed
Beecher
return from the South Mr.
Appropriation Committee this morniug and
(Let- said they could indicate public work upon which
me this letter received from Elizabeth.
all the men they represented might be usefully
ter saying “Does your heart bound to all as
employed. They asserted that these dischargbefore, mine does, the bird sings in my heart
mechanics and laborers were now in a state
ed
again, I am myself again, &c.”)
of destitution, and argued that the interests of
The letter isln Mrs. Tilton’s writing, hut is
both the government and of charity demanded
Thu endorsement is “Received
not signed.
liberal appropriations for the uavy yards
MarchS.” It is in Mr. Beecher’s writing. (A
witto
here
haDded
were
aud
throughout the country. The committee referletter
envelope
in Beecher’s
as
red the delegation to the Secretary of the Navy,
ness and he identified them
and said they would give a careful cousidcrahand writing; hut the counsel said he could
tiou
to such estimates as he might deem proper
the
present witness.)
go no further with
Mr. Evarts—1 want the letter aud envelope
upon these representations to submit.

Eublish

|

connected.

Mr. Beecher—If the gentleman wants them
connected, let him connect them. (Laughter.

Mr. Evarts—I want you to go on.
Judge Fullerton—1 am going on when it
suits me. You forget yourself. I will go no
further at present of my own motion or at my
adversary dictation.
Tbe letter was read. It commenced: “Your
note broke upon me like spring upon winter.
No one but God kuows through what a dreary
wilderness I have passed. If you would send
me a

letter

now—me

outcome

or

your

inner

The letter was
life—it would be safe, &c.”
without signature. Witness testified that his
permission for the writing of that letter had
not been obtained or Tilton’s, as far as he
knew. He identified another letter written
April, 1871. which was banded to him by Mr.
Beecher. It was without signature and merely
suggested that Mr. Moulton should be asked to
destroy the letters in his possession. A letter
dated April. 3d, 1871, was also put in evidence.
It commences “Mr. Beecher: My future for life
or death would be all the brighter if I knew
you forgave as well as forgot me. My weapons
were untiring geuerosity and nest hiding”, the
The letter was
two last words underlined.
without signature. Witness went on to testify : Soon after I saw that letter, there was a
poem published in the Golden Age by Mr.
Tilton. I saw Mr. Beecher in New i'ork after
its publication, aud Mr Beecher said he was
sorry for it. that it was almost a telling of the
storvof Elizabeth and himself, and was indelicate on the part of Tilton.
It
The poem was here put ill as evidence.
lamented the dragging down of the writer’s
of
the
the
falsity
name, the loss of friends,
It is entitled
woman whose breast he clasped.
“Sir Marmaduke’s Musing-', by Theodore Illton,” and is dated Sleepy Hollow, April, 1871.
The court then took a recess.
■After the recess Mr. I Moulton resumed his
place on the witness stand. A paper was
shown him by the couusel which he said he
A conversasaw in the hands of Mr. Beecher.
tion then took place about dropping Theodore
Tilton’s name from the roll of the church (the
Beecher
paper was offered in evidence.)
said he thought it would save some trouble iu
the church, aud that if he(TiUon)was no longer
a|member offthe church they could notjinvestigate the charges. The counsel read the paper
containing the suggestion of withdrawal from
membership. Theodore Tilton after this wrote
a letter to the trustees of the church.
The witness was handed another letter which he
said

Fort)-Third Congress—Second

Session.

SENATE.
Washington, Jan. 14.
A bill to provide for tho compensation of
of
the
officers
government for observing the
transit of Venus was passed.
A bill authorizing the commissioner of patents! t.n entertain
the annlicatiou of F. M.
Stroug ami Thos. Boss of Vermont, for an extension of pateuts for weighing scales was

passed.

Mr. Morrill re presented the legislative appropriation bill placed on the calendar. lie
said he would call it up on Monday.
The bill to provide for the revision of the
laws for the collection of customs duties reported from the Finance Committee, Tuesday
last, was taken up. The amendment of the
committee was agreed to and the bill passed.
The unfinished business being the resolutions of Mr. Scburz, instructing the Judiciary
Committee to inquire what legislation by Congress is necessary to secure to the people of
Louisiana the rights of self-government uuder
Mr. Lothe constitution, &c.. was resumed.
gan concluded his argument commenced yes-

terday.

HOUSE
A bill removing the political disabilities of
Jas. Wither, Joseph F. Winter and William
Kearney, of Texas, was passed.
The House went into Committee of the Whole
on the Indian appropriation bill.
Mr. Shanks defended the ludiau peace policy
and asserted as the result of it that the Iudians
than ever bewere in better condition to-day
fore since first discovered by Columbus.
After considerable discussion of Indian affairs the Speaker laid before the House a communication from the Sergeant-at-Arms, stating
that a writ of habeas corpus had been served
on him to produce Irwin in court, and asking
instructions. After a long discussion he was
directed to return that the prisoner was held in
custody by order of the House.
The House then, at 4.45 p. m., adjourned.
The three masted schooner Laura

E.

Mat-

thew's, from Boston for Baltimore, went ashore
Tuesday night,
on Sandy Foint, Block Island,

Another desand lies well up on the Foint.
patch says the schooner Laura E. Messer, not
Matthews, is ashore on Block Island.

SPECIE PAYMENT.
A Message by llie President.
■Washington, Jan. 14.—The President sent
to the Senate to-day the following message, accompanying his approval of the finance bill:
To the Senate of the United States:
The Senate hill number 1044 to provide for
the resumption of specie payments is before
and apme, and this day receives my signature

proval,

1 venture upon this unusual method of conveying the notice of approval to the House in
whiclT llle measure originated, because of its
great importance to the country at large, and
legislation which
in order to suggest further
seems to me lo make this law effectual. It is a
subject of congratulation that a measure has
become a law which fixes a date when specie
resumption shall commence, and implies au
obligation ou the part of Congress if in its
as may prove
power to give such legislation
necessary to redeem this promise.
To this end 1 respectfully call your attention
to a few sugg stions.
First—The necesssty for an increased revenue to carry out the obligation of addiug to the
sinking fund annually one per cent, of the public debt, amounting now to about 834,000,000
of
per auuum, and to carry out the promises
this measure to redeem under certain contingencies 880,000,000 of present legal tenders and
without contingency the fractional currency
How to increase the surnow in circulation.
plus revenues is for Congress to devise, but 1
venture to suggest that the duty on tea and
coffee might be restored without permanently
embracing the cost to consumers and that ten
per cent reduction of tariff on articles specified
The
in the law of June (5,1872, be repealed.
supply of tea and coffee already on hand in the
in
be
adall
United States would
probability
vanced in prices by adopting the measure, but
it is known that the adoption of free eutry to
these articles of necessity did not cheapen
them but merely added to its profits of countries producing them or of the middlemen in
those countries who have the exclusive trade in
them.
2d—The first section of the bili under consideration now provides that the fractional currency shall be redeemed in silver coin as rapidly as practicable. There is no provision preventing the fluctuation in the value or the paper currency. With gold at a premium of
anything over 10 per cent, above the currency
in use, it is probable, almost certain, thatsilver
would be bought up for exportation as fast as
it was put out, until change would become so
scarce as to make the premium on it equal to
the premium on gold or sufficiently high ta
make it uo longer profitable to buy for export,
thereby causing a loss to the community at
large and great embarrassment to trade.
As the present law commands final resumption on the 1st of Jan. 1879, and as the gold receipts by the Taeasury are larger than the gold
payments and the currency receipts than the

Two

men

entered the First National Bant at

Carbondale, Pa,, yesterday, gagged the cashier
and carried off $10,000. Two men wen arrested subsequently on suspicion.
Proof whiskey froze at Helena, Arkansas,
Wednesday night. Four Chinamen were froz-

death.
The Mayor of Portsmouth, Eng., has sent
Portsmouth, N. H., phetogtaplis of that city,
Bpleudidly framed.
Dutch'troops in Atcheen have assaulted the
works of the Atcht«ness and carried them with
The Ateliloss of 21 killed and 65 wouuded.
eeness lost 17 killed and large numbers wounded.
The police have closed all the socialist and
democratic workingmens’ societies and trades
unions in Frankfort.
to

en

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Portland Wholesale markets,
Thursday, January 14.—There is hut little doing
in markets just now. Sugars are still quoted at lOjjc
and the supply is quite large. Potatoes are iu good
demand and bring from 65c to 75c, according to the
lots an! quality. Grain is llrm and it is thought that
Flour shows
corn is as low as it will be this season.
uo

change.

_

Foreign Exports.
ST JOHN. NB. Steamship Normanton—3997 hbls
flour. 5U0 do oatmeal, 621 bags feed, 494 do bran, 160
do shorts, 2500 lbs tobacco, 3800 galls liquors, 5 cases
40 galls oil, 31 pkgs boots and
spices, 900 lbs butter,merchandise.
•boos, 329 packages

Boston Block LIU.
[Sales at the Brokers’ Board, Jan. 14.
Boston & Maine Railroad.114
Second Call.
Eastern

Railroad. 531

Fork Block and money market.
Jan. 14—Evenina.—The day was
characterized by an unusual depression in speculative shares and for money stocks lower prices were
made than for many months. Money was easy at 21
Co) 3 per cent, on call. Sterling Exchange closed at
Gold opened
486 for 60 days and 4891 lor demand.
at 112J and closed at 112; the rates paid for carrying
flat.
The
customs rewere 2 @ 4 per cent., closing
ceiuts to-day were $265,000. The Assistant Treasurer
and
in
interest
$576,000 in repaid to-day $400,000
Cperations of the Gold Exdemption ot bonds.
balances
$1,529,7920;
currency
change Bank: gold
balances $1,899,708; gross clearances- $34,014,0uu;
statement:
currency exchanges $77,Clearing House
210 984; currency balances $3,091,230; gold exchanges
balances
$1,602,441. Governments
$11,158,323; gold
State bonds nominal. Railroad mortwere steady.
have disposed of in
Brothers
Brown
gages firm.
Loudon £600,000 sterling, New Jersey Central conThe exchange against
ponds.
solidated iirst mortgage
New

New

York.

been

has

negotiated.

Stocks

were

ir-

__

FOREIGN.

Sad Marine Disaster.
A Steamer and Twenty Lives Lost.
London, Jan. 4!—The British steamer Bride,
from Alexandria for Hull, has been lost and
twenty of the crew and passengers drowned.
Russia and

Spain.

The Daily Telegraph reports that Prince
Gortschakiiff has declared that Russia will not
make the recognition of Alfonso dependent on
the confirmation of the succession by the
Cortes, but will act in harmony with Germany
and Austria.
Alfonso and the Church.
Madrid, Jan. 14 —A decree has been issued
for the restoration to the church of all ecclesiastical property not included in tbo redemption fund.
Preparations for the entry of the King into
the capital are being made on a grand scale.
The decorations will be profuse, and itiiumphal
arches are being built all along the route of the

royal proeessiou.

bush of barlev.

Cincinnati, Jan. 14.—Pork—nothing doing, 18 90
@19 00. Bacon steady; shoulders at 8}c; clear rib
sides at 11c; clear sides at ll}c. Sugar cured hams
13} @ 14c. Cut Meats quiet and little doing; shoulders at 6} @ 6$c; clear rib sides at 9} @ 9}c; clear
sides at 9} @ 10}c. Lard is firmly held; steam iendered at I3}c; kettle rendered at 14} @14}. Live
Hogs dull at 6 60 @ 6 85 for medium fair ;good butchers 6 90 @ 7 25; receipts 9044 head.
Whiskey is quiet
at 94c,
Toledo, Jan. 14.—Wheat is firmer ;No 2 Red Winter 107} @108; No 1 Amber Michigan 1 09 asked,
1 08} bid cash; sales at 112} seller March; 115 seller
April. Corn is dull and unchanged; high Mixed at
70}c cash; sales at 76c seller May; low Mixed 69} @
70c, Oats quiet; Michigan 57}q. Clover seed at 6 10.
Dressed Hogs nominally at 7 60 @ 8 00.
Receipts—6,500 bush Wheat, 25,200 bush Com, 3,-

600 bush Oats.

Shipments—700 bush Wheat, 9,600

bush

Com,

0,000 bush Oats.

Detroit, Jan. 14.—Flour very dull. Wheat very
dull and unsettled; extra White Michigan is held at
114; No 1 White Michigan 1 09} @ 1 09g. Corn—No
1 Mixed at 74c. Oats—No ^Mixed 56 @ 56}c.
Receipts—1012 bbls flour, 2,0S8 bush wheat, 1176

bush corn, 693 bush oats.
Shipments-828 bbls flour, 0000
bush corn, 731 bush oats.

bush wheat, 000

Milwaukee, Jan. 14.—Wheat is firm; No 1 Milwaukee 93c; No 2 Milwaukee at 88}e for cash; 89}c for
Corn is firm; high
seller Feb; 90}c|seller March.
Mixed at 65}c. Oats are steady; No 2 at50$c. Rye
nominal; No 1 at 95c. Barley Is firm; No 2 Spring

Jan. 7, Mr. Alphonzo M. Prince, aged
STEAlflSHIPS.

OFPAKTIKi: OF

wood

DEALERS

UW1D UUU*

Charleston, Jan.

uplands 14} @ 14}c.

t/,uuv

wudu

E.

OFFER FOR ONE WEEK,

WOOD,

We have on hand
mined, viz:

WIIARF.

UNION

OF

HEAD

of the best varieties of Coals

some

STOVE COAE,

Miniature Almanac.January 15.
Sunrises.....7.27 I High water..,,,. 5.00 PM

GIVE

At One Price.

STREET,

162 COMMERCIAL

NUT COAE,

Mobile, Jan. 14.—Cotton is strong; Middling uplands 14§c.
New Orleans, Jan. 14.—Cotton firm and in good

demand; Middling upands

at

14}c.

Rio Janeiro Coffee Hlarket.
Janeiro, Jan. 13.—Wright, Brown & Co. report sales Coffee lor the United States since January 6th—0,000 bags; shipments for the United
States lor same time 48,000 bags; loading 99,000 no;
stock at datej240,000 do; average daily receipts 7,200
do; price nominal at 9 reas. Exchange 26|.
Rio

$400,992.
at Boston for (lie week

Custom house receipts
ending Dee. 9, $135,020; Philadelphia, $102,355;
New York, $1,938,235; Baltimore. $91,760.
The House Committee on Appropriations,
yesteidav, agreed to increase the item for the
propagation of food fish to $75,000.
to

Europe yesterday, $960,-

807; of which $90,000 was silver and the remainder gold coin.
Two sets of resolutions on the Louisiana
question were introduced into the New York
Assembly yesterday, but laid over.
A report has been received from New Zealand that the cutter Lapwing was recently
seized by savages of Sauta Cruz Island and
her crew murdered. British war ship Sandfly
was afterwards attacked, but tho savages were
driven off.
The Massachusetts Republican and Democratic senatorial caucuses will be held next
Monday evening. The Democrats will probaTho
bly present the name of C. F. Adatns.
election is set for Tuesday next.
The trial of Edwin M. Major, the Wilton,
N. n., wife murderer, was arraigned yesterday and plead not guilty. He will bo tried in

European

flarlteu.

London, Jan. 14—12 30 P M.—American securities

United StateB 5-20s, 1865, old, 107};

new

5s, 102},

|

Moon sets

MARINE
PORT OF

..

....

1.00 AM

NEWS

One bale Continental Cottons 9 1-4 cts y
One “ 36 inch “
line and heavy 8 •*
“
One ease Hills
11 “
Bleached
One *• Boot 4-4 Bleached
9“
One “ Washington Cambrics 6 1-4 “
100 “ Bates Bouey Comb
85 “

({uilts

EGG COAE,

CUMBERLAND COAE,
FURNACE COAE,

ALL OF THEME GOODS ARE .V1FCI1

Less than .Manufacturers Prices.

ACADIA COAE,
—

PORTLAND,

SAILED—Barque F H Loring, for Cardenas; brig
Joseta, for Matanzas; sch Wm Arthur, Baltimore.
MEMORANDA.
Steamship Georgia, (iron built) trom Halifax tor
on Triangle Point, near Tenant’s
struck
Portland,
Harbor, early Thursday morning, where she soon
is reported will be a total wreck.
and
it
after lilled,
She had on board about rtfty persons, who were savbe
ed and will
brought to this port by the U S steamer
Dallas.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
PORT LUDLOW—Sid 5tfl, ship Commodore, Gil-

to bo found in the city.

Seven pieces Black Silks for $1.45 yard.
“
Ten
Lyons Poplins best quality

$1.00 yard.
One case

A.

US

are

but few

DRESS

<J.
73

FREE STREET,
PORTLAND, NIK.

SDd&wCm

State Temperance Convention,

invited to meet in Mass Convention at
Nlcouian Hall, iu Augusta, on Thursday
Jan. 21, 1873,
at eleven o’clock, forenoon, for the purpose of reviewing our work of the past, ot rejoicing in present
success, and to devise means for the future that will
enable us to advance our cause io its final triumph.
Tlio usual reduction of fare on the several railroads
may he

GALVESTON—Cld 13th inst, barque Eva H Fisk,

expected.

Joshca Nye,
1
State
I>. B. i:<fc>ALL,
|
G. O. Payson,
(Temperance
Executive
F. E. Shaw,
Henry TALULAS, Committee.
L. P. CALL,
J

f

1S75._jalldtf
SUFFERERS,

Japuary 4th,

FERNAND1NA—Cld 7th, sen Ernest T I.ee, Rideout, Barbauocs, tor orders.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 8tb, sch Kate Grant, Holt,

DON’T

Antigua

LADIES’ & CHILDRENS’ UNDERWEAR

CHARLESTON—Cld 8th, sch C A Dow, Childs,

Bahamas.

S

Only 35 cents- An unfailing Remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness
of the Throat, Chest and

JAN CAR V—1*7*.

Nil per Esquimaux Hearer* al
per
yard le«* tlaun Price* la**I Fall 5 AI»o C «ilor
Bearer*, Flyniaa f»eruaau Tricol**
Ctranitc and Diagonal i'Ulhn. Docakaa*,
Ca**iuier*M, &c., all of which will be
made

brigs Abby Watson, Holden;
Pearl, Henley,
Alravela, Freethy; C C Colson, Pay son; L H Kitoball, Lunt: T Remick, Rose, and Torrent, Monntfort,
waiting business; schs Carrie Alice, Call; Clara G
Loud, Haskell; Dora M French, Childs; Etta M
Storer, Wade: Geo V Jordan, Duncan; H A White,
Bellatv; Louisa A Orr. Orr: Lugano, Dow; Swallow,
Carlow; Sardinian, Holbrook; Tim Field. Lelaud,
and Wyoming, Foss, waiting; Flora E McDonald,
McDonald, for Jacksonville; City of Chelsea, Goodwin, for Charleston; Delia Hinds, for Calais
SALEM—Ar 13th, brig Chas Wesley, Harding, fra
Searsport for Bucksville SC, (sails split); W D B,
Pitcher, New York for Bath.
WINTER HARHOR—Ar 9th, sch Rose, Stickney,
Portland, (and sld 11th for Eastport.)
ROCKLAND—Ar 7tli, brig Chas Wesley, Harding,
Searsport for Bucksville, SC, (and sailed 8th.)
unc:

PORTS.
Ar at Shanghae 8th inst, ship Golden State, Delano
New York.
Ar at Scillv—,brig Julia F Carney, Peak, Richmond via Trieste.
Sld fm London 12tb, sch J N Gamewcll, Berry, for
Rosario.
Ar at Queenstown 12th, barque C O W bittern ore,
Peabody, Iquique (and was ordered to Leith.)
Ar at Gibraltar —. brig Etta M Tucker, Merriman,
Messina for Philadelphia.
Ar at Rio Grande 20th ult, sell Edie Waters, Barns,
FOREIGN

Ar at Rio Janeiro Nov 27tb, brig Sullivan, Perry,
Richmond; sch Lamoine. Leach, Millbridge; 30th,
Havana, Meyer, New fork; Dec 7, barque Abbie N
Franklin, Means, do; 8tti, Emma C Litchfield, Hayden. Brunswick, Ga.
Sid Dec 16th, sch J W Drury, Baker, for Hampton

Roads.
Cld 16tb, sch Lamoine, Leach, New Orleans, with
4200 bags coffee.
In port 17th ult, ships King Phillip, Rawlins, from
Baltimore tor San Francisco, reloading; Belle Morse,
Whittemore, disg; barque Surprise, Hoyt, for New
York; and others.
Ar at Pernambuco 10th ult, brig H Trowbridge,
Crocker, New York tor Baliia.
At Surinam 16th ult, barque Fannv Lewis, Edwards, from Boston, just ar; brig Alex Williams,
Bain, lor do 7 days.
Ar at St Jago 5th inst, barque Martin W Brett,

10th inst, sch Alzena, Boynton,

FOR AN

From

Di»lingni»Ii«*il

England.

SliMm Passaroeang Nov
York.
Sid fm Valparaiso 29tb,
mas, PeDa Blanca.

13, Metis, Kent, for New

barque Powhattan, Tho-

8POKEA.
Dec 30, lat 27 04, Ion 71 05, ship California, from
Calcutta for Boston.
Nov 16, lat 4 N, Ion 28 W, barque E C Litchfield
from Brunswick, Ga, for Rio Janeiro.

Regularity bring* Vigor.
Local irregularities produce weakness of the entire
system. In order, therefore, to re-establish health

Law>fi‘

of Boston*

GOLD.

$5000

Notice,

Special
OF

BEWARE

AND

COUNTERFEITS

IMITATIONS
The liigh reputation gained by ADAMSON’S BOTANIC COUGH BALSAM for the cure ot Coughs.
Colds, Asthma, Bleeding of the Lungs and Consumption, has given rise to spurious comp muds. The
genuine ADAMSON’S BOTANIC COUGH BALSAM is prepared only by FRANK W. KINSMAN,
Sole Proprietor. To protoct yourselves from imposition, examine the bottle and see that the words “F.
W. Kinsman, Druggist, Augusta. Maine,,* are blown
n the glass of the bottle.
$5000 for a better article.

the

DON’T

TO

FAIL

land and the Mtate

by all Druggists.
sneodaeow6m

~Costiveness the most Prolific
Source of ill Health.
DR.

HA.RRISO N’S

PERISTALTIC
LOZENGES.

BAND

0C2D

Prompters.

CLOSING

sneoddmMWF.

Iu Capo Elizabeth, Jan. 6,
Wm. M. Guiltord and Mrs.

by Rev. B. F. Pritchard,
Clara E. Doiloff, both of

Cape Elizabeth.
In Strong, Jan. 1, Geo. P. Thomas of Portland and
Miss Frank C. Porter of Strong.
In Brownfield, Jan. 5, Algernon Jewett of Denmark and Miss Maria Merrill of Brownfield.
In Ellsworth. Dec. 27, Chas. A. Cole of Paris and

Margaret R.
In

Redman of Ellsworth.

Lewiston, Dec. 27, Wm. W. Lydston and Miss

Sadie F. Potter.
In Auburn, Jan. i), Jerome B. Hunton and Miss
Alice M. Eaton.
In Friendship, Dec. 25, C. D. Colrnan of Bremen
and Miss Matilda Simmons of Bristol.
In Lewiston, Jan. 11, Sam’l W. Chapman and Miss
Haun ah L. York.
In East Vassalboro,
Rose E. Bradbury.

Jan. 7, Vantilo York and Miss

a reward of Five hundred dollars for
detection, cpnviction and punishment of the par

ty or parties charged with the crime of arson, in
firing the premises situate at No. R Bradford street,
Portland. Me., being the frame dwelling of Geo. I>.
Jost, on November 10th, and again on Dec. 9th. 1874 ;
said reward wil. be paid only on due proof being
furnished the executive committee of the conviction
and actual punishment of said orimluals, and expires
by limitation in one year from this date unless otherwise ordered.
By order of the Executive Committee,
STEPHEN CROWELL, Chairman.
New York. Dec. 17th, 1874.dec23*ntf
NOTICE.—All officers, sailor?
or injured in
can obtain a
Rebellion,
Pension by addressing Dr. E. B. JACKSON. Late
Surgeon in United States Navy, No. 4 New Chambers St.. New York City. Communications prompt
ly answered. -oc29snly

and soldiers, wounded, ruptured
PEK80NAL
however slightly,
the late

71188 ANNIE LATH A Aft

wrongs and grievances, which may be presented to
this Legislature after Wednesday, the 27th inst, be
referred to the next Legislature, and that this order
be published in the Daily Kennebec Journal, Eastern Argus, Portland Press, Bangor Daily W big, and
Bangor Daily Commercial, until that date.
Read, auteuded by adding Lewiston Evening Journal, and passed.
Sent up for concurrence.
S. J. CHADBOURNE, Clerk.

Block,

and will receive pupils in Drawing and Painting on
Tne*dny, Wedne*dny, Friday aad stntnrsntt
nol3
day Afternoon*.

GOING OUT

—OF—

AND

DRY

1 iTI iTl JCi

At the Annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
Milan Steam Mill Co., held at their office on the 13th>
inst., C. W. Richardson, was elected Tteasurcr. No
other change.
WINSLOW, Clerk.

ja!5sn3t*_HOWARD

1

V I A
—

AT

li Is

I

—

BARGAINS.

Come and gret your Winter’s Supply !
bay your wife or daughter a
Paisley Shnirl or Dress at half price
for a Christmas Present.
Come nod

nice

Best Stand in Portland for Parties Wishing to Engage in this Business.
Entire stock will be sold at a discount to
desired.

GOWELL

such

WAIT !

GREENOiGII.

&

dec2

sntf

COAL-REMOVAL.-WOOD.

W.

E.

lias

236
HEAD

DENNISON

removed his Coal Yard to

STREET,

COMMERCIAL

BROWN’S

OF
where

can

COAL

BEST

WHARF,

be found some of

such

the

MINED,

as

HAZLETON,
HONEY-BROOK,
SPRING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,

INH,
LOHERRY,

WHITE AND RED

and

LVKEN8.VALLEY FRANKLIN C i)AL
CUMBERLAND COAL,
for HlRcknmith

Nieam purpose.,

or

CANNEL,
CAR HO NIT E and
ACADIA COALH
for open Grate.,
—

HARD

ALSO

—

ANDJSOFT

WOOD.

have every facility for handling Coal cheap,
and parties wanting
I

now

Coal by the Cargo or Car load

23fi Commercial St., head Brown's

MILL

Wharf,

jal_PORTLAND.sut£_

BLANKETS

At One Price, No Variation.

PBIJITIMO

HOUSE

The Book, Card and Job Printing Business of the
the Stand,
115 EXCHANGE STREET.
All orders, eithe pcrsoual or by mall, will receive

4 7 Pairs Holland Blankets for $4.50 pair
Agciil«i Price 95.50.

prompt attentionIy’jldllan
HEAD, BUY AND TRY.

29 Pairs Squanticook for

Portland, Jan. 1875.
Messrs C. Way & Co:—
I had a very severe cold and I found your t ompound Nyrup ol Lungwort to relieve It at once
I can cordially recomend it to any person In want of
a cough medicine.
N. J. PRINCE,
At Mr. S. Bell’s Shoe Store.

$2.75 pair

Manufacturers Price 93.49.

At About 2-3 the

It Pairs Assorted
Cost of

Product ion,

S PECIAL

~~

C. WAY & CO..
Corner Cumberland & Myrtle Street. de22sn3m*

SALE

Awnings, Tents, Flags, Bout Sails*
Covers, Canvass Letterings,
Decorations, Ac.
EXCHANGE STREET.,

LEAVITT.

cotlaii

DR. SARAH >V.

DEV0LL7

Rcffulur Practitioner of .lledicinc,
formerly of Newton, Mass., offers her services to
A

—

OK

—

Women and Children.

BLEACH AND BROWN COTTONS.

Housekeeping Hoods and Ladies and
Children’s Underware.

Residence, 32 1-2 Higli Street.
OFFICE HOURS,S toff A..*1.1 lo IP.lt.
sntf
<■<31_

CLARKE'S RHEUM ATIC ELIXIR
cures

ALSO

C. K. OKA NT
Will receive a limited number of ilupils in Oil Paintng, Charcoal Drawing, Sic., from life and objects.
Apply at Studio, room 8, Casco Bank Building, 91
Middle Street.ectlsncodtf

A

GOODS

be sold

will do well to call on me beforo purchasing elsewhere. Remember the number,

SAMUEL W. LANE, Soc’y.

MILAN STEAM MILL CO.

F.

FANCY
to

SALE.

Attest:

ja!5sndtd

inc3

BUSINESS.

OF

S30.000-WORTH

Senate, Jan. 13, 1875.

Read, House amendment adop'ed, and passed in
SAMUEL W. LANE, See’v.

49 1-2

3, No, 8 Clapp'*

ha* her 8tndio in Room

at

In House of Represent ativhs, Jan-13,1875.
Ordered. That the Senate concurring, all petitions for legisldtion, except those tor redress of

concurrence.
A true copy.

FIRE

Hereby offers

the

H. CHANDLER, LEADER.

H. Chandler, C. M. Klcliardeon, F. W. Buxton,

OF

UNDERWRITERS

Office 27 Market Square.
D.

bp2w

THE

BOARD

NATIONAL

ORCHESTRA.
D.

YERS,

$500.00_REWARD.

—

STATE OF MAINE.

In

~A

If

JOS. II. POOR A BRO.
Ja9mill!

COSTI/ENESS, DYSPEPSIA, PILES,
Pleasant to the palate, cause no pain.act promptly
never require increase of dose, do not exhaust, and
and fur elderly persons, females and children, are
just the thing. Two taken at night move the bowels
Warranted in all cases ot
once the next morning.
the Piles end Falling of the Rectum. We promise a cure for all symptoms of Dyspepsia, such as
Oppression After Eating, Sour
Stomach,
Spitting of Food,Palpitations; also Headache,
Dizziness, Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin and Eyes,Sick Headache,
Coated Tongue,Billiousness,Liver Coeplaint,
Loss of Appetite, Debility, Monthly Pains
and all Irregularities, Neuralgia, Faintness &c.
Travellers find the Lozenges just what they need,
as they are so compact and inodorous that they may
be carried in the veet pocket, and as an aperient or
laxative these Lozenges have no equal.
Trial Hexes 30 c. large ftloxe« 00c. sent
by mail free of postage to any address.
For sale by E. S. Harrison & Co., No. 1 Tremont
seOsnoodly
Temple, Boston, and by all Druggists.

AND

this E8TABM8U*

50 Exchange Street.

TUCKER'S

SPECIAL NOTICES

at

DON’T

—

cm-

ia .till quite ample f,r u
rery Inrge trade. We re.pectiully cull the
alteutiou ,f the Pl HI.lt: und PATHOSPUKCHAMBKH TO THAT
AOR of
PACT, liar facillitie. £,r the delirer. nnd
putting iu'uf EUAL are complete u* can
be, nnd coniplninlo canned by faulty Coal
nr from inattention or riarcle»nen« of our
TRCMTY AND FAITH PCI. TBA.ll.
STGKa ABB KXCEPT10N8, AT It SOT
IIP KPI.F.

Indorsed by all the Medical Journals as the most A-preeable,
Convenient, Effective and
Sure Remedy for

CHANDLER’S

to

OCR STOCK

TRY IT.

dec4

61

conp.
Liverpool, Jan.

_MARRIED.

well-known caller, continue*
belliMh with

CUTS

dent. First National Bank: lion. 15. H. c-usnman,
President Granite National Bank; S. W. Lane, Secretary ol Senate; Warren L Alden, Bangor; Charles
C. Nutter, Esq., 27 Treraont St., Boston; Wm. H.
Taylor, Beacon St., Boston; Emory Cook and many
others in Providence; W. S. Morrell, Esq., Portland,
and lifty thousand others too numerous to mentiou.
mold

STREET.

PRINCE,

Large Number of the ciii*en» of Port-

n

The following are a few of the names of those who
have used this remedy: Mrs. Gov. Cony, Mrs. Hon.
James W. Bradbury, Anson P. Morrill, ex-Governor
of Maine, Mrs. Col. Thomas Lamba-d, Mrs. Col.
Thomas Lang, Hon. J. J. Eveleth, Mavor of Augusta; Rev. Dr. Ricker, Rev. E. E. Martin, Rev. C. F.
Penny, Rev. Win. A. Drew, Rev. H. F. Wood, Col.
F. M. Drew, Secretary of State; Hon. J. T. Woodward: State Librarian: Col. Geo. W. Stanley, Presi-

strength upon a sure basis, these irregularities
must be permanently overcome. Many persons endeavor to reform them by remedies which address
themselves merely to the symptoms, without affecting the cause. If such individuals were to use instead
Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters, they would speedily ap-

tem.

a

CASE

[From Alonzo S. Weed, publisher of Zion’s Herald,
35 Bromfielu St., Boston.]
Several bottles of Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam have been used in my family with ths most gratifying results. We esteem it as one of the best of
medicines.

and

preciate the difference between a medicine which palliates, and one which entirely removes physical disability. That prime regulator of bodily disturbances
restores the derelict organs to an uninterrupted and
healthy performance of their various duties, whereby
alone the system can recover its lost tone and vigor,
Hostetter’s Bitters are a tonic medicine, but they are
a toric which regulates ere they strengthen the sys-

LOW

AYERS’

ALBION

W M.

Mr. Frank Kinsman: Dear Sir—I desire to say a
word in behalf of your Adamson’s Cough Balsam. 1
have been a sutterer from a very severe cough from
the first of last November, trying a great many prescriptions without any considerable or permanent
when a
improvement, until the middle ot Marc6.I tried the
friend brought this balsam to my notice.
Mr.
Goodwin
which
me,
gave
bottle
small sample
and X had no occasion to try any more, tor within
twelve hours from taking the first dose the cough
entirely left me. Toe result seemed little less than
miraculous. 1 have sent more than a score of sufferers to Mr. Goodwin’s, No. 38 Hanover Ft., lor the
remedy, and, so far asl learn, in every instance with
marked success.
Respectfully yours,
CHAS. C. NUTTER.
[Firm Natter & Squire. Attorney and Counselorsat-I.aw, 27 Tremont St.]

from-, disg.
Ar at Trinidad 8th inst, barque Sliawmut, Tucker,
St Thomas.
Ar at Sagua 12th lust, brig H Houston, Griffin.

[Latest by European steamers.l
Sid fm Batavia Nov 23, Henry Buck, Field, for
Sourabaya.
Sid fm Samarang Nov 20, H C Sibley, Colson, for

correspoadiag

at

al

5 0 E X C H A N J3 E

ja2

INCURABLE

$5000

inst, brig S J Strout, Hammond,

A- at Havana 12th inst, brig Lewis Clark, Smith,
Philadelphia.
Sid 12tb, scb Olive Crosby, Hutchinson, Matanzas;
13th, barques James E Ward, Liesgang, Matanzas;
Cienfuegos, Norgrave, do.
Ar at Cardenas 11th, brig H B Cleaves, Cummings,
Portland; schs Eva C Yates. Yates, Portland; JC
Read, Crowley, do; EH Herrimau, Herriman, from
Mobile.
Sid 13tb inst, sch Eva C Yates, Yates, Matanzas.

order

10

PK1CEN

tion.

Hilton,

w

BOUGHT1

JUST

iflENT.

Lungs, and all diseases
leading to Consump-

Fernaudina 14days; Oyrns Fooset, Pierce, Boston;
Montana, Crawtord. do tor Baltimore.
Ar 14th, barques John R Worster, from Shanghai;
Jane Adeline, Lindsey, Poito Cabello; schs Kate M

Stone, and Laura E Messer, trora Boston.
Sld 12tb, brigs J*H Lane, for St Jago; schs Elva E
Pettengill, for Oporto; L F Warren, for Fajardo.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 12th, schs Forest City, Johnson. Hoboken for Somerville; Trenton, Walls, Elizabethport; Alligator. Hodgins, Weebawken; Ellen
Morrison, Dodge. Hoboken.
VINE YARD-HAVEN—Ar 13th. schs W D Baisley,
Brown, Virginia tor Boston; Seguin, Rogers, Portland for New York; C R Flint. Douglas, Bath for do;
Freddie Walter, Allen, Portland foi Virginia; Willie
Lord, Foster, Boston for do; J C Rogers, Murphy,
Wiscasset for Bridgeport.
Sld 12th, schs C K Flint, J C Rogers, Seguin, Willie Lord, and Freddie Walter.
BOSTON—Ar 13th, barque Annie E Elliott. Elliott,
Sourabaya; schs Leonora, Wiley, Virginia; Pushaw,
Moon, Sullivan.
Cld 13th, barques Lepanto, Means, tor New York;
Abiel Abbott, Chase, New York.
Ar 14th, sch Wanderer. Hinton, Lintolnville.
Cld 14th, brig Lizzie H Kimball, Lunt, Norfolk;
schs Lnlu, Snow, Baltimore; Emma Pemberton,
Warr, Portland.
In port, barques A C Bean, Cheney, for Portland;
T L Sweat, Griffin, and J G Pendleton, Gilmore, lor
Melbourne; Addie McAdam, Curtis; Escort. Carver;
Isaac Lincoln, Jordan; LA Burnham, Philiips; Megunticook, Hemingway; Olustee. Brown, and Ocean

min

dels_

Baltimore.

BALTIMORE—Cld I3th, brig John Swan, Rumsch Mary E Thompson, Bunker, fcr
Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 12th, schs Daybreak. Blake, from

CO.,

FREE STREET, PORTLAND.

5

WM. TI.

BALSAM !

BOTANIC

CHARLESTON—Ar 12th, sch Albert Mason, Rose,

Rockland.

&

ELDEN

T.

E.

PRICE.

UNDER

MITCH

TBV

TO

FAIL

A D A M S ON

Belize. Hon.

ball, Belfast, I;

OF

LINE

DRAPER At TAILOR,

PENSACOLA—Cld 6tb, sch Petrel, Merritt, for

WILMINGTON—Cld 11th, sch Emma Green, Collins, Boston.
NORFOLK—Ar 11th, sch Willie Luce, Talbot,

FELL

A

HOSIERY,

The people of Maine, of every religious denomination, political party, anl temperance association, arc

trom Port

New York.

ALSO

MORSE, M.D.

no7

Nichols. New York.

Ar at Cienfucgos
Boston.
At Mayaguez 1st

LOW PRICES.

One case assorted Felt Skirts $1.00 each.
500 Embroidered Linen Sets at about
2-3 the cost ot importation.

Inhalation.

Blakely.
Cld 5tli. ship Arcturus, Costello. Cette.
INDIANOLA—Sid 17th, sch Washington, Berry,

Peterson. Cardiff.

Ol'R

GOODS

EQUALLY

AT

Consumption but what

of

cases

preceded by “Catarrh,” as the air which is
breathed over the infected surface, becomes “Impregnated” with the “taint,” and deposits it
Lung,,’’ laying a founupon the “Throat” and
dation for that fearful diseaso. And the only way of
reaching and removing it is through the medium of

'l'hibets
for 69e yard.

OF

ALL

_jal2

$1.25

of those

CALL.

162 COMMERCIAL STREET.
There

more

Orders promptly attended to,

All

5th, barques Martha Ride-

Reed, Seymour,

WOOD

OF

LOT

BEST

THE

man.

more, San Francisco.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar
out, Dayton, aud Caroline

ALSO—

are

Thursday, Jan. 14.
ARRIVED.
Sch Myra, Wentworth, Cutler—herring to Goo Trefethen & Co.
Sch Adeline Arlanis, .Johnson. Southport for Boston
Sch Pushaw, Moon, Sullivan toi Boston.
Sch Ocean, Agnew, Ca'ais for Boston.
CLEARED.
Steamship Normanton, (Br) Leach, St John NB,—
Porteous.
John
Sch Western Star, Crocker, Baltimore—Ebcn Free-

ex-

14—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
hardening; Middling uplands 7fd; do Orleans at7|d;
sales 18.000 bales, including 4UU0 bales lor speculation and export.

Variation,

No

..

UVWK

Savannah, Jan. 15.—Cotton is firm; Middling

& CO.

ELDEN

T.

IN

AND

COAL

Date.
For
From
Algeria.New York. Liverpool.Jan 13
St Laurient.New York. .Havre.Jan 13
Colon.New York. .A spin wall... .Jan 16
City of Brooklyn.. .New York. .Liverpool... .Jan 10
Hibernian.Portland.. ..Liverpool.Jan 16
Henry Chauncy... New York. .Aspinwali —Jan 16
Oceanic.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 16
Boston.Liverpool.Jan 16
Hecla.-.
Bolivia.New York. .Glasgow.Jan 16
Atlas.New York. .Kingston, &c .Jan 18
Celtic. New York .Liverpool.Jan 19
Parthia.Now York.. Liverpool.Jan 20
Etna.New York .Hayti,&c. ...Jan 22
Moravian .Portland.
Liverpool.Jan 23
China.Boston.Liverpool.... Jan 23
.Hav
&VCruz-Jan 26
New
York.
of
Merida....
City
Peruvian.Portland... .Liverpool.Jan 30

14.—Cotton is firm; Middling

uplands 14|c.

PRESENTS:

CHRISTMAS

:

CO.,

dc

SHURTEEFF

Name.

at 1 30.

I)UUU

May.

months.

In Camden,
36 years.

coal!

Receipts—3100 bbls flour, 27,000 bush wheat.

MINOR TEl.EGRAMS.
Wm. A. Eddy was arrested Wednesday niglit
in New York, and locked up on the charge of
inciting Harris to attempt to swindle Henry
Ward Beecher Monday night.
Eddy states
that Harris falsely accuses him, he not having
seen him for many days.
Geu. Dix declines a complimentary dinner
tendered him by Wm. B. Astor, A. T. Stewart,
Wilson G. Hunt and others.
It is stated that W. S. King, rocently elected
to Congress from Minnesota, has resigned.
The President has approved tho bill to provide for the resumption of specie payments.
The internal revenue receipts yesterday were

Specie shipments

Burial at convenience or the family.
In this city, Jan. 13, of scarlet lever, Georgic Peering, daughter of Charlotte and Horace C. Noyes, aged
4 months.
In this city, Jan. 14, of scarlet lever, Mary Louise,
daughter ot Horace C. and Charlotte Noyes, aged 3
years 8 months.
in Falmouth, Jan. 7, Mrs. Rebecca Lunt,aged81
years 7 months. [Western papers please copy.]
in Limerick, Jan. 7, Mrs. Eastman, wile of Ezra
Eastman, aged 79 years.
in Saco, Jan. 7, Mrs. Almira Fenderson, aged 65
years 6 months.
In Saco, Jan. 8, Sarah M. Sawyer, aged 56 years 8

Sun sets.4.52

Dally Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1900 husn cornmeal to 3 W
True & Co._

them
already
currency payments, thereby making monthly
regular at the opening, but at the first board declined
sales of gold necessary to meet current currency
Towards noon there was a
from
a i @ 1| oer cent.
this was tolexpenses, it occurs to me that these difficulties
recovery of iro'm J to | per cent., but
might be remedied by authorizing the Secretary lowed by a reaction.
of the Trea-ury to redeem legal tende'r notes
'i‘i... *v.i I,......... worn the. closing nuotations
of Govwhenever presented in sums not less than 8100
ernment securities:
and multiples thereof at a premium for gold at
United States coupon 6’s, 1881, ex-div. .118$
United States 5-20*8, 1862.114}
'en per cent, less interest at the rate of 2J per
116$
United States 5-2U’s 1864.
cent, per annum, from the 1st day of Jau. 1875,
United States 5-20’s, 1865, old.118$
to the date of puttiog this law into operation,
ex-div..117$
States
5-20’s,
new,
United
1865,
and diminishing this premium at the same rate
United States 5 20’s, 1867, ex-div.118$
until the final resumption, changing the rate
United States 5-20’s, 1868, ex-div.118$
of the premium demanded from time to time
United States new 5’s.114
United States 10-40 Jcoupon.115$
as the interests amount to one-fourth of oue
Currency 6’s ex in.117$
per cent.
it
would
because
interest
rate
of
I suggest this
The following were jne closing quotations of
Stocks:
uriug currency wiui guiu ai> iuc umc u-A.ua uj
Western Union Telegraph Co—ex div.73|
law for dual resumption. I recommend 10 per
35
Pacific Mail.
cent, as the demand premium at tbe beginning
N Y Central and Hudson River consolidated.101
becaure 1 believe that this rate would insure
28$
Erie.
the retention of silver in the country for change.
Erie preferred.....59
The provisions of tbe 3d section of the act will
36$
Union Pacific stock...,.
80
prevent combinations Ibeing made to exhaust Michigan Central....
With such a law it is I Lake Shore. 74$
the Treasury of coin.
Central.101$
presumable that no gold would be called tor not I Illinois & Northwestern. 44g
Chicago
required for legitimate business purposes.
Chicago & Northwestern preferred.60}
drawn
be
should
coin
of
amounts
Wheu large
Chicago & Rock Island.- 102$
the
from
Treasury correspondingly largo
The following were the quotations tor Pacific Railameunts of currency would be withdrawn from
road securities:
circulaticu, thus causiug a suflioieut stringency Central Pacific bonds.93$
to stop the outward flow of coiu.
Union Pacific.
91$
Union Pacific land grants.90g
The advantages of a currency of a fixed and
Sinking Funds.81$
known value would also be reachec, in my
busiopinion, by the enactment of such a law,
nessa nd industries would revive aud tbs beDomestic Market*.
ginning of prospefity on a firm basis would be
New York.Jan. 13—Evening.—Breadstuffs—Flour
reached.
thau
9059
revenue
the
—receipts
bbis; exports 5,128 bbls; sales 9790
Other means of increasing
bbls; the general market is almost unprccedently
those suggested should probably be devised,
few
dull;
buyers for local wants and limited inquiry
and also other legislation. In fact, to carry
for export lor special grades of flour; good St Louis
out the first section of the act, another mint beWinter Wheat sold for export at 5 25 in round lots;
With tbe present facilities
comes a necessity.
Rye flour steady; Buckwheat flour dull; Southern
for coinage it would take a period probably beslow; Minnesota moderately active. Grain— Wbeatsales 40,yond that fixed by law for final specie resump- receipts 15,700 bush; exports 49,623 bush; last
eve100 bush; No 1 Milwaukee Spring afloat
the
to
transact
tion to com tbe silver necessary
at 1 20; No 2 Chicago Spring in store to fill orning
the
business of
country.
White
for
fair
1
27
at
also
last
at
ders
111;
evening
There are now smelting furnaces for extractMichigan; ottered at 111 in store for No 2 Milwauing tbe silver and gold from the ores brought kee Spring; 1 08 @ 1 11 in store; No 1 Winter 1 25 @
in
St.
from the mountain territories,
Chicago,
1 30; the market closed dull and in buyers favor 1 @
Louis and Omaha, aud as much of the change
2c, sellers not pressing sales and no buyers except at
more than sellers were inclined to grant.
Valconcessions,
in
the
wanted
be
will
Mis-issippi
required
75,659 bush: exports 26,980 bush; sales
ley states, aud as the metals to be coined comes Corn—receipts
7 60,000 busli at 87 @ 88c for new Western Mixed
as
I
underand
those
from the west of
states,
at
88ofor Southern Yel ow new afloat;
afloat, chiefly
stand tbe charges for transportation of bullion
Southern White held at 90 @ 92c; old nominal at 94
from either of the cities named, to the mint in
95c
in
store.
Oats—receipts
47,594 bush; exports
@
Philadelphia or New York city amounts to SI goObush; sales of 48,000 bush at 68$ @ 69c for No 2
for
Mixed on track;
66
b7c
for
State
an
with
Mixed;
@
expense
for each §1000 worth,
Chicago
equal
on track; 66$c for Ohio
transportation back, it would seem a fair argu- 66$ @ 68$c for White State
closed dull and
the
market
inferior
on
White
track;
ment in favor of adopting one or more of theso
easier. Barley—receipts none; no exports; sales 5.cities as the place or places for the establish200 bush French at 1 52$; Canada held at 1 60 @ 1 62.
ment of new coiuago facilities.
Rye—no receipts, exports or sales; Canada in bond
Corn
I have ventured upon this subject with great
held at 1 00; State 93 @ 95c; Western at 93c.
diffidence because it is so unusual to approve a
Meal—receipts 575 bbls; exports 945 bbls; sales 300
for
4
4
65
bbls
4
75
for
25
if
no
Wes;
at
even
wine;
do
this
brandy
@
I
most
as
heartily
measure,
tern Yellow; 4 20 @ 4 30 for Western White; 4 00@
further legislation is attainable at this time,aud
4 35 for Jersey and Pennsylvania Yellow per bbl; 1 45
That 1 do
to announce the fact by message.
for Yellow Baltimore, Jersey city sacked, quoted at
of
such
is
a subject
so is because I feel that it
1 57 @ 1 60; fine sifted at 1 67 @ 1 68; bolted Yellow
vital importance to the whole country that it
at 1 70; bolted White 1 72. Barley Malt—receipts 1,400 bush; the market is dull and paities apart.—
should receive tbe attention of,and be discussed
bags; exports 500 bags; Clover is
by Congress, the people through the press, and Seeds—receipts 140 Ohio
and Indiana State 11$ @ 111;
held at 10$ @ lOJc;
in every way to the end that the best aud most
nominal. Oatmeal is steady at 7 75 @ 7 78$
Timothy
of
be
reached
course
executing
may
satisfactory
Western:
8 00 @ 8 25 for Ontario
for
for
7
62$
city;
what I deem the most beneficial legislation on
bbl. Whiskey—receipts of 503 bbls; sales 300 bb.s at
a most vital question to the interests aud pros97$e; 96c for Alcohol. Pork is nominal at 20 00. Lard
firm; seller February 14; 14$ for seller March;13 15-16
perity of tbe nation.
U. S. Grant.
Tallow is quiet and steady at
@ 14 seller January.
(Signed,)
t..__
11 1071
8 15-16e. Cottee—nothing doing. Raw Sugar is unchanged; sales yesterday 601 hhds 641 boxes boxes:
refined Sugar in moderate demaud; standard crushed
10@10gc; powdered 10$ @ lOgc. Petroleum is quiet,
THE SOUTH.
crude in bulk nominally at 6$c; R S W nominally at
12$c; cases at 17 @ 17$c: all generally held higher.
Naval Stores—Rosin quiet; strained at 2 05 (<3 2 10.
Tar nominal; Wilmington at 2 30 @ 2 37$.
Turpentine is quiet; Spirits at 36$ @ 37c.
Vicksburg Investigation.
been as
have
Ocean
Engagements
Freights—Tne
Jackson, Miss., Jan. 14.—Judge Brown tesfollows; to Liverpool by steam $,000 bush grain at
tified before the congressional committee last
vessels
to Cork
nominal
rate
for
sailing
lid;
10$ @
had orders 7.
night that he did uot think there would have
_11.11
/.Incnrl nl 110
been auy trouble at Vicksburg if the armed neThe Cotton market is firm; Middling uplands at
groes bad not attempted to enter the city. He
15}c.
told the citizens he would take a gun and join
He never told
them in defending the city.
Chicago, Jan. 14.—Flour is dull; shipping extra
at 4 00 Si 4 50. Wheat is firm at 89c for cash and for
Crosby to summon such a posse as he did; the
seller
January; 89}c seller Feb; 90|c seller March;
one he brought was not a legal posse.
No 3 at 84c. Corn is tirni at 66}e cash and seller for
The committee leave for Washington this
Jan; 66|c seller February; 71} @ 72c seller May; reevening.
jected 61 gc. Oats are quiet at 52$ @ 52}c cash and
seller January; 52} @ 53c seller for February; 53}c
seller for March. Rye is quiet and firm; sales at 96,
FIRES.
two cents storage. Barley is irregular and easier at
l 26 cash; 1 27 @ 1 27} seller February; No 3 at 1 15
Provisions—Pork is
i @ 1 20. Whiskey quiet at 94c.
steady and moderately active at 18 50 cash; 18 70
Chicago, Jan. 14 —A despatch from Galena,
seller
19
(K)
for
for
seller
March;19 30 seller
The
February;
III., reports a destructive fire raging there.
Lard is stronger and in good demand at 13 40
clothing store of Lanschiem, the dry goods I April.
13
seller March.—
13
seller
72}
cash;
February;
52}
store of R, H. Fuddick, and the dry goods store
Cut Meats are quiet and nominally unchanged ;Green
of H. Chandler have been burned, and the tire
Hams at 9$ @ 10c; dry salted shoulders at 6} @ 6|c;
The Dubuque fire department
short ribs at 9}c loose; boxed short clear 10@10|c.
is spreading.
Dressed Hogs are dull and lower at 7 40 for light; 7 80
has been telegraphed for.
@ 7 90 for heavy weights.
Freights are unchanged at 40 for grain, 45 for
nkTEOKOJhOGlGAL
I meats, 75 dressed hogs to New York.
the call of the board m the afternoon—Wlieat
On
probabilities for the next twenty-four
: easier at 89}c seller February; 90} @ 90}c for March;
HOURS.
offered at 89c cash. Corn—demand good and business limited|at 66$c seller February; 71} @ 72c seller
War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal j
May; nominally at 66}c cash and seller January.—
>
Officer, Washington, D. 0.,
Oats quiet and nominally at 52}c cash and seller for
Jan. 15, (1 A. M.)l
January; 53c do Feb.
For New England,
Receipts—3248 bbls flour, 29,790 bush wheat, 70,030 bush corn, 9110 bush oats, 350 bush rye, 8950
rising and high barometer, low temperature, bush of barley.
clear and partly cloudy weather and westerly
Shipments—7319 bbls flour, 15,419 bush wheat 2,winds.
008 bush corn, 11,318 busu oats, 442 bush rye, 8104
_

In this city. Jan. 11. Charles H. Turner, aged 22
years,—eon of Henry M. and M. E. Turner.
[Funeral on Saturday forenoon, at 11 o’clock.

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

SPECIAL KOTICES.

DIED.

301-2 Pieces Thibets and Cashmeres
Worth from $1.14 to $1.39 yard.
all at the

low price

of Sixty Nine Cents yard.

in

Rheumatism and Neuralgia
all their forms, ft is sure, sate and cheap. The
worst cases of twenty years standing cured for

FIVE DOI.LAKM OK LESS.
Eorsale by Druggist and Medicine dealers generally.
Price 81 per bottle, six for 85. Wholesale by
H. II.

Hay,

and John W. Perkins A.Vlitiuc

Portland,

Co.

<*ccl6_sndeod&weowtfSl
To Be Let.

E. T. ELDEN & CO.
!i FREE STREET, PORTLAND,
sutf
ja!3

On and after Jan. 1,1875, the chamber in second
story now occupied by F. M. Killer ,<t Co., on the
comer of Cross and Middle Sts. Apply to
HENRY DEERING,
no
<l<38sntf
No. 65 Exchange St.

#

—n^*——

THE PRESS.
1875

15,

JAN-

FRIDAY MORNING,

THE PBK8*
ol FesMay be obtained at the Periodical DepotsAndrews
senden Bros., Marquis, Brunei! & Co.,
Chisholm
and
B.
Kendrick,
>*.
Wentworth, Moses,
Bros., on all trains that run out oi the city.
At Biddetord, oi Pillsbury.
At Saco of L, Hodgdon,
At Watcrville, oi J. S. Carter.
Atltatli, of J.O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros, and Stevens & Co.
=

Third Day of She Exhibition.

seemed to be the pigeon room, most people preferring the sight of the pretty pets to that of

Postmaster.

W. GODDARD
Assistant

Postmaster.

the homely and industrious hens.
The association will have an auction sale of
choice and well selected birds at City Hall this
All persons who wish
forenoon at 10 o’clock.

Office Honrs.

from 9 to 10

to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
open for Carriers and General Delivery
m

a m.

choice birds will do well to attend this sale.
The hall was crowded last evening, and up to
9 o’clock there had been 3200 tickets sold. The
crowd was so dense that the directors were
obliged to discontinue the sale of tickets. We
would advise persons who wish to see this
great exhibition to go early this morning as it

City Delivery.
door
The public are requested to adopt the house
of which will result in greatly
use
the
letter-boxes,
increased rapidity iu the delivery of letters.
secured
Free deli very of letters by Carriers will be
the street and
by having them plainly adaressed to
may have
regularly, with-

for all

No iHjrson need call at the office,
mail matter left at their residences
out risk or charge.
Three deliveries will be made daily, in all the dism. and In
tricts, viz; at 8 and 10 a. m., and at 4 p.
the business portions of Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, (the
1.30 p.m.
at
heart of the C’ty,) an additional delivery
..

..

is the last day.
After people get through looking at the hens
they crowd about the armadillo, which is a
very curious “bird” and doesn’t look as though
it was fully hatched. The refreshment room
where appetizing viands are served, is a favor-

Collection*
Are made on week
at 2 and 8 p. in. On

days at 7
Sunday

11.15, a. m., ana
one collection at 8 p.

and

ite place of resort.
The following are additional premiums. We
must apologize for the blind and confused way
in which they read, a fault due to the manner
them out by the people who have
of

Arrival and Departure of Mail*#
Arrive at 1.00
Boston and intermediate offices.
Close at 8.30 a m, and 2.40 and 9.00
and 8.00 p in.
^
Boston and the West. Arrive at 5.00 pm.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Marne
Arrive a. 1.00 and 8.00 p m. Close at
Kailway.
8.30 a in and 2.40 pm.
Great Southern and Western. Arrive at 1.00 p. m.
and 4.15 a m. Close at 8.30 a m, 2.40 and 9.00 p m.
Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes.
Arrive at 3 pm. Close at 12 m.
at 9.05 a
Augusta aDd connecting routes. Arrive
and b pm. Close at 12 m and 7 20 p m.
East.
Arrive
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the
at 12.45 am. Close at 9 pm.
the
north.
and
Skowhegan, intermediate offices
Arrive at 3 p m. Close at 12 m.
T.
R.
Arvia
G.
Canada and intermediate offices,
rive at 3 pm. Close at 12.45 p m.
at
9 a
Arrive
R.
Morning Northwestern by G. T.
in. Close at 6.30 a. m.
3
and
9.05
a
at
m,
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive
«.10pm. Close at 6.15 am, 12 m, and 7.20 pm.
Rochester, N. H., and intermodiate offices. Arrive
at 10.10 a m, and 1.25pm. Close at 7.30 am, and
_

giviDg
them in charge.

North Conwav and other offices on the P. & O. R.
R. Arrive at 19.50 a m, and 5.00 p m. Closejat 7.00
By

6.30

and 1.00 pm.
the Bridgton Stage.

Arrive at 3 p

m.

Close at

a m.

Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6 a m.
Close at 4.30 pm.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert, Millbridge, Jonespcrt and Machias, via each steamer.
Arrive at 6 am. Close at 9 pm.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edwards Island. Arrive
Thursday at 6 a m. Close Saturday at 3.30 p ra.
Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous to sailing ot steamers. Close at 2.40 pm.
Foreign Mails for Allen Line from this port close
_

every

Saturday at

3 p

m.

BEFORE JUDGE FOX.
Thursday.—William Brown, libellant

against
Bark Idoliqoe, on

of the
America to Portland on Noveman assault and battery on libelthe plaintift for $25 with costs.
libellant.
T. B. Reed for defendant.

master

voyage from South
ber 29tli, 1874, for
lant. Decision for
J. O’Donnell for

granted in indiotment against Jol^n LivThis was an indictment for perjury in pro-

New trial
ermore.

curing a restoration of suspended bounty. The new
trial was granted on the ground ot newly discovered

evidence.___
Supreme Judicial Court.
BEFORE JUDGE WALTON.
Thursday.—Talbot vs. Ocean Insurance

ny.

On

Compa-

trial.__
Superior

JANUARY

Court.

CRIMINAL TERM, 1875,
PRESIDING.

SYMONDS, J.,

j w

Spanish chicks;
Spanish fowl; first premium,
second premium, black Spanish chicks; individual
special No. 122, $5; society special Np. IG silver

Tj Chase, Portland—third premium, Dominique
leghorn chicks.

T J McDaniel, Hollis Centre—brown legliom pullet, special No 131 $10.
Albert Noves, Bangor—golden spangled Hamburg fowl third premium and also individual special No. 21 $10; same variety highly commended;

Common drunkard.

Brief Jolting".
Mrs. Soule of Freeport, lost her wallet containing S100, at the poultry show yesterday.

,mirth nmminm.

j it I

ary 18th.
Mrs. Charles A. Warren, her sister and
on
daughter, and Mr. Williams of Belfast, fell
of the City Building, yesterday afterthe

steps

noon, and were slightly injured.
There will he a mass temperance reform
meeting at the Allen Mission this evening.
Mrs. Hamilton, from Brooklyn, N. Y„ and
other
speakers—both seamen and

,,

interesting
landsmen—will be present.
The Resolute Base ball Club have received
hall of the
an invitation to attend the first
Androscoggin Base Ball Club in Lewiston, the
22d inst.
The owners of the harkentine David Boyd
inhave received indirect information which
duces them to believe that she will get.off with

argued

be-

The High street Sabbath school will hold its
42d anniversary in the church next Sunday af-

ternoon.
A worsted scarf was found in City Hall yesterday afternoon. The owner can have the
same by calling at the police station.
A lodger at the station was arrested last night
on suspicion of stealing a watch.
The lodgers at the station had a first class
last evening. The doners
supper Bent to them
of the meal came and held a paryer meeting in
the

B II Lewis—Muscovy duck, 3d premium, diplo2d premium $2.
J. Dean, Taunton, seabrights, 1st prem, do chicks
2d prem, and individual special No 93; silver seabrights iowl 2d prem, individual special No 36 silver
cup.
C. H. Chamberlain, Arlington, silver seabrights
fowl 1st prem, individual special 141, do do fowl 3d
do diploma.
G. F. Lang, Cambridgeport, gold seabrights chicks,
1st prem, do 3d prem.
Lawrence & Rodgers, black African bantam3,1st
prem, special No 100 a dictionary.
W. & E. Jenning, Newton Lower Falls, white rose
comb bantams, special prem No 99.
Andrew F. Sawder, Cape Elizabeth, 1st prem on
Plymouth Rock fowl, individual special No 33, Society’s special prem No 37 silver cup, 2d dp on Plymouth Rock chicks, 3d on same.
A. E. Shurtlett, South Paris, 4th prem on Plymouth Rock fowl.
A. Noyes, Bangor, 4th prem on Dominique chicks,
2d do tow 1. 3d do do.
«
R. Dunliam, Bryant’s Pond, rumpless fowl 1st
prem.
do
1st
chicks
prem,
C. E. Hayes, Kittery, Silkies
2d prem. Dominique chicks 1st prem, special No 35,
special No 6 silver cup.
NorwooJ, Mass., Dominique fowl 1st
W. J.

requiring
possessed, as we

is
very great skill, and which
counare informed, by only two artists in this

try.

Messrs. V. F. Safford and Fritz Jordan,
sailed in th6 new brig Josefa yesterday for a
short pleasure trip to Matanzas.
Person C. Cheney of Manchester, N. H., who
nominated for Governor by the
was

Thf. Museum.—Colleen Bawn lias establish
ed itself in public favor here, and so genera 1
has been the recognit.on of the merits of th
presentation by the excellent company at th !
that further praise is superfluoui

Museuta,

The play will be run the remainder
week, and we trust to crowded houses.

of

th

So

It

was

some

__

Master your cough at ouce with Hale’s
honey of horehound aod tar. Every affection
of the lungs, chest, or throat tending to consumption, is not ouly relieved but absolutely
obliterated by this wonderful vegetable pulmonic. Crittenton’s 7 6:h Avenue. Sold by
all druggists.
Pike’s toothache drops cure in one minute.
Marvelous beyond precedent is the effect of
SOZODONT upon the whole ecouomy of the
mouth, keeping the gums rosy and healthy, the
teeth in perfect order, giving to the breath a
l.Jr,
-"

UURiii'wiui-.

jal4dtf

cures, is at the U. S. Hotel.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

IMMENSE SALE

time

-OF—

FURNITURE
—

BY TBE

MANUFACTURERS
TO

BEAL & H00PER

Wrong as Usual.—The Argus stated yesterday morniDg that Marshal Parker had seizof petroleum oil from B. Adams
ed a

Washington St. Extension

Cor.

quantity

& Sons on Exchange street, on a complaiut
that it was dangerous to use. Marshal Parker
informs us that he has not seized any oil from
the above named firm, nor has ho received any
orders to do so. Samples of the oil in question
were taken to State Assayer Bartlett who
founl them to be 108° wheras they should be

—

AND

Owing to

___

we

the

hive

Boston

general depression of the Wholesale
accumulated a heavy stock, consist-

ing of

East Deering.—The East Deering folks are
having a fine course of lectures and concerts

CHAMBER,

this winter. Wednesday evening a company
ladies and gentlemen from this city went out
and gave a concert, after which a grand supper
was served. Next Thursday evening Henry C.
Hixon, Esq., of Deering will deliver a lecture.

A

fore

Business Notes.

making

Yes, tlie medical

New

Directly Opposite

20 men.
A. D. Lockwood of Providence, R. I one of
the principal manufacturers aud mill owuers
of New England, having been invited to visil
between
Bangor and examine the water power
that city and Veazie, is expected to arrive next
week. As will bo noticed by reference to Tues.
proceedings, the Bangor Waits

charter.
A largo number of commercial agents from
Bostou, who have traveled over the Bostou aud
Maine railroad for nearly twelve years, doing
business at Dover, Rochester, Greal Falls, and

JOHN. M. PECK.
ja15

_codim*

statement of the fitinucial

towus in that vicinity, thereby influencing
large amuuut of freight over that road, have
secured their season passes over the Eastern
railroad, and will have their freight shipuec
over that road in the future.
The tannery lately built at Sebec by Mr
Charles Butler of Bostou, is neatly finished
The building is 35x70 feet, four stories high,
slated roof with an additional fire-proof building for hark mill. The boiler is of the most
improved pattern, easily furnishing steam foi

—

will employ 20 hands.
T. B. Hussy & Son carry on quite a liusiner
iu the eastern part o
on the Sandy stream

Unity, manufacturing agricultural implement

OF THE

condition

—

Portland, Bangor ami Mathias
Steamboat Company,

eases

Capital Stock.$250,001

ss.

jal5d3t

to before me.
WILLIAM W. MERRILL,
Notary Public.

sworn

Agents Wanted.
The bes
sell Millett’8 Patent Card Holder.
thing for this purpose made. Will sell town o ^
county rights or furnish holders to sell on commls
gion. A good opportunity to make money guaran
teed. Address J. W. Gooch, Lock Box27, BiddeforU
w2m3
Me.

TO

\

OUT !

thing and

people

Private Male.

agents lor

are

Safes.

Last Auction Sales to Dealers
OF

—

OK

—

and other purchasers is

Corsets,

horrid

this

complaint

can

be

cured. It may not be generally
known, but most ot our leading

Physicians arc prescribing this
wonderful remedy, well knowing
that
that its results are so certain
be
bv its use the person will
brought back to perfect health.
An old Doctor says:

Pearl Shirt Buttons.

Drawers

Nelson & Co.,

AT THE FOLLOWING PRICES.

Old J%o. 297.

hiiuHu iw

iiiv

Have

from

—

GERMAN SNUFF

can

be

Diamonds,
and

—

—

FINE REAL GOLD JEWELRY,
At

onr

Sale* Rooms

well known

14 EXCHANGE STREET,
be ottered at Public Auction, Sales

com-

at 11

Account Book

«

«

“

“

•*

«

50
JO

HALL L. DAVIS,

«

market

the

in

best

No. 53 Exchange St.,
MANUFACTURER
OF

$2.50.

select

BOOKS

BLANK
OF

—

Gloves, all kinds EYERY

prices,

and

England.

New

—

DESCRIPTION.

from 25 cts. to
Parties in

very large
stock of all other Kinds ol
We have also

a

Season,

| will llnd

want

of the above

it to their advantage to

call and examine his stock before

making

purchases.

their

Gents’ Furnishing STATIONERY.

made than

Every article needed

—

Goods,

PIANO,

-OR-

Counting

Room and all other pur-

can be

poses

the

for

found at this store at

MASON & HAM LIN ORGAN.

GERMAN

SNUFF

Bailey

diseodtw

We shall open this
er very

SNUFF

IS NO HUMBUG !

morning anothlarge

As this is

SPECIAL

SALE,

and

LESS

3, 6, 10, 12, 16, 20, 25,
50,621-2, 75c, $1.00 and $1.25.

we

!

UWTirt
and passing to the limys and sfom
ach, simply adds that which time
may never remove, tor the system

Valuable Property

on Commerce

A FT ER the first of January next, the very desi
able lot at the bead of “Merrill’s Wharf,”
portion of which is now occupied by W. E. Denniso
*.
Esq.) will be ottered on a lease ot one or more year
The lot is 70 by, say 350 feet, of solid earth work. T1
property being located near the center of Coramerci
street, and conveniently reached by rail and n&vig: D
tion, otters special inducem nts to parties engagedd
if
the coal, lumber or any extensive business,
Bired, lots facing on Commercial Street ran be ol
tained tor mercantile or mechanical business.
For information, please apply at ©lth©r
DAJsA «x CD.
the Wharfinger, or
d‘stl
decl

J\

from the city scml 50 cents to th
Agents and receive a box by return mail. Generc 1
Agents lor tbc United States, SMITH, DOOL1TTL1
4

CURE

OF

Entrance

Con-

on

Street.

irrcss

jail_’13"
DOM nc
Portland
Bath
Belfast

Figures,

ONI

...

*

•

Toledo

...

Chicago

•

•
Cook County
•
Louisville Ky.,
Maine Central R. R.
£. k N. American R. R. Bold

FOB SALK

KID and

DOC

GLOVES 50 cent!

•

•

■

6’a

....

Bangor
Lewiston
Cleveland 0.,
“

pair.

J.

Congress Nirret.

Street to be Let.

remote

THE

2,

No.

w

fi»
8’s
ft’s
7’s
ti’s
7’s
7’s
7’s
7’s
ft’s

BY

BARRETT,

100 MIDDLE STREET.
CTteeodbl

eep2l_
HARK IS & LITTLEFIELD.

Grocers

Wholesale
-AND—

FLOUK DEALERS.
113 COMMERCIAL ST.

buy cheap!

ranted pure.
Oysters served at all hours of day and evenin;
liot Biscuit furnished at two hours notice.
We supply the most ot the Druggists in the Cit
with Chocolate Drops by
S. A. ELMER & SON.

For sale by all Druggists

Delivery

Now is the time t( •

WE

Price 35 Cents.!

Gmis

per

are prepared to furnish the very best qnalit
of Wedding Cake in small or large qu anti tit
at the shortest possible notice.
Al-o plain and lancy cakeB that can’t be beat.
Candy of our own and Boston manufacture, wa:

GGJ

FOR

Rheumatism, Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Bronchial and Pulmonary Complaints, Seminal and Female Weakness, Nervous Debility, Diseases of the Stomach, Bowels,

SWAM &

■

WEDDING CAKE.

jal43m

on

Doz.

100

SKIN

eodtr

my 27

GERMAN SNUFF.

U, S. Hotel, Four Weeks.

PRICE.

it V

33 Exchange St., Portland.

one box of

HUNTINGTON.

Office Hour,, 10 to 12 A. M., 2 to 3 P. M.

plain

it. M. B* AY SON & CO. »

and rid your nose aed head of that
Do
which in lime will kill you.
you doubt it i Well, suffer away,
Esc up three or lour handkerchiefs
a day ; go round a walking mass
of rottenness, with HEAVY HEAD
DELE EVES, BAD BREATH, and
OF
SPIRITS, si
DEPRESSION
curse to yourself and a nuisance to
all who come in contact wilh you
if you must he so obstinate ns tc

CO.,

.JB Rroadway & 1 Exchange Goan.
O. Box 50'i«, NEW YORK.

Room

We shall mark sam<
pics of our stock in 1

SALE

margin.

Ac.

Until Feb. 1st.

Portland G’s.
Bsinttor G’s.
Bath G’s.
Cincinnati 7’s
Chicago 7’s.
Cleveland 7’s.
Toledo S’s.

SNUFF

shall sell all

dt*

BONDS.

FOR

three per cent

on

BROWN

ja!4

of the

& SMITH, Wholesale Druggists, 26 Tremont street

tV illUUK/Ei,

we

goods for

Cash

/\

CONGRESS ST., COR.

has become poisoned, and all becaHse the individual did not take
proper earc at the commencement,
llow often do we hear peeple say.
“Hr head is thick and I cauuol
think.” Don’t you know what if
You have Catarrh
Hie trouble {
it has just, commenced to take possession of your body. Now, if you;
are wise, you will take a few

GERMAN

-am-

*f OXEY invested in Puts. Calls and double Prixile es has pal l from 50 to 150 per cent profit
tho past month. Small or large amounts pay proportionately. The Welthiest Operators protect themselves with these contracts, and also nse them as
Capital to buy an I sell stocks against. Pamphlet
OoUl
giving lull information sent on application.

iVjL

OR.

shall sell

THAN COST,

therefore

We invite especial attention t<
this lot. as the patterns are si
new, and include some of the tin
est and broadest ever offered lesi »
than 33,00 pir yard.
D

—

de4<Ma»h»

FOLLOWIRe PRICKS:

wv-m-sim-r

IK

WALL STREET.

.5* <V

37 1-2

1-v

—

P.

INSERTIONS

HEAD,

ROAD TO FORTUNE

BANKERS Jr BROKERS,

A.ND

THE

6w’

dec3

DAWAGH, BRIDGEJIAN A

Hamburg Edgings
Af

PRICES

POPULAR

and Stock bought
Address

a

TOB LOT

Iff THE

are

will find that this advertisement

“HAMBliRGS.”

FOISOff

purchase

all of which will he sold
correspondingly low. Yon

Noyes,

dec 18

when they suddenly take cold
and leel all the organs of the nose
and head stopped up. they can
once
promptly take a remedy to at if
alloosen the mucous, which
lowed to stay becomes

pinches

&

EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.

so

Boston.
oc28

“

200 doz.

—

BRADBURY

saved as it were from the grave,
virare living witnesses ol its great
tue. At ibis season ot the year,
when people, by undue exposure
and the sudden changes in the
weather, are liable to catch cold,
iu the
we advise them to carry
pocket a box of

you

30

OC1 AA

pleasing present
good

OR

—

of

GERMAN

If

to

CHICKERING PIANO,

people

not

AND

nc more
a

«

Cardigan Jackets 75 cts.

for the

Year's

Yew

for its low
a blessing to mankind,
cice ol 35 cents places it within
the reach ot all.” 5Ve might bi mg
forward hundreds ol testimonials*
recbut of what avail i Its proud
ord is enough, and the thousands
who have been by the
ot
use

of Instruments to

—

Watches,

$1.25.

CHRISTMAS

*»

«

The

AND

good Assortment

a

“

ts

BAILEY & NOYES

for in a practice of near twenty
yeais I have daily beeu pleased
with its results.” A Doctor whose
word is authority on all medical
comquestions, says: “I call she

OF

—

Shirts and Drawers 20 cts.
“
“
“
25 “

CABINETORGANS

GERMAN SNUFF.

ami Valuable Stock

Large

A

Facilities equal to any in

PIANOS
—

3t

DYER,

A

MANUFACTORY

dlw

ja9

re-

same hour,
nntill all is sold.
The attention of Ladies and Gentlemen is requested
at these sales, as the Stock is extensive and valuable.
MO ROAN A DYER, Aniliooeer-.
ll6t
Jail

hand

500 Doz. Shirts and

Just above the Preble House.

of
cure, and I know
Annothing better for Catarrh.
well-known M. D. writes as
©the
to
follows* “When one complains
Head.
me ot a bad Cold ora Heavy
a
( at once advise them to procure
supply of

gi omits

now on

AND

perfect

is a

HOIIGAN

on

We have

495 CONGRESS ST.

“GERMAN SNUFF

fixebangf Slretl.

TUESDAY, *Jan. 19th,
WILL
mencing
o’clock, and continuing each day at the

White Pearl Buttons,

GERMAN SNUFF,

wiIk-

b«

MORGAN A DYER, Auctioneers.

Overalls and Jumpers

40 cents.

Gents’ Shirt Bosoms,

Iaiwoviv

publishers.

turned to the

18

20.
Pants from 50 cts. to $6.
Tests 50 cts. to $3.50.
Good Brown Duck Overalls and Jumpers 50 cents.
Blue

a

All will

Any remaining unsold will be

t reNervc.

al4

10, former prices $13 to

to

NeclrRuchings,

remedy,

on

Chinchilla Overcoats $6

Hamburg Edgings
and Insertings,

And if you doubt the tact, look
back and call to mind how it was
last
first a cold, then Catarrh, and
Consumption. Why will people
the
sufier when by the use ot

UIVIICU 10 Mill, liuai MIC

ot Miscellaneous Books.

price $22.

—

Saturday. Jau. 16th, at 11 o’clock.
■

former

—

A VALUABLE STOCK OF BOOKS

anotli-

mean

We will sell Brown and
Blue Overcoats for $12,

Cotton Trimmings,

paid in.$248.80<
The Company is owing nothing.
WILLIAM ROSS, Treasurer.

Subscribed aud

No. 18 ExrliauKC St., Portland.
I
aaldtt
)

the sale of “Herring & Far“Wlegands” Patent Seotioual
Steam Boiler, “Haskins” Steam Engines, “Blakes
Pa’ent Steam Pumps, and “Little Giant” Cbcaical
Fire Engine.

We don’t tell the

IN

Catarrh killed them.

—

A. M. MORGAN,
B. B. DYER.

rel’schampion

CLOSED

EXTRA BARGAINS

the forerunner of Consumption, which, when fastened on a
the grasjs ot the
person, is like
hideous anaconda. There is no
them
eseape until death relieves
ti oin its torture and they are laid
in the grave. Friends may say
they died ot Consumption. ’TIS
FALSE.

was

Amount

Cumberland,

AND

Commission Merchants,

MORdAH & DYER.

out of

JANUARY 1,1, 1875.

all the vats and for warming the building
Bark is being hauled iu abundance, which they
Mr
will commence grinding in a few days.
Butler contemplates the erection of a building
in the spring for furnishing purposes, that wil
be 30x100, two storie3 high, and when in full

operation

lluilding

usual.

a

1

Mediatise*’

purchased of Mr. Geo. E. Collins all of hit
interest in the Photograph Rooms which lie has octhe past five years, including his Negafor
cupied
tives. 1 hav3 made a great addition to the light,
1 now
which gives me the finest light in the city.
have facilities lor doing Photography in all its varirooms
will
be
MONDAY-,
branches.
ous
My
open
January 18th. I now invite my friends and customers, also those who have patronized Mr. Collins, tc
call and see for themselves what l can do in the line
of Photography. Pictures made from Carte de Visiter
All negato life size and finished in Ink and colors.
tives neatly retouched, by which all imperfection?
of the skin are removed in the picture.
Copying ol
al! descriptions done with neatness and despatch,
Extra inducements offered to clubs. I shall keep ir
stock a goood assortment of Frames, Matts and
Cases.
Ferreofcyping will receive my attention as
I have

employ

of

Photograph Gallery,

518 1-2 CONGRESS STREET.

barks; have dono the sawing, turning and
scrolling for the cabins; besides the scrolling
They
and turning for several new buildings.

MORGAN ti DYER,

er.

that in nine
teu the disease known as Catarrh

Ial5d2awFM3m

J. M, PECK S

Geo. Merrill & Sop of Searsport, manufactured last year about 400,000 feet of spool timber into cotton, silk and thread spools, loaning
about 35,000 gross. They are fiuishiug up the
blocks and sheaves for four ships aud four

_d3t

_

records show

plainly

take this method to dispose of

purchase.

jal4

mHE attention of dealers

SPEOIAL_ NOTICE:

n

extension

a

E .bail sell oil SATURDAY, .lan. 16th, at 10
o’clock A. M., at Salesrooms 17C Fore St., by
order of the Admioistrator, a larjje lot of Household
Furniture, Clothing sec., &c.
At 12 M., 40 boxes Malaga Lemons.
F. O. BAILEY Ac CO., Aacliintu.

AUCTIONEERS

BE

one

flgp*Those desiring FURNITURE will find it
greatly to their advantage to iuspect these goods be-

The total value of the products of American
fisheries leceivcd into the customs district of
ra’a Til V Hnrinrr 1K74-. was $>108,032.

an

we

Clothing, &c.,

Furniture,

At

& CO.
! NELSON

DOOM

YMIR

—

BY AUCTION.

Wanted.

FURNITURE.
Which

very

M. & D.

___ja!5d3t

OF

—

a

small

SITUATION by an English woman as geneial
housework or cook. Address
A. R„ Press Office.
jal5*3t

RE

WILE

LIQUID

And other First-Classs

will leave Chebeague on Wednesday mornings
at 7 1-2 o’clock returning at 3 o’clock.

Company has asked

a

can

*4
tills notice.

PARLOR,

Island Steamer.—The steamer Charles A.
Warren has been chartered to make weekly
She
trips between here and Chebeague Island.

ter

WALLET containing

at

Subject—“The Crusaders.”

day’s legislative

a

sum

—

Haymarket Square,
Trade

ADifllNISTUATOK’S SALE

shall

we

MUST AND SHALL

have it by calling
ONOxfordofStreet,
money. Owner
proving property and paying tor

CONSUMERS,

OF PRODUCTION.

COST

AT

13 Horses.
12 new Sleighs from best makers.
1 new traverse runner Grocery Rung.
1 second hand traversB runner Grocery Rung.
3 second hand Sleighs.
5 now Harnesses.
Wolf and Buffalo Robes.
Two new single Horse Sleds.
F. O. BAIEEY & Co., Auctioneer*.
«13t
jal4

—

_ja!5tf

Middle Street,

and there

gent in their search for rags and chips, in fact
everything that would help make a fire. They
worked several days at this job and had everything arranged for a big fire. It was fortunate
that the fire was discovered as soon as it was,
or the building would have been destroyed'
The boy upon being accused of the crima acknowledged his guilt. He was brought to this
city yesterday and will be taken before the
Municipal Court this morning.

120.

DEATH

jall-d&wlw

_

JUrxV.

(lay

which

jall-d&wlw

balmy fragrauce.

!

Winter Clothing

Stale street

ER POCKET
WEDNESDAY

Mrs, Manchester is still at the TJ. S. Ho-

before the cause of the fire couldjbe discovered,
but at last it was found that it had been set by
a boy about 17 years of age named Emerson.
It appears that he with the assistance of one of
the other boys', obtained a match from someone
who visited the institution. The young scamps
next began to collect fuel for their purpose.
For this purpose they secured the services of
several of the smaller boys who were very dili-

are

Whitney.

Greae Sale of Furniture —An opportunity which seldom occurs is now offered for
the purchase of parlor, chamber and diniog
room
furniture, in the great sale of Beal &
Having
Hooper, Hay market Square, Boston.
they
an immense stock of desirable furniture,
have determined to offer such inducements as
will enable them to dispose of the same at
To this end, they offer all goods at reonce.
Any one desiring
tail. at cost of production.
to furnish or re-furnish a house or rooms will
find this an opportunity rarely to be met with,
at tbeir warerooms at the corner of Haymarket
Square and Washington Street extension, near
the Boston & Maine Railroad depot.

Reform School*

required

■

David Plummer. 2d, Cape Elizabeth, w h smooth
red mot at
fan tails 2d prem, wher do 1st prem,
b
ja1st do, red tumblers 2d prem. black do 3d do,
b I magcobin 2d do, red do 1st do, white do 3d do,
do
57
do
pies 1st do, starlings 1st do, special No 19,
do do 87.
,,
o
2<
tumblers
Charles D. Eaton, Portland, almond
do do, blut
prem, red priests do do, yellow turbit
do.
magpie 3d do, do swallows do do, do do 1st
C. W. Chamberlain, Arlington, Mass., black swab
lows 2d prem, bine do 2d do, red do 1st do, yellow
trumpeters do do, black priests do do, yellow do lsl
do, red do 1st do, spangled do 1st do.
Janies Hudson, Lewiston, blue owls 1st prem.
W. P. Ayers, Portland, b 1 crested fans 1st prem
red mottled do 2d do, black nuns 1st do, special pren
No 124.
Wm. H. Milliken, Jr., Portland, silver silver ini
bald head 1st prem, blue bald beads 1st do, dm
n tails 2d do, kite tumbler 2d do, black mottled d
3d do, black tumbler 2d do.

miMCEliliANEOUS NOTICES.

of the State Reform School at Cape
Elizabeth in passing the room used for bottoming chairs smelled smoke, and opening the
The high
door discovered a fire in the room.
wind at the time had given the fire a good
the utmost exertion of the
start and it

Ellis,

J. R. McKelvey; Vice Presidents, Albert C
Trundy, John Crockett, Alonzo H. Quimby ;
Secretary, E. H. Pearson; Treasurer, S. It
Leavitt; Chaplain, A. Little; Executive Com
mittee, Washington flabson, Enoch Littlejohn
Geo. H. Brazier, Cyrus Sturdivant, Benj. F

Willet’s patent last bolder will be for sale
by an agent this week. It is the smallest and
most convenient holder made.

engineer

No 38 silver cap.
Tuesday
;
Lawrence & Rodgers. Worcester, Frizzier fowl 1st
Republican State Convention, is a brother of prem, do chicks 1st prem,
J. A. Lord, Keunebunk, Plymouth Rock, 1st prem
President Cheney of Bates College.
chicks, special No 78. special No 28, special No 23,
P. O. Quimby, Jr., of Bates College Class of
prem.
special No 26, Plymouth Rock chicks 1st
office of C. Hale, Esq.,
R. O. Conant, city, yellow pouteis, 1st prem; r. p.
>71, a law student in the
1st prem; b. p. pouters, diploma;
do,
diploma;
the
of
coop
Deering
has been elected Principal
do, tst prem; do, 2d do; white pouters, 1st do, do.
is a fine scholar, an
2d do; mottled do, 1st do; silver winged, do; Isabel,
High School. Mr. Quimby
do; black pouters, do; blue p. do, do. Whole colexcellent instructor and, a thorough disciplinalection takes special No. 14. toilet set, $10r also do
36, $5.
rian.
______
L. Lobenstein, city, black carriers, 2d prem; b. a.
the
g. a. do, 1st do; yellow jacobins, 3d do; white do, 2d
Ward’s Opbra House.—This evening
mottled do, 1st do; swabines, 1st do: yellow turbits,
blue do. 2d do; white do, 1st do: red maggrand benefit to Messrs. Ward and Cummingi 1st do;
The housi
pies, 1st do; blue do, 2-1 do; black swallows, 1st do;
comes off at Ward’s Opera House.
do. 1st do; archangel, 2d do; blue beard, 1st
yedow
will undoubtedly bo packed, for both the gendo; mottled tumblers, 2d do; African owls, 2d do;
black magpie, 3d do; silver winged turbit, 2d do:
the pub
tlemen named are great favorites with
red jacobins. 3d do.
unlie. The programme announced is one of
W, A. Stillings, city, black fan tails, 3d prem.
Geo. F. Seavey, Cambridgepori, Mass., w. h. carusual excellence, embracing mauy entertaining
1st prtm: black do, dor blue do, do; red do,
riers,
features. The operatic selections by Mr. Ar
do; yellow do, do; dun do, do; black fan tails, do;
the
of
blue
attractiveness
do, do; red do, do; yellow do, do; dun do, do;
nold will add much to the
white jacobins, do; black do, do; blue do, do; red do,
entertainment, and the “Charge of the -Six
2d do* yellow do, 1st do; silver winged turbit, do;
black do, do; blue do, do; red do, 2d do; yellow do,
Hundred” by Mr. Bartlett, wiil be a fine effori
3d do* w h. Berlin button head turn, Id do; black
the
Messr
trust
to.
We
worth
listening
well
Jo do’; blue do, do; red do, do; yellow do, do; dun
do; almond tumblers, do; erwin do, do: mottled <io,
Ward and CummiDgs will have a rousing
do* blue kite do, do; tortoise shell do, do; white lur1st do, yellow dragons,
benefit,for their endeavors to please the amusebit 2d do, black tailed turbit
do; yellow tumblers, do; dun do, do; Seavys specials
ment seeking public deserve substantial recog
No 103
for best collections. Society’s eup. No61$o,
nition.
___
$5. No 112 $2, No 111 S3, No 148 $5.
S. C.Rand, Portland, yellow jacobins, 2d prem;
turbit 1st d<o; agate
Reform Club.—The meetings of the reforu 1 blue magpies, capped, 1st
do No 80
tumblers 1st do; specials No 125 $o,
club are getting to be very interesting, and ad
1st prem,
i
M. W. Clark, Danville Junction,magpies
diploma.
ravens,
do
do;
ditions are being made to the Club. The fol
do
do;
starling,
partridge,
Lawrence & Rogers. Worcester, Mass., ring uou,
the officers of the Club: President

lowing

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Wednesday aftrrnoon, about i o’clock, the

engineer to subdue the fire-

more or

Lost.
evening. January 13, a LEATHBOOK, contain'ug a sum of
money. Railroad tickets, etc. A liberal reward will
be paid for its return to J. B. Curtis, cor. Foie and

OR

4

The f’eatli of Isaiah Whitworth, formerly
business manager of the Shaker society in Poland, occurred at Thompsonville, Conn., Jan.
10th. He was 60 years of age.

____

that

take stock. We have
large stock of

wilh the

Saturday, Jail. 16th,

Longer

no

as on

com-

franklin county.

Gilbert Miller, sheriff of Franklin county,
has appointed the following named persons
deputies, viz,: Charles C. Bangs, Phillips;
B.
Ephraim F. Conant, Temple;A. Thomas New
Dyer,
Smith, Farmington; Zaccheus
Sharon; James F. Worthlev, Strong: Abel D.
Russell, Weld; Ransford Norcross, Farmington. jailor,

urday morning.
It was reported that the passengers and crew
of the steamer would come through to here by
the Pullman train, but no one arrived, aud the
captain telegraphed that they should stop at
Rockland at night, as they were nearly ex-

..

process

Sears Island, which is now stripped of the
timber has been p#rehased by David and
Henry F. Sears of Boston, lelatives of David
Sears, the former owner, now deceased.
A. J. Merithew of Monroe has been convicted of swindling Ashur H. Mayo by passing upto be a piece of gold
on him what he claimed
which was simply some base metal gilded.

tel.

And

sale.

COUNTY.

WALDO COUNTY.

accom-

Until Feb. 1st,

for
dwelling
The house r an he seen every Thursday and
Friday Irom 3 to 5 P. M.
For terms, etc., inquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Real
Estate Broker. 205 Middle Street, or WM. H. MORSE,
comer of Pearl and Middle Sts.
jal5dtf

SNUFF!

if

oc20

property
THE
containing tfttont 12000 leet or land, with
house in good repair, is ollered
modious
op

Street, Portland, Me.

Plum

Found.

Two of tbeir lit le girls, aged three aud four
vears.
resnectivelv. were locked in a room.
while Mrs. Golden, their mother, was ansent at
on
work, and the little children were playingtire.
the bed, which they managed to set on
damThe flames were extinguished with slight
the youngest
age to the property, but not till
girl was so badly burned tbat it is feared her
injuries may prove fatal.

derson ; all the passengers being saved.
The steamer Chase will go on the route Sat-

Attempt to Fire tlie

well-known Deane

AUCTIONEERS,
Horse and Carriage Mart,
Auction Sale Efery Saturday at 10 A. M

Valuable Real Estate for Sale.

Deer streets.

A house on French street, Bangor, occupied
by several families took lire Wednesday night.

an

acres

SPECIAL SALE

AMOS S. KING,
of Fulton & Ricker.

Assignee

jalSdtd

Joshua Ellis and wife of Sidney, charged
with setting fire to the house ot John S. Trask
in Sidney, have been acquitted.

the greatest precaution is necessary at all times,
but in a thick snow storm it is almost impossible to tell where you are running.
A telegram from the purser of the steamer,
received last evening from Rockland, gives the
following list of passengers saved: J. Scott, W.
Lutz, J. Bennett, H. Condon, E. Johnson, wife
and child, H. W. Johnson, J. M. Donald, \\
M. Harrington, J. Stevens, Miss Doyle, A.
Heftier, wife and child, J. Randall, Capt. An-

hausted.

GERMAN

TENOBSCOT COUNTS’.

panied the steamer here. The steamer was
quite light at the time.
Capt. Coyle, of the Steam Packet Company,
thinks that the northeast wind drifted the vessel in towards the mouth of the Bay of Fundy,
so that she was above Matinicus light, aud the
pilot thinking that they had not reached it
kept up too far and struck the Triangles. He
says that the current is very strong there, aud

ma t

Peraonnl.
Mr. John A. Heard of Boston sailed in the
hark Samuel B. Hale yesterday from this city
He
cn route for Cordova, Argentine Republic.
of Dr. A. B. Gould
goes out under the auspices
of the National Observatory of the Argentine
labors are to be the
Kis
a.

__

„,

lodging room.

special
Republic.
photographing of stars,

chick,

,,,

all right.
The Maine Historical Society has secured the
Council Room and Reception Hall for Febru-

be

Lhmy—silver spangled Hamburg

highly commended:
Edwin Crockett—silver spangled Hamburg chick,
first premium, $3; also special premium No. 101,
$5.
E A tBumell—silver spangled Hamburg chick,
second'premium, $2.
II H Nevens—silver spangled Hamburg fowls,
second premium, $2; silver spangled Hamburg
chicks, first premium, $3, and special society cup.
II K Osborne—white Hamburg fowl, highly commended fourth premium; white liamburg fowl,
second premium, $2; first premium, $3; special
cup; white
premium, $5; society special, silver second
preliamburg chick, first premium, .$3;
mium, $2.
II K Osborne, Cambridgeport, Mass—black Ham$5;
burg fowl, first premium, $3; individual special, No.
second premium, $2; third premium, diploma;
black
15
silver
No.
cup;
societv
special,
150, $10;
Hamburg chick, first premium $3.
G S Seavey, Cambridgeport, Mass—silver spangled Hamburg, first premium, $3; society special,
No. 160, $5; third premium, diploma; second pre
mium, $2; silver spangled Hamburg, $3; society
premium, $3.
special, $5; No. Ill, silver cup; first first
premium
Charles Hamsey—Cayuga Duck,
crested
white
duck, first
$3; individual special $5:
premium $3; Colored Muscavado, |first premium
$3; individual special No. 157, $5;
fourth premium, H. C.,
W B Neal—Ayl Duck,
Albert Noyes .Ayl Duck, third premium, diplomar, individual special No. 50 Bedstead $20.
Seth B Knight—Muscavado Duck, second premium $2;
M J Ellis—Ayl Duck, second premium. $2; Ayl
Duck .first premium $3; Cayuga Duch, second
premium, $3; Cayagua Duck, societys special, No.
57, $3; Cayagua Duck, third premium, diplomar,
Cayagua Duck, fonrth premium, highly commended.
.J W Merrill—Colored Muscavado, iourtli premium, highly commended.
E P Ferguson.—Ronen Duck, 2d premium $2; 3d
premium, diploma; 1st premium $3; ind special
79, $5; society special 59, $3.
F F Harris, Portland—Muscovy -duck. 1st pre*
mium ?3; 3d premium, diploma; tud special No 3,
*10.
Jacob Graves—Rouen duck, 4th premium, h c.

Officer Warren found it and restored it,contents

slight damage.
The hydraulic cement case will
fore Judge Shepley the 26th inst.

black

Spanish fowl.
D D Chenery, Deering—fourth premium, brown
leghorn chicks.
C W Chamberlain, Arlington, Mass—first premium, black Spanish fowl; second premium, black
black

Court.

TnnnsDAY.—AbijaU Tripp.
Thirty daySj_

Adams, Deering—tliicd premium,

buildings thereon, containing eight
less.

NEWS.

PENOBSCOT

bounds, together

to the first mentioned

KNOX COUNTS’.

it was about four hour3 before

mostly from Canada, having

RAEDER’S

In the Rockland city council, Tuesday evefor
ning, G. A. Lyude put in a bill of $35,000 on
damages to his hotel by placing a red* nag
his house and taking liis guests to the pest
house during the small pox excitement some
time since.

high water.

crew were

WITH

__

STATE

Portland—the number not known—and they
would probably arrive m time to take the midnight train for Boston.
The Triangles, on which the Georgia was
lost, are three ugly rocks situated about four
miles from Tennant’s Harbor, which place, in
turn, is about ten miles from Thomaston, an J
from Portland. At the time when

is

•

Co.,

F. 0. BAILEY &

BANKRUPTCY•—District Court of the
States, Maine, ss. In the matter ol
Ricker, Bankrupt**, Public notice is herethe following described property bethat
by given
longing to said Bankrupt estate, unless previously
of
at
private sale, will be sold at public
disposed
auction on the twenty-first day ot January, A. I>.
P.
M., at the office of F. O. Bailey & Co.,
1875, at 2
Auctioneers, in Portland, in the County of Cumberland and State of Maine, to the highest bidder therefor. viz: all the right, title and Interest which James
E. Fulton, one of said bankrupts had on the nineteenth, day of February. A. D. 1872, being tbe (Jay
when the petition *br an adjudication of Bankruptcy
against tbe said Fnlton & Ricker was filed in said
Court, in and to tbe south-westerly halt ot lot No. 1
in the third range of lots in Raymond in said County
ot Cumberland.
Also all the right, title and interest which the said
Fulton had on the said 19th dav of February. A. D.
1875, on which the undersigned as assignee of said
Bankrupt estate has since acquired, in and to a certain other niece ot land in said Raymond, being a
pait of the homestead of Eunice March,and bounded
as follows: commencing at tlie sontherly end of a
stone wall on tbe easterly side of the county road
that leads from Portland to Brldgton, then running
rods
northerly by said road and wall fence thirty-six on
a
and eight links to a post, thence easterly
stiaight line to the end ot another wall on the south
side of a wood road, thence somberly on said wall to
the south end of said wall, thence on a straight line

larger

a

AUCTION SALKS?

miscellaneous.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

IN United
Fulton &

CATARRH

Bluehill Granite

as

supply.

very much chilled and nearly exhausted
with the cold. Six persons were taken off in a
life-boat from White Head at noon. A dispatch was received from Capt. Congreve at four
o’clock, which stated that the vessel is a total
wreck, and that, as far as he could learn, all
saved. One boat’s crew had
on board were
left Tennant’s Harbor by afternoon train for
were

Georgia

NEW

THAT

CUKE

the “Collins
Company,” aud to begin extensive operations
170
in the spring. The quarry contains about
is of the
acres in the whole, 70 acres of which
in
best quality of granite, aud inexhaustible
be known

iron vessel of about 912
tons burden, about 250 feet in length, being the
original blockade runner and Confederate
cruiser of the same name. When she was the
privateer Georgia she had an open deck from
amidships forward, but lately tho saloon had

Kinney,
leghorn chicKS.

Thursday.—State vs. Henry Green. Cheating by
false pretences. Verdict guilty.
Libby, County Attorney.
Blethcn for defendant.
State vs. Anthony Bundy. Assault with a danOn trial.
gerous weapou on Maria St. John.
Libby, County Attorney.
Mattocks & Fox for defendant.

Municipal

legislature

boat load of persons from the steamer
was missing, but a later dispatch stated that
the missing boat had been found by a steam
tug and brought to Tenuant’s Harbor. They

fifty-five
the ship struck,

of

be constructed, but they will be

class.
Mess is. Bidder & Watt of Philadelphia,have
Geo.
purchased the quarry recently worked by
W. Collins or Bluehill. and situated near Mo’Hard’s stream in that town. It is the intention of these gentlemen to apply to the present
for a charter for a company, to
state

one

Tho

of Winterport.
A E Shurtleff, South Paris—third premium,
brown leghorn chicks.
A F Blaisdell, Kittery—second premium, brown
leghorn fowl, and individual special No. 01; first
premium, brown leghorn fowl; second premium,
brown leghorn chicks; fourth premium, brown leghorn chicks; first premium, Dominiques, and also
societv’s special cup; and individual special No. 59,
$5, No. 00 $5, No. 119 $5, No. 145 horse-hoe, No. 154
poultry book, value $15.
W B Dalton, Deering—third premium, W 1
Spanish chick, individual special No. 0*2 $10.
W F Bacon, Cambridge port—first premium, white
leghorn fowl, anti individual special 120, $5; third
premium, white leghorn! fowl; second premium,
white leghorn chicks; society special No. 18 cup;
first premium, white leghorn chicks; fourth premium, white leghorn chicks.
C D Miller, Skowhegan- second premium, white
leghorn fowl; third premium, white leahorn chicks,
and individual special No. 138, $10.
M N Rich—fourth premium, black Spanish fowl.
Albert Noves, Bnagor—second premium, white
leghorn fowl.
E N Perry, Cape Elizabeth—first and third premium, brown* leghorn fowl; individual special No.
139 $10, No. 44 $10, No. 4 value $25; society special
No. 20 cup; individual special No. 5G $10, No. 157
$10, No. 158 $10.
Worcester—second premium, brown
F J

(J. 8. District Court.

Elijah Nickersou,

Georgia, stating that the steamer went
Harbor
on the triangles at Tennant’s
Wednesday night in a snow storm, and was a
total wreck.
It stated that he, with 15 men, had got off
in a boat, and were to try and get a tug to go
to the assistance of the steamer.
Upon receiving this dispatch the steam cutter Dallas
prepared to get under way, and left for the
A secscene of the accident at half-past ten.
ond dispatch, received at one o’clock, stated

AV & E Jennings, N L Fall, Mass—W P chicks,
first premium $3; same, fo\>d, first premium $3;
society premium silver cup; special premium $10•
It it game bantams, second premium $2; same,
fourth premium, highly commended.
first
George W Dickson, Worcester—It P bantam,
first premium,
premium, $3; rusty gray bantam,
B
red
second
$2;
silver
premium
buckwing,
$3;
bantam, first premium $3; special premium, binds
been lengthened and a second cabin added.
at
valued
$20.
Last wiuter the steamer was struck by ice that
H A Fletcher—raccoon, first premium, recommended.
floated bown the St. Lawrence, and sank her.
Isaac. Deane, Taunton—B It game bantam, secHer owners had her raised, and a new shaft,
second
$2.
silver
ond premium $2;
duckwing,
Socob Evans, Boston—White Dorkin chicks, first i screw, funnel, and iron plates put in, while the
sosecond
white
Dorkin
$2,
chick,
$3; special $5;
interior of the craft was entirely refitted and
ciety and special silver cup; white Dorkin fowl,secShe was built in Dunbarton,
ond $2; golden Poland chick, first prem $3; third
refurnished.
diploma; fowl, second $2, first $3.
Scotland, in 1802, and retained, in the refitting,
Lawrence & Rogers, Worcester—W H Georgian
the powerful engines carried by her during the
chick, first premium $3, second $2, special $10, so
cietv special silver cup; 003, brown red chicks, first
war.
$4; 764, first $3; special $5; 765, red, second $2; 760,
She is owned by the Quebec and Gulf Ports
while pili, third diploma, special 80, $5; 707, blue
red, flrst$3; 700, brown red, first $3, 771, second $2;
Steamship
Company, and was valued at about
second
red,
774,
third
$2;
772,
diploma; 773, ginger
$100,000; insured for $00,000. Among the pasyellow duck wink, second, $2; 775, firsttt>3; 770,
first $3; 1777, silver, first $3; 778, first $3: 779, red
sengers was Chief Engineer Merrill of the
pili, second $2; I78J, first $3; 781, second $2; 782,
third diploma; 783. white pili, first $3; 785,spangled ( I steamer Falmouth. She carried a crew of 41
second $1; special, 92, $5; 787, B B red, third diplomen, aud at tho time of the disaster had 12
ma ;
788, first $8 special silver cup, value $20; 785,
rabb itt, first $5.
passengers on board.
1st Premium, American Quail. $3, Fred Atwood
Capt. Angrove was in command, and the

A

a. m.

equal

ashore

that

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

$50,000

er

While crowing, cackling, gobbling, all
With a huge tempest filled the hall,
Till men, exulting, loud did call,
This is an exhibition.
The third day of the hen show presented but
The attenfew new features worthy of note.
dance was large, and there were many out-oftown visitors. The great centre of attraction

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

Sundays

Capt, Coyle, agent for the Halifax line of
steamers, received a dispatch yesterday morning from J. McLean, the engineer of the steam-

all paid in.
The Waldoboro News states that a gentleto know, expresses
man who is in a position
his opinion that the amount of tonnage to he
built in the district of Waldoboro in 1875 will
that of 1871. Not so many vessels will

affair.

the

MAIL ARRANGEMENTS.

8.00 a

Crew Saved—Particulars of

of manufacturing platform aud car couplings,
and selling licences to use the same, under letKuowlton, dated
ters patent issued to O. H.
Nov. 26tli, 1872, and April 1, 1873. Its capital
in shares of $100 each, and is
stock is

sengers and

_

From

DISASTER.

Wreck of the Steamer <»eorgin-Slic gorn
Atihore at Tennaut'ii Harbor—The Pas-

To-Day.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Milan Steam Mill Co.—Howard Winslow.
W. Lane.
of
Maine—Samuel
State
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
I oat—Pocket Book.
Agents Wanted.
Special Notice—.John M. Peck.
Wa n ted— Situation.
Valuable Real Estate -For Sale.
Immense Sale—Beal & Hooper.
Found—Wallet.
Portland, Bangor and Macliias Steamboat Co.
AUCTION COLUMN.
In Bankruptcy—Amos S. King.

YORK

aud several run of stone for grinding graiu.
A company has been recently organized in
Rocklaud, under the name of the lvuowlton
Platfrom and Car Coupling Co., for the purpose

VICINITY.

New Advertisement*

C.
J.

shops
cally managed.
W. H. Say ward is building a large mill on
Ilalf-moon stream, near Thorndike station,
circular
which, when finished, will contain
board saw, shingle machine, carding machine,

prem.
< harles N. Pierce coop 121,1 pair wild partridges
2d prem.
C. F. Cram, Peering. w h trumpeters 1st prem, red
tumblers 3d do, yellow do 2d do, white smooth head
fantails 1st do.
Albert Noyes. Bangor, black fantails 1st prem,arch,
angel do do, special No 126, white Ducbesso do do
blue fan tails do do.

MARINE

ClfY~AND

and stoves. They turn out about 350 finished
and
plows and the easting for some 500 more,
about 300 stoves annually. Their fourdry aud
are conveniently arranged and economi-

Samuel Chadwick, Portland, black barbs 2d prom,
do do 1st do, white do 1st do, yellow do 1st do. blue
dragons 2d prem, black bald head 1st do, wild pigdo.
eons 1st do, Trumpeters 1st do, black magrie 2d
black nuns 2d do, Spanish runt 1st do, also special
No 121, do do 113.
H. A. Fletcher, Portland, black turbit2d prem.
Wm. Stephenson, Portland, collection of eggs 1st

OUR NATIONAL BIRO.

PORTLAND.
BENJ. F. HARRIS.
JauliwI3wHENRY LITTLEFIELD

Ici\

Burleigh,

CARGOES OF

PURE

\ C E

Old No. 89 Middle St.

Furniabrd and MhlppeU by

N. O CRAM.

I

NEW

189 MIDDLE
Ja9

deOdistl

NUMBER

__

Ronds and Moitgages.
selected Western Municipal Bund.

ST.
tf

C1AREFULLY

J
and Real Estate Mortgage and Trust Deeds.
Inuniriea. Collections and Kemlttaneee promptly at*
CHARLES M. It A WICKS,
tended to.
UfiMUldlcSt.
augliTuTk<&Sly2dp

1!_

_

FOETH

Y._

^°For continuing

OF THE

William Cullen Bryant.

STATES

UNITED

ATLANTA.

BY

PASSED AT THE

wide shore, washed of trackless waters,’
Whereon the feet of a'.l that live are set—
were shining,
The singer stood, and his young eyes
Of its salt spray and hitter still un»et;
He sang to ships, that drltted to and fro.
Of sun and storm, and way that they should go.

Upon

tae

Traveler untried, he knew the journey’s ending,
With dimless surety of the poet’s sight;
As from the morning sun, unveiled, is given
To night-time’s shade a moon made full of light,
So sweet youth’s joys, thal with the years increase,
Were

prelude played

as a

to latter peace.

the struggle,
Strong life that sought no shelter from
Foot set to foot and face to face with men,
Made true his wolds with work of hands unfailing,
And to fair dreams gave form and place again.
The garnered treasure ot his mauy days
Is as a sheaf of wisdom, bound with praise.
weave him;
Ah, needless are all garlands that we
What worth have any w ords, for is not he
Praised of men’s hearts, crowned of the years in

passing,

Late years and fair, bit ot the coming wonder
Of light that eyes know not, are liis to-day—
Before him be long space of years aod honored,
Fulfilled of joy as time of this world may;
About him let all things move calm as sleep,
Or the Slow-lapping waves that fold the deep.

[From

Detroit Free Press.]

Death of “Old Braze.”
Some boys came down to No. l’s bouse and

die.
reported that old Braze was goingoldtoshanSeveral of the men went to his little
that the report
ty on Macomb street, fearing
time
was true, and sorry that the old man’s
had finally come, although he had little to

V.

Braze used to ruu with a hand machine in
the long ago, and he never felt quite right
about the steamers coming here to break up
fire companies and destroy time-honored cusThe clank of the fire-bell would rouse
toms.
him, even after be was old and bent and feeble, and he would creep down to the fire aud
cheer as the pipemen dashed into the smoke
and flames, and as the hook and ladder boys
bung to the cornices and passed in and out of
the windows. He didn’t say a word against
steamers, but he longed
the

puffing, powerful

for the days when No. 6, and No. 10, and No.
3 took water from the same cistern, and
when the “Break’er down boys!-’ of the
foreman drowned the roar of the flames. He
used to come down to No. l’s bouse aud sit
for hours at a time, aud finally came to consider bimsell a member of the department,
although he couldn’t quite get over the loss
ot drag-ropes, trumpets, red shirts, and a
company fight now and then.
Loneliness, poverty and want met the eyes
of the visitors as they entered the little old
house. Old Braze was lying on a miserable
bed, aud a ragged boy, who had beeu sent
in by a neighbor to keep the old man company. had grcwn weary and fallen asleep in

his chair.

“i sent you word, hoys, because I’m going
out ot commission to-day!” said the old
mau to the firemen.
“Yes, this old machine
is worn out, aud she’s to be laid up I”
On the wall over his head was a fireman’s
leather bat; across the room bung a battered brass trumpet with its faded cord and
tassels. Not a picture—not an ornament—
bare walls, with here and there a spot
through which one could see daylight. He
had iived alone for years, and he bad become
used to the gloom and wretchedness and the
poverty. Heath bad already set its seal upon
the old man’s face, and the firemen had not
coi'.'e an hour too soon.
“Get any alarms last night?” he asked, as
the men sat around him.
It bad been a quiet night, they said.
•‘It's kinder tough to be laid away where a
feller can’t bear the bells! continued the old
man,” and it seems as if he’d be lonesome!
I s’pose tbere’U be general alarms and big
fires, and all the steamers out, and I won’t

know anything about it.”
One of them asked if he didn’t want to

see

clergyman.
“No, 1 guess not,” he replied; “I’ve been
praying a little this morning, aud kinder
thinking over old days, forgiving everybody
aud asking forgiveness. When I’m gone
I’d like to have you boys man the brakes

a

and put me under the sod in sort o’ decent

style.”

<
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personal effects,
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aud he
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»

teplied:

“I'd like the hat and trumpet put into the
coffin along with me; seems as if I’d rest
better lor

knowing they

neighbors

come

can

there. The
take away the

were

in and

rest.”

After a few minutes his mind began to
wander, and he whispered to himself. Then
he shook oft the weakness, and trying hard to
discern the faces ot the men through the
glaze of death he asked:
“Isn’t that au alatm?”
They smoothed back his thin, gray hair
and whispered that he was mistaken.
“I thought it struck 421” he went on after
a moment, “but I ’spose death’s picked up
the drag-rope and is haultog me out of the

house.”

He was

quiet again

for

two or

three min-

utes, and then dtew himself up, looked wildly around, and whispered:
“Tell No. 7 to play through two hundred
feet of hose!”
They ttied to lay him down, but he pushed
them away and hoarsely shouted:
Down with the brakes— chuck’er boys; hi!
hi 1—h-a a-a!”
He fell back, and the boy, roused by his
wards, sprang off the chair, and after a glance
at the while face on the bed he whispered :
“Why, old Braze is dead!”
And be was.

BUSINESS

U1RECTOKY7

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT. A FOOO
T. V.

McGOWAN,

No.OI Middle (Street.
234 eonsrero SI.

Book Binders,
WM. A. QUINCY, Itoeui 11, Printer’s
No.
Ill Exchange rtt.
Exchange,
01HALL A 811A€HFOBO, No. 35 Plum
Street.

Confectionery.
J. PERK INN manufacturer of plain
and fancy Oandieit, !IN7 Con *reM* Ml,
Poi timid ITle.

JL.

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEV A MEANS, Penvl Street, op.
polite Park.

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
WALIEK COKEY A CO., Arcnde,

No.

IN Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 50 Exchange Nt. Cpholnteriug of all kind*
done

to

order.

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
A. F. MUEKKY, No. !l Clapp’. Klock
Congre.. Mtreet, opposite Old City Ilall.

Horse Shoeing.
Experienced

By M. Young & Co.
HhoerM.

at

No IO. F

Hoi He
ocl5

ore Htreet.

Jewelry and Fine Watches.
ABNER

liOWEIil.,

155 Middle Ntreei.
AcentN for Howard Watch Company.

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware,
Jf. A. TIERKlIilt & CO., 189 Middle Nt.
J.

A. KEITH.

A. 813RR!

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises
Carpet-Bags.
J. R. l)l7RANi A CO.. 171
11 ft Federal Street*

Middle

anu
nn«

Pattern and Model Maker.
J. I. H I K BOI K, ‘250 Fore Street, Cor. of
Cross. Pcrilntrd.

Photographers.
A. M. DAVIS A CO., No. MO MiddleStreet.
Ji H. LA9ISON, 134 Middle Mi.,ear. Crow.

Plumbers.
JA9IES nilAEK.No.WI Federal Street.

Real Estate Agents.
fOHS C. PBOCTER, No. 0.1 Eurbaoj..

Mtrerl.__
Rooters.
J.

M.

N. McCOV * CO., 4M Mprin., Mired.

Sign and Awning Hanging.
EhVMe. No. 104 5 ore Street. jataly
Silver and Plated Ware.

ABNER

I.OWEl.li, 133 .Middle Street.

Stair Builder.
XI. F. LIBHV, l.o. 434 Brtrt'
Cross Hi., in Deleno’a Iff ill.
Cl. L. RSOOPEH« Cor.
Street*.

Street,

Vcrk

At

for.

maple

Watches, Jewelry, &c,
4. VV. t\ a- £«.
A- I’ nion *»«.

lHCOCFFEI£,Cor. Mld.il

VERM ONTCOrPE RA8.
BEST QUALITY OUARAKTEED.
li’OIt SALE

ALWAYS
—

BY

—

HOWE & GOODWIN,
Wholesale Agents, Boston.
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[General Nature—No. 91.]
ACT making appropriations for the repair, preservation, and completion of certain public works
on rivers and harbors, and for other purposes.
Be it enacted bu the Senate and Bouse of Ile/iresentatives of the United States of Ameirca in Consums of money
1/ress assembled, That the following
be, and are hereby, appropriated, to he paid out of
not
otherwise
in
the
approprimone
Treasury
y
any
ated. to he expended under the direction of the Secretary of War, lor the repair, preservation and completion of the following public works hereinafter
AN

named:
For continuing the improvement of the entrance
to the inner harbor of Duluth, ten thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement ot the harbor at
Ontonagon, twenty-three thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Marquette, fifteen thousand dollars. of the b ox ana
For continuing the improvement
Wisconsin rivers, three hundred thousand dollars.
of the
Not exceeding twenty-five thousand dollars real
esabove may be used for the purchase of such
or for
of
the
for
way
right
tate as may l*e required
of the Fox and Wisconsin
in'the

completion

flowing,

For continuing
refuge at the entrance of the Sturgeon Bay Canal,
ten thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Two Rivers, Wisconsin, tilteen thousand dollars.|
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Manitowoc, Wisconsin, ten thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
dollars.
Sheboygan, Wisconsin, ten thousand ot
the harbor at
For continuing the improvement
dollars.
thousand
teu
Tort Washington, Wisconsin,
at
For continuing the improvement oi the harbor
dollars.
thousand
ten
Racine, Wisconsin,
at
For continuing the improvement ot the harbor
Kenosha. Wisconsin, ten thousand dollars.
at
For continuing the improvement of the harbor
Chicago, seventy-five thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Calumet, llliucis, twenty-five thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
dollars.
Michigan City, Indiana, fifty thousand
For contiuuing the improvement of the harbor at
dollars.
thousand
teu
Frankfort, Michigan,
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Manistee, Michigan, ten thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement ot the harbor at
dollars.
Ludington, Michigan, twenty thousand
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Willie

IMVei,

ly

PINE
FLOORING and STEP
BOARDS .in lots to suit purchasers, lor sale low
a
to close
consignment

SOUTHERN

RYAN & KEI SEY
No. leiCjmmeiciul Street

JMICUlgilU,

WJU

IUVUSW.U UV

.W..-.

For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Muskegon, Michigan, ten thousand dollars. harbor at
For continuing the improvement of the
Grand Haven. Michigan, fitly ibousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Black Lake, Michigan, dlteen thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Saugatuck, Michigan, ten thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement or the harbor at
South Haven, Michigan, len thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Saint Joseph, Michigan, two thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of Saint Mary s
River and Saint Mary's Falls Canal, two hundred
thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
dollars.
Cbebo'gan, Michigan, fifteen thousandthe
Saint Clair
For continuing ilie improvement of
River at tbe mouth of Black River, fifteen thousand
dollars.
For continuing the improvement ot the harbor of
dollars.
refuge. Lake Huron, seventy-five thousand harbor at
Forlcontinuing the improvement of the
dollars.
thousand
Monroe, Michigan, ten
For removing boulders and rock from the Detroit
river, partly in Canadian waters, twenty-five thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Toledo, Ohio, seventy-live thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Sandusky City, Ohio, twenty-five thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Huron, Ohio, one thousand five hundred dol arsj
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Vermillion. Ohio, three thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Black River, Ohio, twenty thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Cleveland, Ohio, thirty thousand five hundred dolFor continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Grand River, Ohio, twenty thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Ashtabula, Ohio, thirty-five thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Conneaut, Ohio, one thousand five hundred dollars.
For preserving and continuing the work upon the
pier at Rocky River, Ohio, ten thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Dunkirk, New York, thirty-five thousand dollars.
For the improvement of the harbor at Erie, Pennsylvania, twenty thousand dollars. of the harbor at
For continuing the improvement
Buffalo, New York, seventy-live thousand dollars;
and the Secretary of War is authorized to remove
and prevent accumulations of sand at the entrance
of said harbor, provided the same can be done without expense or liability against the Uuited States.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Olcott, New York, ten thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Oak Orchard, New York, ten thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Pultneyville, New York, ten thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Great Sodus Bay, New York, fifteen thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Little Sodus Bay, New York, fifteen thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
dollars.
Oswego, New York, seventy-five thousand
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
dollars.
ten
thousand
New
York,
Waddington,
me uuproveim-uu 01
!>ew York, six thousand

continuing

F or

lutuwwicH

dollars.
Ogdensburgh,
For continuing ihe improvement of tlie barbor at
dollars.
live
thousand
New
York,
Plattsburgh,
For continuing the improvement of thehaiborat
Burlington, Vermont, twenty-five thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Swanton, Vermont, eight thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the Falls of
Saint Anthony, and for the improvement of the
Mississippi River ab. ve the Falls of ^aint Anthony,
Minnesota, one hundred and fifty thousand dollais;
and twenty-five thousand dollars of said amount
shall be expended for the improvement of the Mississippi liver above the Falls of Saint Anthony7.
For the survey or improvement of the Minnesota
river, ten thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the Upper

Mississippi river, twenty-five thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the Illinois
river, seventy-five thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the Des
Moines Rapids, Mississippi river, four hundred
thousand dollars.

continuing

For

the

improvement

of tlie

Rock

Island Rapids, Mississippi river, fifty thousand dollars.
For

ntinuiug the improvement of the Mississippi.
Missouri, and Arkansas rivers, one hundred thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the White river above Jacksonport, liny thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the Osage River, Missouri, twenty-five thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement ot the Mississippi
river between tlie mouths of the Ohio and Illinois
rivers, two hundred thousand dollars: and fifteen
thousand dollars of said amount shall be expended
between the mouths ot the Missouri and Illinois
rivers.
For continuing the improvement of the Ohio river,
one hundred andliity thousand dollars; one half of
which shall l»e expended above and the other half
below tlie Suspension Bridge between Cincinnati,
Ohio, and Covington, Kentucky; forty thousand dollars of the above amount that is to be expended
at ove the Suspension Bridge may, if approved by the
Cliiet of h ngineers, to be expended in a p rmanent
improvement of navigation at Pittsburgh, Pennsylc

vania.

tlie improvement of the Wabash
river, twenty-five thousand dollars: Provided, That
a portion of this appropriation, not exceeding nine
of
thousand dollars, may be used by tlie
War. in liis discretion, for the extinguishment of any
< r claim of the Wabash Navigation Comd
title.
right,
on said
pany in the lock and dam at Grand Rapids,
river, and for the extinguishment of any right saiy
in
any wa f
company mav have to alfect or interfere
of said river: but no part o
with the
this appropriation t-hall be expended until said navall right to
igation company shall have relinquished
control or otherwise in any maimer interfere with or
affect the free navigation of said river.
For continuing the improvement of the Upper Monongahela river near Morgantown, West Virginia,
For

continuing

Secretary

naVigation

twenty-five thousand dollars.

For continuing the improvement of the Great Kanawha river. West Virginia, twenty-live thousand
dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the Tennessee
river above Chattanooga, twenty-live thousand dollars; and below Chattanooga, including Muscle
Shoals, ore hundred thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the mouth of
the Mississippi river, one hundred and thirty thousand dollars.
For removing the raft in Red river, Louisiana, fifty
thousand dollar's.
For removing obstructions in the Chocktawatchie
river, Alabama and Florida, five thousand dollars.
For continuing the imyroveincnt of the harbor at
Mobile, Alabama, one hundred thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Savannah, Georgia, filty thousand dollars.
For improvement of the Chattahoochee and Flint
Rivers, Georgia, twenty-five thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement at the mouth oi
tlie Saint John’s river. Florida, or may be used for
dredging out the inside passage between the Saint
John’s and Nassau Inlet, ten thousand dollars.
For tlie improvement of the Apalachicola River,
Florida, ten thousand dollars
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Baltimore. Maryland, seventy-five thousand dollars.
w

i."

...

tiw.

I.n,,t'n,r/,Tnnnf

Choat^r

Hivnr

ICnnt

Island Narrows, Maiyktnd, five thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the Wicomico
river, Maryland, five thousand dollars.
For the improvement of Elk river, Maryland, five

thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement at the mouth of
the occoquan river, Virginia, five thousand dollars.
For continuing the Jimprovement at the mouth of
the Nomoni Creek, Virginia, six thousand dollar s.
For continuing the improvement of the Rappahannock river, Virginia, seven thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the James
river, Virginia, lift v thousand dollars.
For oontinning the improvement of the Appomattox river, Virginia, thirty thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the south
branch of Elizabeth river, Virginia, ten thousand
dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the Nansemone river, V irginia, ten thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the Roanoke
river, North Carolina, five thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the Cape Fear
river, North Carolina, one hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the Delaware
river and channel at Fort Miffln Bar, fifty thousand

dollars.

the improvement of the harbor at
dollars
Stonington, Connecticut, twenty thousand
For continuing the improvement of the Connectithoucut river, below Hartford, Conuccticut. twenty

*aFor

jal3dlw

A Situation Wanted.

BY

to sell the Patent
in Portland, and all
where Gas is used. This
more light, and save more gas, than
at Room 8, Boyd’s Building, Corner

Energetic Men,

Burner,
Economic
INTELLIGENT,
Maine,
places
Gas
in

othp"
Burner will
•inv other.

give
Cad
Middle Streets, ormidres*
&
Exchange
&
Portland, Maine.
jalldtw*

LOST^AND

of
laJ?or the init rovement
dollars.

dred thousand
For continuing the

Oakland harbor,

one

TWOwith

hundred
Congress approved March tilth,! eighteen

d2w

Board, large, pleasant Rooms, furnished
and unfurnished. 62 Free Street.

WITH

no30_____11
Boarding.
at 2234 Cumberland st.,
Also table board,oc5

comer

To Let.

...

...

Skaget river,

and
river, Oregon, for removing rocks

river, for removing jams, Washington
Territor /.
Cheliallis river, for removing jams, Washington
Territorv.
Tennessee river, above the mouth of Holston river to the Chilhowee Mountains, Tennessee.
Hiawassie river, below Beuton, Tennessee.
Urbanna Creek, Virginia, below Urbanua.
Black Warrior river, below the mouth of Locust
Fork, Alabama.
Cahaba river, below Centreville, Alabama.
Nantucket Harbor Bar, Massachusetts.
Lamprey river, below Newmarket, New Ilamp,,,

Exeter river, below Exeter, New Hampshire.
Miunesota river, for further examination for im
provement by canals, locks and dams.
Oconee river, from tbe Ocmulgco to Milledgeville,

Chickahominy river, Virginia.
Hampton river, Virginia.
A

Shoslionee Falls to Lewiston, examination and estimates for removing boulders and other obstructions.
Sacramento river, below Tehama, Ca.liforma.
Feather river, below Marysville, California.
Lake Winncpiseogee, fur placin# buoys on obstructions, New Hampshire.
Smutty Nose Island, as to repair Bieakwatcr
Portsmouth, New Hampshire.
Pagan Creek, Virginia.
New River, from the lead mines in Wythe county,
Virginia, to tho ‘Mouth of Wilson” in Grayson
county, Virginia.
The Utile Kanawha river, below Bull Town.
Wisconsin.
Chippewa river, below Chippewa Falls,
Dakota River, between Southern Dakota Railroad
and Northern Pacilic railroad, Dakota Territory.
Tombigbee river, by way of Bi‘4 Bear Creek, to the
Tennessee, to connect water communication.
flTiamipl.

Board.
Gentlemen or a Gentleman and his Wife can
be accommodated with first class Board and
myl9dtf
Booms at No. 20 Brown Street.

of Red

improvement

Bar, in Galveston Bay, Texas.
Withlacooche nver, from mouth of Ocopilco river,

Fish

Ochalochnee river, below Atlantic and Gulf Railroad. Georgia.
Red river, at Alexandria, Louisiana.
Harlem river, from Randall’s island, by way of
Dnyvil Creek to Hudson river, New York.
Blackwater river, Virginia.
Mouth of Kennebunk river, Maine.
below Waco, including the bar at its
Brazos
mouth.

Guadalupe river, below Gonzales,

Texas.

St. Croix river, below St. Croix Falls, in Minnesota and Wisconsin.
The Red Fiver of the North, from Breckenridge to
Moorhead.

Big Sandy river, below Piketon, Kentucky.
Twelve Pole river, below Wayne Court House,
West Virginia.
Harbor of Hingham, Massachusetts, with reference to removal of obstructions.
Sebawaing river, Michigan, for entrance, with eight
feet water.
Mouth ot Saginaw river, Michigan.
French Broad river, North Carolina, from Brevard to Buncombe county line.
Big Sandy river, from its moutli to Piketon, and to
War held, in Kentucky.
Rock Castle river, Kentucky, from the foot of the
narrows at Graham’s Mills, to its mouth.
Smith’s Shoals, in the Cumberland river, Ken-

tucky.

ln>ide passage, between Fcrnaudina and St. John’s
known as Nassau river, Florida.
Grand Marias harbor, Lake Superior, Minnesota.
Paiuunky river. Virginia.

river,

Mataponi liver, Virginia.
Little Wicomico river, Virginia.
Totuskee river, Virginia, below the bridge.
Survey of harbor of Crisiield, Somerset county,
Maryland, with a view ot removing obstructions.
Harbor of Leonardtown, Britton Bay, Potomac
river, Maryland, with a view to remove obstructions.
Harbor of Norfolk, Virginia.
Sec, 3. That a board of engineers, to be composed
of three from the army, one from- the coast survey,
and three lrom civil life, be appointed by the Presithe
dent; which said board shall make a survey of
mouth of the Mississippi river, with a view to determine the best method ot obtaining and maintaining
a depth of water sufficient for the purposes of comwaters
merce, either by a canal trom said river to the
ot the Gulf, or by deepening one or more of the
natural outlets of said river; and said board shall
make a full and detailed estimate and statement of
the cost of each of said plans, and shall report tha
same, together with their opinion thereon, showing
which ot all said plans they deem preferable, giving
their reasons therefor, to the Secretary of War, to
be presented at the commencement of the second
session of the Forty-third Congress; and that the
sum of twenty-live thousand dollars, or so much
thereof as may be necessary, is hereby appropriated,
out, of any funds in the Treasury not otherwise apof said suivey.

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

Coasting

LOT

a

is well adapted to fanning purposes. There are situated on said land three wooden buildings which
Becould easily be converted iuto restaurants, etc.
ing located on one of the most beautiful islands in
Casco Bav and a great resort for pleasure seekers in
summer, the above oilers special facilities as a watering place. For further particulars apply to C. T. IN.
ja!2*6w
GRAHAM, 18 Commercial Wharf.

LET!

TO

oel2

House to Let.
Oxford and
corner of
and Furnace. Possession

immediately.

M.

decl6deodtf

G. PALMER.

To Let.
February first the Stores and Chambers
od Union St., now occupied by Caldwell &
Hodsdon, and Whitney & Thomas. Apply to
JOHN SMITH.

jalldtf_ST.

TO LET.
3 Floors fitted up for

a

First-class

Jobbing House,
SHEPHERD & CO,
Wholesale Fancy Goods,

OVER

NOS. 121—123 MIDDLE STREET,
Bclo.v ihe Post Office.

’de22tf

To Let.
Good Tenements to Let. One for $20,
for $15, one for $ 10 per mouth. Apply to

THREE

(Iec21dtf137 NewburySt.
To Let.
No. H2 Pine Street, Key at No. 14’ Pine
Lower tenement of house No. 114
Spring Street, open from 9 to 12 and 2 to 5. Both
these rents have been recently repaired. Also one
house in Hull Block. Carroll Streets open in a few
MATTOCKS & FOX.
Java.
83 Middle St.
no28<itl
Street.
HOUSE

To Lot
doable Brick House, ten rooms
Pleasantly situated on Danfortb Street. No. 33.
Possession given October 1st. Enquire of S. W. BOBINSON. Beal Estate Agent, 205 Middle street.

ONE

half of

a

dtf

Portland, Sept., 30,1874
To Let.

No. 33 Plum Street.
Apply to ST. JOHN SMITH.
No. 27 Widgery’s Wharf.
sel5dtf

STOKE

FOR

have this

SALE.

THE

ja!2dtf

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
This lot has a front of about 61 feet and is abjut 194
feet deep, and plans have lw*en drawn by How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire ot
EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.
mar29

A

For Sale or to Let.
of the most desirable Lots in the vicinity of
Portland, containing about 11 aces situated In
Cape Elizabeth, within one mile from the city. Will
be sold at a Bargain, it not sold, will he Let. For
JOHN C. PROCTER.
particulars inquire of
no4tf
93 Exchauge Street.

ONE

F.

G.

Patterson’s

Estate

Real

to Loan.

class Real Estate

Portland,

in

Secuiify,
taxes paid, &c.,
ON vicinity—Rents collected,
to F.
and sola.
Commission. Houses
first

on

or

bought

G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Fluent Block.

Apply

WATERHOUSE
clothing business at

public

will

Portland,

Jan.

6,

TWTTLLTAM ROSS, Treasurer of the Portland,
t
Bangor and Macliias Steamboat Co.,has removed bis Office from 179 Commercial Street to Railroad
Wharf at the landing jf the Co’s Steamer.
mar23

Richardson’s New Method

Notice.

Copartnership

J. W. J\I u
PHIL. F.

Portland Jan. 1,1875.

FOR THE PIANOFORTE.
ft stands the test !

Lh,

TIIAXTER & CO.,

Receivers of Grain,
Nos. 2 & 3 Galt Block Commercial St.
MR. IV. II. TIIAXTER,

was

admitted to

that of

lirm January 1st.
Portland Jan. 9th, 1875.

Notice.

Portland, Dee. 1st, 1875.
FBIIVTINO

of

executed at tbis office.
JOB

..ADI).

All

_

jald3w
every descrirti'm neatly

all

others

COMBINED,

PRICE

■

1{

£5,000 yearly,

and

it

Used by thousands of Music Teachers and
sold by all Book aud Music Dealers
in this Country and Canada,

fllHE subscribers have formed a copartnership un| der the name ofSIMONToN & LADD, for the
on a general business in Hackpurpose of carrying
and boats antI ship Ttmmatac Shin Knees, Masts
" H- blMDNTON,
her generally.
generally.
Der
c

substantial muslin, price $2.

are

sent

by mail

literature,

on

sunjecrs

oi vital

to

importance

an,

only §4—barely enough to pay for mailing. It
should*be borne in mind that, these great Medical
Works are published by the Pmboriy IWeriical
InHtilute, an honored institution, established with
large funds for the sole purpose of doing good.
for

These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraordinary works'on Physiology ever published. There
is nothing whatever that the Married or Single of
either sex can either require or wish to know, but
what, is fully explained, and many matters of the
most important and interesting character are introduced, to which no allusion even can be found in any
other works in our language. All the New Discoveries of the author, whose experience is such as probably never before fell to the lot of any man, are giveu
in full. No person should be without these valuable
books. The press throughout the country, the clergy
aud the medical faculty generally highly extol these
extraordinary and useful works. The most fastidious may read them.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4
Bulfinch St. (opposite Revere House), Boston, Mass.
N. B. The author and consulting physicians can be
consulted on all of the above named diseases, and all
diseases requiring skill and experience.
no2
eodly

$3.75.

books sent, post-paid, for retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. Y.
■

jal2

Scotia,

Birthday

Holiday Gift.

It will hold a doll 20 inches long. For sale by all
toy and furniture dealers. If your dealer does not
have them, ask him to send for catalogue, and take
none but the “Chichester.”

CHTCIIEMTER PATENT.

SWING CRADLES.
Mothers you should have a Chichester Swing Cradle
Mothers who try them will have no other.
Mothers save your time by using a Chichester.
Mothers buy no other till you see a Chichester.

CRADLE AxllONG CRADLES

No rockers to wear out carpet.
No rockers to tumble over.
to fall upon.
No squeaking treadle to get ont of order.
No cradle equal to Chichester Swing Cradle.
Dealers send for catalogue, to
GEOK»E T. comirvfi,
1.54 North Street, Boston, aud
393 Pearl Street, New York.
oct29
d3m

class
The first
Steamship
“GEORGIA” will leave Portland
every SATURDAY at 4 p. m. for
HALIFAX, direct, making conthe

with

intercolonial

Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and
Pictou, and steamers for Prince Edward Island;
also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages
for Cape Breton, and at Halifax with steamers for St.

J<S^’

RETURNING wil. leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4 P.M.
No freight received after 10 A. M. on day of sail-

ing.

further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
oct28dtfJOHN PORTEOI7S. Agent.
For

FOR BOSTON.

50 Cents.

Only

Mayor’s Office,
)
City of Bangor, Maine, Jan. 6, 1875 J
is hereby given that Sealed Proposals to
build and furnish a Brick Grammar Schoolhouse and outbuildings in this city will be received
at this office until Monday, Feb’y. 1,1875, at 3 o’clock

NOTICE

P. M.
Lot to be graded and all materials to be furnished
by contractor.
Plans and Specifications can be Been at the office of
B. C. Kenway, Architect, at Auburn, Maine, Jan.
14th, 15tli and 16th, aud at this office Jan. 19th, 20th
and 21st next.
The Committee reserve the right to reject any and

all proposals.

NEWELL BLAKE.
)
ISaAC STRICKLaND, I
B. A. BURR,
f
CHAS. V. LORD,
I

1875,

Committee
of

City Council.
jalldet

CONSULATE OF SPAIN.

Hereby notified that

on

new

regulations

the Republic ot
Spam in regard to Consular lees will take effect.
The fees for clearance of vessels are as follows:
For Veaaela with Cargo*

THOMAS LOZANO,
Spauish Consul

se2dtf

100,000 best Rift Locust Treenails.
150,000 best Knwcil While Oak do.
20,000 best quality Canaria Knees

PORTRANO. ME.

mh12’74
F.

FOREST
Will,

Superior Sea Going Steamers
CITY

FALMOUTH,

AND

uuilbO,

nil LJi IUIL11C1

uiu.iua,vv

UU

««

Leaving

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
Daily, at 7 o’clock P. M., and INDIA.

WHARF, BOSTON, daily at 5 P. HI
(Sundays excepted).
Passengers by'this Line are reminded that they procure a com foi table night’s rest and avoid the expense and
at night.

d&w2w

The New York WK KKI/Y WITNESS, giving News. Markets, Stories, Pictures, and Live Editorials at 8I.‘JO?a year postage paid. Has reached
75.GOO circulation in three years. Send for free

de22f4w

UlAflUS anauiiuAflo

300

New mill Second-Hando/Firiff-CIn**Makfor cash, or on
ers, will be sold at Lower Price*
Installment*, or for rent, in City or t'ountry
HOIL1™udthe
Time
Ward
during the***
IIAVMv HORACE WATERS & SON,
in
offered
before
ever
than
4SI Broadway,
New York. Agent* wanted to sell Water*’
and
Concerto
Organ*.
New Scale Piano*,
Illustrated Catalogue* Mailed. Orent inducement* to the Trade. A large discount to

hereby given that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken upon himself the
trust of Administrator of the estate of
SILAS A. COFFIN, lato of Freeport,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said.deeeased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to
said estate are called upon to make payment to
CHARLES HUMPHREY, of Yarmouth, Adra’r.
ja8dlaw3wF#
Freeport, Jan. 5th, 1875.
is

PKlNTlKln oI every description neatly
ULecuted pi this Office.

Cliurcbe*, I^odge*,
de25t4w

Teacher*, Minister*,
School*, etc.

EMPLOYWEIVT-At home

J Male
CCONSTANT
Female, $30

No
a week warranted.
and valuable sample
Address with 6 cent return ptamp, C.
dec314w
Williamsburg, N. Y.
or

capital required. Particulars
sent free.

IFO.R

USE

Wells’ Carbolic

Tablets,

PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.
A TRIED AND NUKE REMEDY.
Sold by Druggists generall v, and
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Mass.

nrp
V I'HKIMTIAN, large lire, fitmily paNJ. it I per, full ot stories and good reading.
rrttl? sectarianism, politics, pills, putts nor adA 11 Ij vertisemeuts. Only 75 cts. a year! Send 10
cents for 3 specimens before youforoet it! Splendid
Map Premium. Agents wanted everywhere. Big
Commissions paid! H. L. Hastings, 538 Washington St., Boston Mats G08 ArchSt.,Phila. Pa. ja7t4w
a

tU\* AGENTS’ PROFITS iter WEEK.
(
v)V Will prove it or forfeit $500. New
articles just patented. Samples sent tree to all. Address W. II. CHIDESTER, 267 Broadway,New York.
ja8t4w
~

Freight
.8. B.

taken

as

usual.

COVLG. J IS.. General Agent.

oct!874

CROMWELL STEAMSHIP LINE.

uoirrTLv^D
AND

—

South and South-west.

taken at low rates.

Passenger accommdations are unsurpassed. Cabin
passage, including state-room and meals, $7.50.
Steerage passage,(meals and births included),S3.50.
Until further notice the “GEORGE CROMWELL”
Leavwill be the only steamer sailing in this line.
ing Portland every Saturday and New York every
Wednesday P. M.

Merchants and Manufacturers
will please remember that the
rales of freight by this line are the
same as by any other clirect line,
whether special or regular
For freight or passage apply to
J. N.

or

jy28tt

and
Windsor and

John,
Halilax.
Hi

Disby

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

On an<t after MONDAY. Jau.
4th, the Steamer IVcw Brunswick, CAPT. S. H. PIKE, will
leave Railroad Wharf foot of State
Street, every MONDAY at 6 P.M.
i__
for Eastport and St. John. Returning will leave St.
John and Eastport every THURSDAY.
A stage coach will for the present run in connection with the steamer between Eastport and Calais

MEETING of the Stockholders

jalltd*

3rd. To act on any other matters which may then
belore the association.
Per Order of Directors.

cgally come

jafidtdFRED. FOX, Sec’y.
Notice.

milE stockholders of the Portland Steam Packet
X Co. are herehv notified that the annual meeting
of the Com panv will he held at their office on Franklin Wharf on TUESDAY. January 19lh, 1875, at 3
o’clock p. ni., for the choice of officers for Ihe ensuing year, and to act on any other business that may
legally come before them.

J. F. LISCOMB, Secretary.

Dighv, AnnapoConnections made
lis, Windsor, Kentville. Halilax, N.JJ„ Shediac. Amherst, P cton. Frederickton.
P#“Freiglit received on days of sailing until 4
o’clock P. M.
While the steamer Belle Brown is under repairs
all freight between Eastport. St. Andrews, Robinston ami Calais will go by sailing vessel.
dec28is5dostfA. R. STUBBS. Agent.

OTHERS.

This is the only inside root* Avoiding Point Judith.
Steamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston & 1 royidence If. If. Depot dally, except Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonington with the enevery
tirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island,
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular Steamer Stonington every Tuesday,
alThursday and Saturday, arriving in New york
lines. Baggag
ways iu advance of all other

them.

at

or.
Exchange
THURSDAY, the Iwenty-first day of January, 1875.
at half past three oiolock, p. m.. in accordance * ith,
and for the purposes specified in the by-laws of the
CHARLES W. FORD, Att’y.
Association.
dtd
January 7th, 1875.

C. J. WHEELED,

f.45 P. HI. For Rochester and way Stations.
lor Rochester. Nashua and

3.15 P. HI. Express
nuiurotoi.

a

week.
Stentn»hip

*
WM. CRANE.
GEOBGE APPOLD.
TUESDAY
«lirect
Bo*tou
every
and SATURDAY.
—

KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONK.
and McGLKLLAN.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY
ami SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwardedfrom Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Ya. and Tcnn. R. R. to all places In
the South, W. B. (J’ark, Agent, basement Old State
House, Boston
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line.
[}. H. Keith, Agent, 70 Washington street, Boston.
And to all point* in the West by Baltimore Si Ohio
R. R., C. A. Cliipley, Agent, 87 Wasnington street,
Boston. And Chesapeake & Ohio R. R., W. B. Clark,
Agent, basement Old State House, Boston.
bills of
the above named

lading given by

Passage $12.50.
_,r
asnFor freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore,
ngtou, or other information apply t«
K. SAMPSON, A cent,

»«

mift

tuuuw

Leave Portland for Gorham 6.20 p. m.
ExpreNM Train leaving Worcester at 8.00 a.m.
connecting with N -rwioh Steamboat train from New
York, arriving in Pqytland at 1.15 p. m.
I'lxprrMH Train leaves Worcester at 4.40 p. in.,
connecting with Express trains .caving Albany at
10 a. in., and N?w York at 10.00 a. m. arriving in
Portland at 10.43 p. m.
Through tickets are sold in Portland, and baggage
checked through to Nashua, Manchester. Concord.
Lowell, Worcester, New York by Norwich line, and
Springfield Route, and to all important points South

and West.
Tickets to all the above points for sale by ROLLINS & ADAMS, 22 Exchange Street, and at the

WM. H. TURNER. Supt.
dtf

no23

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.
ALTERATION IN TRAINS.
ARRAN GrEMENT.

WINTER

Mail train at 1.20 p. m.. for Auburn and Lewiston
and Island Pond, (stopping at all Fiatioas to Islam!
Pond,)* connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal ami the West.
Express tiain for Auburn and Lewiston 5.43 p m.
Accommodation for South Paris at 5.55 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Quebec, Montreal and West at 8.40
a. m.

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.

No. 5 Washington Buildingt

AND

—

PROVIDENCE* K. I.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

ADVERTISING AGENTS

To Canada, Drlroi', Chicago, Hilwan
kee. Cincinnati, Ht. l/oulu, Omaha,
Hnginaw, HI Paul, Halt Cake City,
Denver* Hau Francisco,

ALL TIIE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.

Dealers in Printing Materials of every description
Jype, Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 Park Row* New York*

and all

points in the

Northwest, West and

ES TAB LI SHED IN 1849.

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, Is wen equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.

AGENT*

No. 1C State St., BostoD, and 37 Park Row, New York,
Estimate, furnished gratis for Advertising in al
Newspapers in the Uniied States and British Prov-

DRAWING ROOM
attache* 1 to the trains
and 1.20 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger for every *500 additional value.

CyPULLMAN

DODD’S
ADVERTISING AGENCY,
WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

PORTLAND & OGDENSBLRG R.R

T. t. EVANS.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
PRINT-

ADVERTISING AGENCY A

On and alter MONDAY. NOV. 16.1874,
and until further notice trsiins will run

WAREHOUSE,

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

as

in.

lie turning.
Leave Bemis for Portland and intermediate stations
B idHI
at 8.45 a. m.
flB «***
Leave Upper Bartlett for Portland and interme7.15 a. m.
at
dia’e stations
7.30 a. in. from Portland and 9.15 a. m. from Bemis
will be mixed trains.
Stage connections with 2.00 p.m. from Portland for
Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls, Freedom, Denmark,
Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.
Trains arrive at and depart from Eastern and
Maine Central Kailroad Passenger Station In Port-

Newspaper Advertising Agents,
PARK RO W, ATiW YORK.

Bridgton,

land.

S. K. NILES,

Portland, Nov. 13, 1874.

AGENT.

J. HAMILTON, Supt.
nol4dtf

Eastern Kailroad.
SPECIAL ““NOTICE.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newsisipers ol
all cities and towns of the United States, Canada
nd British Provinces.
Office No. 6 Tremont Street. Boston.
_

id alter

July 22, 1871, and until

Notice, the

Portland Daily Press

Job

:

diate stations at 2 p.

LOCKE,

ADVERTISING

follows

Leave Portland for all stations at 7.30 a. m.
Leave Portland tor Upper Bartlett and interme-

Wood and Metal Type and all kinds ol
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in any
pnjier in tile United States or Canadas at publishers’
owest prices. Send for estimates,
Healer in

&

are
m.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
se2ldtt
Portland, September 19. 1874.

Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract pi ices.
Any information cheerfully given
aud estimates promptly fuurnlshed.

BATES

PALACE

AND SLEEPING OARS
leaving Portland at 7.00 a.

inces.

ERS’

Red and the Yellow Tickets
TO AND FROM BOSTON,

Printing

—

CF TltE

OFFICE, TIIROITGfr
WM. M. MARKS,

—OF

EASTERN

Gr E R

Posters, Hand Bills, Bill Heads,

Cards, Ta?s, &c„ printed
notice.

—

BOSTON A MAIN I'
Will be taken

JVl .A. 1ST

.Southwest

J 0. FURNIVAL Agt.

S. 1*1. PETTENGILL & CO.’S

108

—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

GEORGE P. ROWELL & CO.,

121

--

“FI

Manchester and Concord, arriving in Worcester at
connecting with Night Train tor New

9.15 p. in.,
York.

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT

WM.

no2dtl

7.50 A. HI. For Rochester, Nashua and Worcester, connecting at Rochester with Eastern, and
Boston & Maine Tra'ns tor Boston, also with trains
for Alton Bay and Woltboro, connecting at Nashua
with Express Train for Lowell and Boston, connectinti a: Ayer Junction with tiains for Mason Village
and Fitchburg, arriving in Worcester at 2.10 p, m..
connecting with trains for Providence, Norwich, and
Norwich line Steamers for New York, and with
Boston & Albany trains for Albany and New Fork.

troni Lewiston and Auburn at 8.50a. in.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West, Lewiston
Auburn
at 2.35 p. m.
and
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.45 p. m.
Accommodation from South Paris at 8.15 p. m.

H. R. Locke, o Locke &
Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send fur list of 100 choice newspapers.__

Through
Agents.

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND ;

Express

"agencies.

31

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

commencing Dee.
til, 1874.

a. m.

Annual Meeting of the subscribers to the

their Office,
will be held
THE“Portland Lloyds”
Street, Portland. Maine,
No. 42

ADVERTISING

WORCESTER.

of Train**

!#Wr*l|qEflS74,

ja5eod6t

“Portland Lloyds.”

FOR

—

On and alter Monday, September 21st.
trains will run as follows:
Express twin 7.00 a m. lor Montreal and Quebec,
Lewiston.
ami
Auburn,
Passenger train lor Auburn and Lewiston at 9.30

CHAS. H. FOYE, Clerk.

Portland, January 4th, 1875.

BETWEEN

Depot

J. H. Bates, late of
S. M. Pet ten gill &

Four times

Arrangement

MEETING of the Stockholders of

legally come before

FOR NTEW YORK,
A *.Ii

Ja7'.d

1875.

Middle and Union streets, Portland, on Tuesday,
the IOib day of January, instant, as 10 o’clock
in the forenoon, to chocse Directo-s for the ensuing
that may
year and to transact any other business

at St. John for

AND

—FROM—

Portland to the South and West.

on

for passeogers.

—

Shortest and Most Direct Route

PORTLAND AND

THE

WEEK!

ONE TRIP PER

From

Portland & Rochester R. R.

—

ANNUAL MEETING of the Maine Poultry
Association will be on TUESDAY, Jan. 19tli.
The meeting will be at the State House, Augusta. In
Avrtonltural Room, at 1 o’clock P. M.. and will act
on the following matters viz.
1st. To choose officers lor the ensuing year.
2nd. To select a time and place tor ihe third annual Exhibition.

MAGNA, Agent.

Office on the Wharf,
CLARK & SEAMAN,
86 West street. New York.

Eastport, Calais

OF

Me.^

Mo Transfer! Mo Change of Cars

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

AHEAD

CHARLES F. BATCH,
General Manager.
GEO. BACHF.I.DER,
General Agent Eastern Railroad. Portland,

corner

will form a semi-weekly line,leaving Boston & Maine R. R. Wharf
and Saturday at 6 P. M.
Wednesday
Portland, every
and leaving Pier 9 North River, New York, every
at
4 P M.
and
Saturday
Wednesday
This line will connect at Portland with the princifor the interior and
and
Steamboats
Railroads
pal
the east, and at New-York with Crom web Steamship
line for New Orleans and other piiutipal lines tot he

A.

season

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

ANNUAL

“GEO.

mu»

Conway
Conway Railroad.
The 8.00 A. M. train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of the
p. Sc O. Railroad.

the Portland & Ogdensbnrg Railroad Company
THE
of
■will he held at the office of the Company,

Steamships,

via Augusta,

M. train arrives in Boston at 2.00
to connect with the traiu for
New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. M.
lor New York via Fall Hirer,
trains
(steamboat)
The 3.15 P. M. train
Stonington and Norwich Lines.to connect
with trains
arrives In Boston in season
at
9
P. M and 9.30 P.
lor New York via Springfield
M- train via Shore Line.
^
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from Portland
Junction with theGreat Falls and
connect at
The 9.10
P. M. in

rr

Portland, Jan. 6,

WASHINGTON” and “GEO.
CROMWELL,” inoo tons each,

Bangor,

tor

Lewiston, Bath, Rockland, Be'fast and Dexter (Pullman Palace Sleeping Care,) at *5.00 a. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 18.00 P. M.
For Lewiston via Danville at 17.55 P. M.
Leave Biddeford tor Portland at t8.‘H) A. M., r*surning at 5.00 P. M
The 8.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.

Portland & Ogdensbnrg R. R. Co.

—

NEW YORK.

Freight

tl.10 P. M.
Leave Portland

tFaat Express.

ja5dlwt

(3*

Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, FarM.
mington AVaterville and Skowbegan at 11.05 P.AuLeave Portland for Bath, Lewiston, Rockland,
at
gusta. Skowbegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor

The 8.00 A. M. train from Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway lor Montreal, Quebec and
all parts of Canada East.
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halifax, Dover, Foxcroft. Rockland, &c.
A freight traiu #ill leave Portsmouth for Dover,
and Dover for Portsmouth, daily.
•Pullman sleeping car express train. N. B. Ibis
train on Satarday night ruas to Portland only.
♦Accommodation tram

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

iucouvenience of arriving in Boston late

Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low xates.

dtt

MANUFACTURERS of Sloue Ware
on hand lull assortment of Supe\Jj 2w\ have
rior Stone Ware at their Store House, 21
f
if
( j Union Wharf, Portland, office 157 Commercial, corner Union St. Manufactory
at Gardiner,
l^arge or Small orders,
addressed as above »»r at Gardiner, will
be promptly filled at the lowest prices.
ill_
decl(13m

^Leave

NOTICE.
The

First C'lasM

V

NOTICE

‘•Fold their tents, like the Arabs,
And silently steal away.”
Thi* in no new and untried discovery, hut lias
been long used with wonderful remedial results, aud
is pronounced by the highest medical authorities,
“the most powerful tonic and alterative known”.
Ask your druggist tor it.
For sale by WM. F. KIDDER & CO New York
del8t4w

Jan. 9, 1875.

JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. LA WRENC E.

A. Claisted & Son.

Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *12.00 midnight.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John 7S.00 A. M.
Leave Dover for Portsmouth and Portland at 6.10,
7.50, 10.50 a. tn. and 5.00 p. in.
Leave Portsmouth tor Portland at 110.27 A. M*.
15.45 P. M., *2.25 A. M.
w
Leave Portsmouth lor Portland, Bangor, Houlton,
Calais and St. John at *2.25 A. M.
Leave Portland for Lewision, and by freight
A.
Trains to Bath, Augusta, and Watervilb*, at t7.U0

L. W. SHAW, Sec’y.

AX lOlfEST CASH PRICES

178 COMMERCIAL STREET,

A. M.t3.15,
Leave Boston for

his troubles

(City

STEAMSHIP MNE

TAYLOR,

thr Portsmouth and Portland at 78-00
*°Leave Boston
*12.00 midnight.

PORTLAND RAILROAD CO.

Locust Treenails.

L.

Then try JURUBEBA, the wonderful tonic
and invigorntor, which acts so beneficially on tlie
secretive organs as to impart vigor to all the vital
forces.
It is no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
short time, only to let the sufferer fall to a low r
depth of misery, but it is a vegetable tonic acting directly on the liver and spleen.
It regulate* the Bowels, quiets tbe nerves,
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole system a*
to soon make the invalid feel like a new person.
■ t« operation in not violent, but is characterized by great gentleness; the patient experiences
no sudden change, no marked results, but gradually

STON1NGTON LISE

and after the first

COMMENCING NOV. 33,

.

ISM.

_Passenger trains leave Portland daiI,m.,mmm«Miv for Portsmouth and Boston, (Sunexcepted) at *1.00 t9.10 A. M„
£jS3SgS3*K»
TTT
P. M.
Leave Portland for Portsmouth and Dover daily,
m.
(Sundays excepted),at tO.10 a. m. and 73.15 p.
and LoeLeave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth

1675, at 3 o’clock P. M., for the choice ol Directors
anil the transaction of any other business that may
legally come before them.

To Merchants and Shipmasters.

Yuuday ot September, 1874. the
prescribed by the Government of

TRAL RAILROAD.

Debilitated!

land Co., will be held in Reception
THEof the Port
MONDAY, Jan. 18th,
Room
Hall) Portland,

No rockers for child

Notice to Contractors.

or

AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

Prince Edward InWith connection*
land, Cape llretou and St. Jfobu*, N. F..

The first class

on

no21___tf

EASTERN & MAINE CEN-

.

ARE YOU

to

Fare

yAS t. FURBER, Gen. Superintendent.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

JURUBEBA

DIRECTI

PATENT

little

or

ton

ROSS,

TO

to any

stands

ja9dlw

Copartnership

Nells

to-day incontestably superior to nil
other Piano NIcihods.

onr

LNIE

Halifax Nova

White! Oak & Hard Wood Tlank & Wedges

is gaining friend* everywhere.
No
piano instruction book ever issued approaches it for real merit and worth, and
no teachers regret using it in their course
of instruction. This work is u power in
the musical advance of the dny, and lias
been n most important agent in the recent
tremendous increase of technical kuow'ledge* of (he Pianoforte.
The snecess of KICII/1RDNON’S NEW
ME1IIOU is world-wide, and prompts
ninny competitor*, but its sale surpasses

ja8

*ny

nections

«

HAVE YOU TRIED

ANNUAL

part of the world, closely sealed, postage paid on receipt of price. Or all three books sent to one address
Here is ofat the same time on receipt of onlv $4.
fered over eight hundred and fifty pages of the ablest
medical
Iscience
and
bound
and best printed
popular

and

TURNER.

OFFICE NO. 160 FOBE STREET.
eod3w

S. W.

MAI lx

—ALSO—

nit
rilllE subscribers have formed a copartnsrfhlp
X her thefirm name and styleol J. W. MONGER
& CO. for the purpose of catrying on the general
Marine Fire and late Insurance burinv;'-

f

_70

ton.

dtf

ja!3-lw

1875._

jn23-lv

Wharf. »o»

prescrip-

Ceititying Manifest. $15.00
Bill of Health...
4.00—$19.0
For Vessels without Cargo:
Certifying Manifest.$7.00
Bill of Health. 4.00—$11.0

co-

CHAS. jfi. WATERHOUSE,
WM. J. WATERHOUSE.

Freight or Passage, apply to
E. B. SAMi'HON, Agent,

Tbo Peabody Institute has also just published a
book treating exclusively of NERVOUS AND
MENTAL DISEASES, more than two hundred royal octavo pages, twenty elegant engravings, bound n

are

Hand
Mattrasses,

find New and Second

Furniture,
Lounges, Spring Beds,
Looking Glasses, Book Cases, &c.
Repairing of all kinds neatly done.

Mand.^FmoSK

beautiful French cloth. Witli the very best
tions forjprevailing diseases. Price $2.00.
A Book for Everybody.

Jan. 6

Baker & Co.

a

for Every Woman,
Entitled. SEX tJAL PHYSIOLGGY OF WOMAN,
AND HER DISEASES; or, Woman treat'd of Physiologically and Pathologically, in health and disease, from Infancy to Old Aae. 350 pages, bound in

R. R., and Sout
free of Commission.

PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.

A Book

Real Estate, Ort><? 13
oc5dtf

128 and 130 MIDDLE ST.,
Where the

oi SAM L
continue the

en-

manhood, bow lost, how regained and how perpetucause and cure of Exhausted Vitality, ImI’OTENCY, Premature Decline in Man, Spermatorrhoea. or Seminal Losses (nocturnal and diurnal),
Nervous and Physical Debility,
Hypochondria,
Gloomy forebodings, Mental Depression, Loss of Enof Mind and
Confusion
Countenance,
ergy, Haggard
Loss of Memory. Impure State ot the Blood, and all
diseases arising from the errors of youth, or the
indiscretions or excesses of mature years.
It is, indeed, a book for every man, young and
middle-a°ed men in particular. 300 pages, bound m
beautiful French cloth, illustrated, price only $1.

THE

SALE.

THE

name

Book for Every Man.
the
Medical Institute;

A
a new

girl should have odg. Name “Chievery cradle. Beautiful, Cheap and
Durable. Chichester Toy Chairs to match. This
Cradle oannot be equaled for a present to a little girl
for

KcaioraJ.

day formed

A»D

Peabody
by
edition ot the celebrated medical work
JUST published
It treats upon
titled SELF-PRESERVATION.

Ev^ry

aul?

undersigned,

lm*

WMX

sailing vessels.
West by the Penn.

NERVOUS DISEASES.

chester”

Iron Works known as the Portland Machine
This property ocWorks are offered for sale.
about
an acre of land on tide water on Comcupies
mercial St., in Portland, and comprises a large
Machine Shop, Foundryfand Pattern Shop. Boiler
Shop’aud Blacksmith Shop. There Is a full complement of Towlsjfor heavy work and general Machinery
and a large assortment of patterns.
The concern having been long established has a
large iud constantly increasing list of customers in
New England, and Canada, and is now running ou
full lime on orders, a more favorable'opportunity
for investment is seldom offered. For further particulars apply to the proprietor at the Works.
W. H. 1? ESSEN DEN, Proprietor.

FOR

Freight for the

13 TEMPLE STREET.
M. to 6 P. M. Consultation lrec.

ja6d3m

w

o

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
From Fine Street Wharf, Pliila
delphia, at 10 a. m.
I nsurance one half the rate

For

DOLL’S CRADLES.

Valuable Iron Works

Copartnership Notice.
the

OFFICE

CIHCnSTEER

ESTATE.

REAL

COPARTNERSHIP.

the lirni
WE,partnership&under
SONS, and will

Female,.

after the arrival of the Train of the pro
vious day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to acccommoda t ions). .870 to 880
Payable in Gold or its eouivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H & A ALLAN. No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward aud outward, and for
Draits
on
Sight
England for small amounts, a''ply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 Indta Street.
Portland, Nov. 15,1874.no!7dtf

Immediately

sample copy.

Wharfage.

Ho

saved thousands to whom life was almost a burden.
Many who have been suffering for years, with no
prospects of relief, hove been cured by this wonderlul medicine. Also Cancer, Humor and Piles cured.
Hours 10 A.

»»

x-ivxj

by connecting lines forwarded

This is the only medicine known that will, without
local treatment, effect a cure in all cases of Ulceration, Ueucorrhcea, Dropsy, Enlargment, Prolap.is,
Congestion, Inflammation and Weakness. It has

ana
one

undersigned having taken the stand of Harlow & lluut, will continue the business at

dec22d4wr

to

tine.

Steamship
u

__

on

SATURDAY, January ICtb, 1875.

i._

Renowned Remedy for nil wenk-

Either of the above books

Inquire of SHEPHERD & CO., where the keys may
be found, or II. E. THOMPSON, Lowell, Mass., Box
117.

PPII,AI>EL,PIIIA

new

REMOVALS.

Pleasant to Centre street.
Atlantic to Fore street.
Foie, from Atlantic street.
Grove, iroin Congress to Portland street.
Clark, from Salem to Summer street.
Chestnut street.
Ur lord, from Washington to Smith.
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.

MRS. DR. PALFREY’S

ated,

THE
given

—AND—

FOK THE

Something New and Important to ladies.

No

BOSTON

Lit'ClYC CfltJI |7WX

PEBSCKIPTION

MANHOOD, WOMANHOOD

Room in the Second Story of the
Primers’ Lxchauge. with power it
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON & CO., Ill
Exchange Slreet.
ntf

Pleasant Cottage,
Cedar Sts. Gas, Water

cities in the South and Southwest.

principal

-■

incident

Line of Steamers

Y71iarfage. No Commission tor forwarding.
Fall lmiormatiou given by D. D. C. MINK.
Agent, 29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. 15. COYLE,
Jr., Portland.
VVM. P. CLYDE & CO„ Gen*l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.
anl 1 lv

the sole proprietor of these Medicines, has removed
to his splendid parlors at the Union House, and either Dr. Wood, a most competent physician, or himself ran be consulted every day upon all diseases,
free of charge, Cures warranted.
eodtf
dec9

newoH

a

a^ies.

On Boyd‘street.
on Fox, lrom Washington to Back Bay.
On New High, below Cumberland street.
On
On
On
On
On
On
On

Maine.

in

tee

Bomiou at 8.00, a. in., 12, in. 3.15, p. m. arriving
at Portland at 12.45. 4.45‘ 7.45, p. in.
For Cowell (via Lowell Junction) at 6.15, 9. 10
a. in., 3.15 p. m.
For foiirord and Manchfulrr (via Now
Market Junction) 6.16 a. m., 3.15 p, ui., (via l^awrence at) 0.10 a. m.
For «r#*nt Fall* at 6.15, 9.10 a. m„ 3.13, p. ni.
For Portsmouth (via Dover) at 6.13 a, m.
For Rochester, and
Furmiugton, (via
Dover) at 6.15, 9.10, a. m., 3.15 p. m.
Alton Bny. (via DoveiO at 9.10 a. m., 3.15 p. ni.
A train will also leave Portland for l£euu<
hunk and IVay Stations at.5.15 p. m. Returning, leave Kenncbnuk at 7.30 a. in., arriving at
Portland at 8.35 a. m.
Passengers from nuy point on the Vtniur
Central Railroad will change cars at, and have
their bapgaeo checked via Boston Ac .Maine
Transfer Mmtiou.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 3.15, Bos-

making?

Running between Providence
Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
to anu
direct communication
rom Portland and all other points in Maine, with
Philadelphia and beyond. Turough rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached oy the Penn.
Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R»s., and to all

DR. S. Edwards of Boston,

k

of land situated on Little Cheabeague Is-

Is
about 35
very
A land, consisting olhotel,
cuts 10 tons of hay and
desirable location for

Money

THE

Dr. J. Clawson Kelley’s Medicines
Ate the only remedies that will positively cure
complaints. Call and see the evidences of

these

World

To Lease.

BULLETIN.

following streets have been designated on
which bo vs can coast with sleds during the winter, and on noiieothers. If detected in coasting on
other public streets, the penalty ot the law will be
enforced:

worse.

_dtw

jal3

AND

_______

Ilavo yon Disease of the Lungs, Heart, Kidneys,
Liver or Spleen. Have you Scrofula, Cancer, Piles
Sait Riieum, Nervous Debility, St. Vitus Dunce, or
them
any other subborn disease. Mercury makes

Passenger trains will leave Portn».
for Bowioii, at 6.15, 9.10 a.

£27*^^93.15. I*. III., arriving at Boston at 10.50
—“-®“™a. in., 2.00, 8.00, p. in. Returning, je »vo

Are you ho l.anguid that anv exertion requires more of an effort than you feel capable of

and

Address, J. F. VflCCUV,
Charlentown,
oc20-3m

To Let
VERY nice House to let, on Congress St., opH. A. LAMB, M. D.
posite the Park.

in the streets.
City Marshal’s Office,)
Portland, Dec. 21, 1874. 1

If You Would Live.

Will leave this port fur Liverpool

Weak, Nervous,

FMIEAREIdPISEA.

Cure of Nervous Debility Free.

TO LET.

Spuyten

river,

Stop Taking Mercury

TWO

A

Pier

l^ORTLANI)

Clyde’s Iron

On and after December 30, 1874,

HIBERNIAN, Capt. Archer,

at 5 P. M., and
East River, New
York,every MONDAY,WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY at 4 P.M.
.u,
The Eleanora is anew steamer, just,built tor this
route, and both she and the Franeonia are fitted up
this
for
making
with fine accommodations
passengers,
the most convenient and comfortable route for travelThese
steamers
Maine.
York
and
New
lers between
will touch at Vineyard Haven during the summer
months on their passage to and from New York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods for war* led to and from Philadelphia, Montreal. Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
$3?"Freight taken at the lowest rates
Shippers are requested to send t heir freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
dtf
ocl

<ltf

Dr. Edward, lias removed to hixxnlendid Parlorx at the ITuioa llouxe, opposit< the Adnmx n.uxe. Temple Street.
DK. BOtVABDN will be at the Portland office on Dec. !iOlh and 21st.

cures

Gentlemen and their wives and two or three
gentlemen can be accommodated y..m
oc7tf
rooms and board at 75 Free street.

two

about,

north of Point Muger, California.
Cleveland breakwater, new estimate for four fathoms water, Ohio.
San Joaquin river, below Stockton, California.
Guvandotte river, below Logan Court House. West
Virginia.
Cedar Bayou Bar: and ten thousand dollars arc

propriated, to defray the cost
Approved, June 23,1874.

ol

comer

TWOsingle

miles

for the

37

ABOUT

Wolf Lake Cut, Indiana.
Snake river, Idaho, from

hereby appropriated

rooms

Booms To Let.

*

i-tarbarn.

at

BOARD,
HIGH &■ SPRING ST._
WITH

^Snohomish

Cant'i

suit of

a

Franconia

ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER

Passengers booked to Londonderry anti Liverpool.
Return Tickets
granted a* Reduced Kates.
The Steamship

Will until further notice leave
Franklin Wharf. Portland every
and
MONDAY, THURSDAY

,

railroad.

OF TIIE

Canadians and United State* Mai In*

Chesapeake

and

—

Let.

To

thou-

special appropriation, seventy-hve

diSec. 2. That the Secretary ot War is herebv
to
rected to cause examinations or surveys, ot. both,
be made at the lollowing points, namely:
Massachusetts.
Harbor of New Bedford,
Cascades and dalles oi the Columbia river, Oregon,
of
and Washington Territories, and lor the purpose
constructascertaining the practicability and cost of
sucli
at
points.
ing canals and locks
for removing jams, Washington ler-

IO A. W., till 8 P. HI.,
Mnturdny till 5 P. M.
Operation on all diseases of the lect performed without pain.

rooms,

the

Georgia.

lower floor at

furnished or unfurnished,
without board, at 51 winter St.

Wilmot,
Boarding

Monthly

Examination of the feet Free.

pleasant

me

Senate Select Committee on
recommended by
upon tbe
Transportation-Routes to the Seaboard,
in
tlie report of said committee,
four routes Indicated
and also upon a route from the mouth of the Youghiogheny river, +o continue the slack-water navigaat the foot of
tion up said river to its head waters
to Cumthe Alleghany Mountains, thence by canal
and Ohio
berland, inters .cting there the Chesapeake
so much
or
thousand
dollars,
Canal, two huudred
thereof as ihay be necessary, to be expended under
manner
such
War
In
ot
the direction ofitlie Secretary
amount
as in his judgment, will secure tlie gteatest
said
routes.
of
each
for
of exact information
For the improvement of the harbor at Charleston,
South Carolina, eighteen thousand dollars.
harFor examinations and surveys of rivers and
for which
bors, and for incidental repairs at harbors

yam Hill

fur-

__

at

seventy-two, by

u

or

his regular

oa

jal2

ja2

river
ginia or Georgetown channel of the Potomac
above aud below Long Bridge, and that the earth
excavated therefrom be deposited so as to carfor improving
ry out, as far as practicable the plan
the harbors of Washington and Georgetown, in acto Conmade
recommendation
the
cordance with
hundred and
gress December seventeenth, eighteen
a board of survey created by act ot

no

accommodated with

To Let.

March
appropriation under the act of for
the
third, eighteen hundred and seventy-three,
and
improvement of tlic harbors of Washington
the
Virto
to
made
dredging
apply
Georgetown be

sand dollars.

on

tlie

Office hours from

49PLEASANT STREET,

pleasant

That the

there is

Front Room

PLEASANT
jattf

thousand dollars.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
For continuing tne improvement of the Saginaw
dollars.
thousand
fifteen
river, Michigan,

nn

he

it

Tislt.

To Let with Board.

«

,,

can

stopping

U. S. HOTEL

_*lw

,ial3

ten

estimates

hoarders

ja2dtf

is

This Week,

a

UNDER CONTRACT FOR THE CARRYING

^TISaTne

BOSTON

Steamship Co

Ocean

YORK.

Eleanora,

leave

CHIROPODIST,
if

Board.
three

Montreal

jJ^yHpH5®^SATURDAY,
38

dkTkenison,

BOARD.
or

CO.

a

IN

hun-

of the harbor

improvement

On nil disease**. fee circulars.
Office hours from 8 A. M. to 8 P. M.

FOUND.

TWOboard in private family. Rooms newly
nished. Inquire at 44 St. Lawrence street.

Steamers

FREE

City Hall a FUR CAPE which the owner can
have by calling at Press Office and paving
jal4d3t
charges.

thousand dollars.
harbor at
For continuing the improvement of the
dollars.
Provincetoivn, Massachusetts, six thousand Lower
of
the
For continuing the improvement
OteWlllamctlt and Columbia rivers,from Portland,
thousand dollars.
gon, to the sea, twenty
of the Upper
For continuing the improvement
and t«tnWillamette liver, Oregon, seven bundled
dollars.
thousand
ty
TTnn..
the
of
Upper
the
improvement
For continuing
Columbia river, twenty thousand dollars.
of
theliaroorat
tin*
improvement
For continuing
Galveston, Tevas, sixty thousand dollars.
harbor of
For re moving!wrecks and rocks off the
thorsand dolSan Francisco, California, twenty-five

ALLAN_L!NE.

MEW

TO

Inhaler.
Vaporizing
CONSULTATION
Portland Jan. 4,1875.

Found.

Plymouth, Massachusetts,

MAINE
TRI-WEEKLY LINE

DONALDSON,

DR. N. I.

STEAMERS.

BY —

For any case of Catarrh, Asthma, Bronchitis, 01
the incipient 6tage of Consumption that cannot be
cured by bis

WAITED.

the improvement of the harbor at
aud for dredging, five

and seventy-two.
For surveys ana

—

canablo American woman to do general
housework. Satisfactory reference will be givjal2*lw

harbor at
improvement
continuing
thousand dolBoston, Massachusetts, ouc hundred

la”or continuing

NO. 52 FREE STREET.

RAILROADS.

STEAMERS.

STEAMSHIP

Will be paid at

a

of the

the

$500 REWARD.

A

’appropriation

made in eighteen hundred and seventy.
For continuing the improvement ot the Fa?sa;c
river, New Jersey, twenty thousand dollars.
For continuing "the improvement by removing obstructions in the East and Harl in rivers, at or near
Hell Gate, two hundred and twenty-five thousand
lollars.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Wareham, Massachusetts, ten thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement, of the harbor at
Massachusetts, five thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the Taunton
•iver, Massachusetts, ten thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Fall River, Massachusetts, ten thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the breakwater at Blockflsland, twenty thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Newport, Rhode Island, ten thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Yickfonl, Rhode Island, five thousand dollars.

Girl Wanted.
GIRL to cook and <lo general house work. Middle aged woman preferred. Also second girl.
Best references required. Apply in forenoon at
J. P. BAXTER’S,
71 Deering St,

sand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the Housatonic river, Connecticut, ten thousand dollars.
For continuing the harbor at Bridgeport, Gonnecticut, twenty thousand dollars.
at
For continuing the improvement of the harbor
Norwaik, Connecticut, ten thousand dollars.
at
harbor
Milford,
of
the
For the improvement
Connecticut, five thousand dollars.
That the sum of fifty thousand dollars is approof the chanpriated for the opening and improving
Del between Staten Islam! and New Jersey.
saint
For continuing the impiovement of ino
Croix river, Maine, ten thousand dollars.
Macbias
For continuing the improvement of the
river. Maine, teu thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the Penobscot
river, Maine, twenty thousand dollars.
harbor at
For continuing the improvement of the
Camden, Maine, ten thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement ot the Kennebec
river, Maine, twelve thousand dollarB.
at
For continuing the improvement of Hie harbor
Portland, Maine, twenty thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of tbeCooheco
ilvar. New Hampshire, ten thousand dollar*.
MernFor continuing Ibe improvement of the
mattk river, Massachusetts, ten thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the entrance
uolof Saleln Harbor, Massachusetts, ten thousand

_

For continuing the Improvement of the Delaware
river bet ween Trenton and Bordentown, ten thousand dollars.
For the removal of instructions in the harbor and
the construction of a pier at New Castle, Delaware,
2ii thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the harbor at
Wilmington, Delaware, six thousand dollars.
For continuing United States pier in Delaware
Bay, near Lewes, Delaware, ten thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the Schuylkill river. twenty thousand dollars.
For continuing the improvement of the Hudson
river, New York, forty thousand dollars; and out of
the sum of seven thousand lour
his
lundred and sixty-two dollars may be paid by the
jniet of Engineers to Emory R. Seward, in full payment for work done by him in removing the overslaugh rock in the Hudson liver, under his contract

Hyannis,

FOR SALE,

my28

Forty-Third Congress.

at
For continuing the improvement, of the harbor
Green Bay, Wisconsin, ten thousand dollars.
at
For continuing the improvement of the harbor
Menomonee, Michigan and \\ isconsin, twenty-five
thousand dollars.
the improvement of the harbor of

As with the dowers of the almond tree;
Of days that were and days to be, made blest
and rest!
JVith gifts of hope and memory

the

First Session of the

MEDIC A U_

WANTS.

For continuing the improvement of the Pawcatuck
river, Rhode Island aud Connecticut, ten thousand

LAWS

j

at short I

i

RAILROAD,
on

all

TRAINS

THE—

RAILROAD.

CHARLES F. HATCH, Gen. Manne r.
July 21.1871.
y'at

Feed for Cattle.
of fecil for Cattle and Hogs at Casco Brewery, opposite Portland Co.’s Works, Portland
Me.
P. McGLIUCHY, pro,..

LOTS

Cm

